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rORE-UORO

This report covers the rasoarch and development activities

carried out in the Nuclear Physica Oiuision during the calendar

ysar 1975* The work in all tha three sub-units of tha Division

haa gone on vigorously as evidenced by the lerga' number of papara

(59) presented at various national ami international conferences.

Tho I/en de Graaff accelerator was uosd to continue the

reaaarch programmes in resonance reactions„ nuclear spectroacopy

and fast fission studies. A number of groups from outaide 8.A.R.C.-

T.I.F.R., SrI«N.P,,, Bangalore I!niu.jv3ity and Harathwada Univaraity-

have also been utilising the machine on a regular basis. Theoretical

work in Nuclear Physics comprises of structurs calculations, atudy

of reactions at medium energy and p.lon interactions.

In tho Fission Physics Section the tasnory and quarternary

fission studies hava been the mai;i sphere of activities. The theo-

retical work has been in the area .of shell correction energies and

development of a semiemplrical level density formula.

Solid State Physics research has been continued with the

established facilities at CIRUS, the Fiossbauer laboratory, the newly

set-up light scattering laboratory and ths Compton profile equipment*

The theoretical work has covorsd the theory of finite groups and some

studies on elastic half spaces and Stark Ladders.

The development of experimental techniques and new instruments

has progreassd at the same pace as last year. Amongst tha new experi-

mental facilities undejr fabrication, the ion implantation facility la
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undorgolng performance testing, and the assembly work for the 2HV

terminal tandem accelerator has started.

As in prawioue years, members of the piviaion continued to

participate actively in the teaching programmes of the Training

Division. Theau Include teaching for the 18th and 19th batches of

trainees, coordinating and organs±nQ tha Befraehar Course for the

University Post-graduate Teachers in F-hyaica and the Vacation train-

ing for the National Science Talent Search Scholars

K Mehta
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*• FEOTURt ARTICLES

1. Surface Statea

In racant yaara thara has baen avar incraaaing interest In funde-

•antal studies of surfaces. This ia mainly aua to tha advant of new experi-

mental tachniquaa auch as I EEL) and FIM capable of characterizing tha surface

at a microscopic level. The studies are relevant to some vary practical

problaMS in areas such ss catalysis^corrosion and ambrittlement and has

possible applications to photo-cells and many solid state electronic

devicee. for exampla,many chemical reactions involve the use of a catalyst*

Some of theae reactions have wide technological applications. However,

the exact mechanism of catalyaia is not understood. In this particular

instance it ia the nature of the bond between an adaorbate and a surface

thet neede to be investigated.

For. the characterization of the static surface we must specify

the chemical identity of the atoms present, their geometrical arrangement

end the distribution uf electrons surrounding these atoms, both in energy

end in space. Such a characterization of the surface ia the « irst atep

towerde understanding the dynamics of the interaction of the surface with

external systems such as atoms, molecules or other eurfacee. We shall be

concerned here with the aurfece electronic atatee characterizing the

itttic surfacn,

Tha surface electronic etatea ara localized in the vicinity of the

tfurfece. The probability distribution for an electron peaks at the surface

for theae states. The principal characteristic of these states is that

their energias can lie outside the allowed bands of mn infinite lattice.

When these states are occupied they tend to strongly localize the electrons^

with the reeult that a violation of local charge neutrelity becomea possible



and a space charge region in tha vicinity of the surface ia created.

Thua the possibility of a natural double layer and a barrier at the

surface ia evident and leads to a clear understanding of the rectification

cherecteristic* of matal-aemiconductor contacts. Thie ie exploited in the

translator technology.

Surfeca etetea are a direct consequence of terminating a lattice by

e eurfaca* There are varioue waya in which tha atone of the eurface may be

geometrically arranged. Consequently there can be different types of

aurfece etatee. In an ideel surface the atome are arranged periodically

in tha aeae> manner as in a plane In the bulk Derallml to the eurfece plena.

A reconstructed surface corresponds to e rearrangement of eurfece etoms.

This rearrangement nay again result in e periodic two dimensional army

of etoms. The eurfece ney adsorb foreign atoms or there could be eurf'aCe

defecte present. The electronic etetea associated with real eurfacee are

either delocellzed or loceliaad. The former stetee eriee when there ie e

periodic arrangement of etoms in the eurrece plene. The probebility die-

tributlon le uniform in the eurfece plena. In the caae of localized surface

statee the probebility deneity peak* eround e certein centra - tha edeorbod

etom « or on a line in tha caee of eurface defects.

The surface state energies end wave functlona can be obtained, in

principle» by eolving an appropriate SchrSdinger equation, if we know the

potentiel due to a finite cryetal. The eolution of the Schrddinger equetion

will give ua all the eigen values end eigen functions. Theee will include

also tha surface etetes. Now deep ineide the cryatal tha potential le

periodic end may be approximated by the correeponding infinite lettlce

potential. Outeide the crystal the potentiel le conetent which may be

teken to be* aero* There exiata a tranaition region in which the potentiel
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1* not poriodio and variaa from ita valua in tha bulk to ths vacuum

1*V*1. Thar* ia no knowlsdgs about th« variation of tha potsntial In

this r*gi.on. Thia means that an axsct solution la not possible a van

in principla and a solution is not possibls at all unlass sons approxi-

mation is Had* about ths surfacs rsglon.

In prsctlc* ths periodic potsntial is assumed to continus undis-

tarbsd upto ths surfscs plans whsrs it ia abruptly terminated and replaced

by • constint potsntial corrssponding to vacuum. Ths Schrfldingsr squstion

can than bs solved aaparatsly for tha two rsgions. Ths wavs function and

its darlvativss sra matched on ths surface plans. This lssds to conditions

on sllowsd anargiaa. Historically, this was ths procsdurs sdoptsd by

Tamm who studisd s one-dinsnsional modal of a aeni-inrinits crystal and

pravsd ths oxistsnes of snsrgy lsvsls with wavs functions locallzsd nssr

ths surfacs. A on« di«snaional sxsmpls will bs wary instructive to ass

how ths aurfscs atatss ariaa.

Conaidsr a ssmi-infinlt* crystal! > 0 # . Ths potsntial .\a assumsd to bs

psriodic upts ths surfacs and z • o. The potontial outeids ths crystsl z < •

is takan to bs zaro. Lst us considsr an snsrgy E < o bslonging to ths

bulk bsnds of ths infinits lsttics. Insids ths crystsl thsrs ara two

Bloch typs solutions with wavs vector k* snd -k rsspsctlvly. Any linear

combination of thass is also a solution. Outsids ths crystal tha solution

•f ths SchrSdingsr aquation is rsprsssntstf jy sn axponsntially decaying

function. Sucn • solution csn slwsys bs matchsd at tha aurracs with soms

linaar combination of tho Bloch functions so that tha wavs function and

its dsrlvativa are continuous at tha surfscs. Thus snergisa forming bulk

t»4nds «rt not affsctsd by ths surfaca. Mow lat t balong to ths Pnrkirfde*

rsglsn «f vhs infinits crystsl. In this esss thsrs is only on* salutla*



whicft re»iaihe fteundetf inairf* tha cryatal and tamle to. lara «aa» in

tha bulk. Thin aalutien «ay «la« b« aatehed »t th« aurfaca with tha

axaoflentlally deeayiiif ealwtiwn w i U i a i . tut Mtolt lat la « • * |HM«ikl«

for a l l anergtea but only far thaaa which aatlafy a oartaln Mfttttftan,

Corresponding to a l l tkaaa energioa, for which matching ef the *••»*

runctia* l» p«aaiil«t M M M M fwietlafik dacay aaay f»«* %hl lutffaaai

Theaa ara ttt* aurfae« atataa. Thalt anWflaa ata tttu* •*•« to l i a in

th» fattolddaA raglort ef tint in f ln l ta la t t loa .

Savatal ona-tfiwaitalonal medala bava baatt traatad In thla aay

with dlffarant fortoa of tha bar i fUc potantlal* S«ch calculatlaHa t»awa

... pat* ift tha uhdaratandlng of aavaral quail tat iva faatura* r»§ i r i i n t

*utfme* »tatm», thbueh i t »uak ba nantlenad hera that thaary lafa fdfr

bahlnd axpatiaanta in thla branch of aolid atata phyalea In pravldlna; a

quantltatlva axplanatlpn of «traarv»d phanemMa. Aasantly fiavlaen
1

aewatkara st^idiad tha ra la t lv la t lc affacta w aurfaca atataa (

tha Tamm model. Thay abtainad *n appraxi«ata solution af tha arahla*

arrived at tha rath**- aurprlalng cencluaion that a ra la t iv ia t ic traataidnt

lad fed two typaa of curfaea atataa. In tha nonralativiatic l l « i t » tha

atataa balonging to tha f i r s t catagory want avar to tha uaital Tarn atatas.
i

Th* caoond catagory* accarding to Oaviaon at a l ( conaiatad of atataa with

na analog in tha nonralativiatic traatnant of tha preblaau Thaaa wac«

callad by than Oirac aurfacs atotaa.

tta undertook an axact traataant of tha aaaa arabla^ « Our flndlnga

wara at varianca with thaaa. of Oawiaon and coworkera. Ma hava eoncluaivaly

proves that Oirac aurfaca atataa do not axlat In tha Taaai aodal*
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Ltst it should appear that our conclusions ara but natural* ws nay

•sntlsn that tha situation ia eoitwtwhst diffsrsnt whan ona considete, far

sxtmpltt impurity ststss. Vm studied -the reiativiatic affacta on impurity

atetas in an inflnita lattica of & -potentiale with ona eubetitutlsnal

impurity. We did find soms new impurity atataa, which msrgt with tha

band-sigea in tha nsnralativiatic limit. Our raaulta alao rsmoved a

cartain Curious, till than unaxplainad, aaymmatry in tha csrtclusion

•rrivad at by Sa»on and Hutnar who firat gawa a nonralativiatio analyaia

ar thla aodal. Our latar inwastigationa hava alao thrown light an W a

cauat of tha abaanca of naw typa of atatta in tha Tamm modal and thair

praaanca in tha Saxon-Hutnar modal in a reiativiatic treatment. Wa find

that thia apparent anomaly la connected with the different behaviour of

tha band-edge etatea in tha two case"

Coming to the calcuiatior of surface etatea in tha more raaliatic

caM>of a three dimanaional lattice^ tha matching of tha wave function

has-to be done on tha aurfaca pl»ne, i.a. at an infinite numbsY of points*

Some timea this ia dona in an approxi»-*e manner by matching the wave

function at points of high symmetry. However, thS Green function method

propoaad by Garcia Holinar and Rubio ia vary uaaful and in affect incor-

porates matching at all tha polnta of tha aurfaca. But thia type of re-

preaantatlon of the aurfacs by a shsrp discontinuity in the potentials is

nst mm adequat* representation of a rosl surface sines the finitsnsss of

ths transition region at tha aurfaca is complstsly disrsgsrdsd*

Another approach to the surface ststs problsm is via ths LCAO-ftO

SchseS*. Ths total wave function is Sxpandad as s llnest combination of

Stomle sr molscular orbiiais. Any auitabla number of orbitalS may as

SSsoolstsd with ssch stom dspsnding on ths problem at hand* With thsss

orbltsls is ths bssis functions ths hamlltonlen matrix is calculstad and
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Tha potential antere in tarae of pitMitxti repreaeneiftf.

ths stuloab and raaonanca lntegrale. The aurfac* 1« accounted for by

•eslJtMing different valuee ta theaa paraaetere whan an orbital fit*) tha

(Mtiftes ia Involvad. Thia aathod leada to difference equation*jrttlch

eventually b* aolvad to gat tha bulk atataa aa wall aa tha localisad -

aurfac* atataa. By paramatarizlng tha aurfaca potantial, tha aurfaoa pet-

turbation Aa takan Into account in a cattain aenaa.

Thara hava boan aona racant attanpta to calculata in a aalf-

eonalatant «annar tha actual potantlal in tha aurfaca raglon. fueh oal-

eulailan* *iaultanaoualy glwa cjlao tha anargy apactrua. flora work in this

diraction wauld ba vital for a claar undaratanding of aurfaca phanonana

ftum m aicraacoplc stand point.

K.V. fihagwat anon. Subraaanisn

1 S.C. Oavlaon and 3.0. Lavina, Solicf ̂ tata Pnyslca (adt Sslti
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217 (197<)
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» 3.A. Appalbaua and O.K. Haaann, Phya. Rsv* H » 21tt (1972). This

•Iss lists rafsrsncaa to aarllar work.
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B. NUCLEAR PHYSICS

1. Radiative Capture Reactions Induced by Alpha
Particles(M.A. Eswaran, D.R. Chakrabarty, N.L. Ragoowan3i
and H.H. Oza)

Radiative capture reactions induced by alpha particles sele-

ctively populate those resonances which have significant alpha and

radiative widths. Further, when isobaric analogue states are excited

as (of,V) resonances in self-conjuyate nuclei (7 * N) they enable

check on the validity of various lsospin selection rules. The region

of excitation 10.3 to 11.1 MeV in 36Ar is studied in this work syste-

matically using an enriched (99.9JO water-cooled target of S in

the form of Sb S, and the alpha particle beam from the Van de Graaff

accelerator in the energy range 4.1 to S.O MeV. for the study of

this low cross section reaction a large volume 12.5 cm (dia) x 15 cm Nal

(Tl) spectrometer is used for gamma rays. The neutrons from the react-

ion C(o(,n) produced on carbon deposit in collimators and target are

• source of considerable background owing to the capture of these

neutrons in the Nal detector thereby spoiling the T -ray spectrum

upto about 7 to 8 FleV. This source of background has been minimised

in this work by shielding the collimators by borated paraffin and by

providing a liquid nitrogen trap near the target. Such an arrangement

enabled clear identification of KJ , the decay "T -ray to the ground

state from the capturing state as well as Wj , the decay to the first

•xcited state in 36Ar.

Tig. 1.1 shows the excitation function for the S(<K, *f0) Ar

end S(o(, T^ ) Ar reactions in the bombarding energy range E* » 4.1

to S.O HeV corresponding to excitation energy range t m 10.29 to
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11»0t Re# in 39Ar. Table I shows the resonances located in this

toerli* Angular distribution msasurements haws also bear. Maria at thtaa

•f ths retonarfas it E 4 • 4..15, 4.51 and 4.66 MeV. Fro* tha analysis

»f tnese anqular distribution measurements with a computer proyraftM

written for BCSH-6 t'ia thras reaonancea ore assigned 3 valuaa of 2 *

i~ «n« 2 + which ars alao listsd in Tabla I. Further measurements tn

4«tsrMlna tha absolute rssonsnea ttrangtha ara in progress, which will

asftignnant of iaoapin valuaa to thr rasonancas*

Table I

^ <"•¥) lx WB Proitinant T^of
10 kaV) (In 36Ar) Decays Ussonanra

4.149
4.334

4.454

4.514

4.660

4.740

4.952

1ft.332
10.497

10.603

10.656

10.766

10.857

11.046

*•
1"

2. The Electric QuaaTupola Strength Oijtributlun In Self-

con tuyate 2a-1d IhalJt'Wuclai (D.fl. Chakrabarty and n.A* C a war an)

The obaetvatlon fro* inalaktic •cattarlng of elactrone, protons

and hsliu* ions, or ths sxistsnea of a WBll-dsfinid Giant Quadrupol*

Raaqnanca for nuclsi of A > 4 0 at an snsrgy of about 63/A ' flsV Is

In appsrsnt contraolction with radiative capture axparlmanta for

A 4^ • Q 1 ^ 4*n*r* tn* cz strength is not seen to be concentrated ts the
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anpactad Gqft ragJon, but rathar uniformly dlatributad ovat a broad

anargy rang*. In viaw of thia fact, tha invaatigation of tha distri-

bution of tj atrangth in 2a*1d ahall nuclai la of importance. In tha

praaant work wa daduca tha diatribution of tha alactrlo quadrupola

atrangth in ?i-1d ahall nuclai of 4n typa, l.a., 20Na, 24«g, 28S1,

3 2 S , 36At and 40Ca fro* the available data2* en diacrata atatas upto

14 IteV.

for bound atatia tha information on lifa tinaa of 2 ttataa ara

uaad to raduca tha t2 atrangtha and for tha unbound atataa tha raaonanea

atrangtha obtainad from (p»"T ) and {c(,"f) raactiona datarnina tha

radlativa widths Cf(C2) for dacay of 2* raaonancaa to j* ground atata.

Tha tranaitlon atrangth B(E2)4 la ralatad to Q(E2) by

Mhara C la tha tranaitlon anargy in fteV« Tha traniltlon atrangtha ara

oharactarlzad ai fraction or itha anargy-waightad auan-rula limit (EWSRL)

according to Mdich '

whara tn la tha «nargy of tha axcitad atata n, 3 tha a»ln of tha atata « 2,

R tha nuciaon maaa, A and ft tha »aaa numbar and radiua of tha nuclida raa-

pactivaly.

thia aAaiyaia ahowa that 25 to 35* of the anargy-walgYitad-aum-rula

atrangth ii containad in tha diacrata states upto 14 heV and in tha

^Sl, 32S »ra 36Ar than) la a paaklng in tha C2 sti-»n«iR
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in tha excitation region between 10.5 and 13.5 MeV. The results era

•hown In Fig. 2.1.

1) 3.Pi. floss st al., Phys. Rqv. Lett. 34, 740 (197-5)

2) P.M. Chdt and Van dsr fceun, 214A. 1 (19V3)

3) O.H. Voungblood at al., Phya. Rav. J6£, 859 (1968)

3. levels In 74Aa froir, tha 74Ca(o.n a) As Bsaction

(B. Lai*, Y.K. Agarwal*, C.V.K. Baba, S.lC Bharathl*

and S.K. Bhattecharjae*)

In tha couraa of aarllar studiaa ' we ehowed that t.ia odd parity

lavala In tha odd neutron nuclai 7SSa and 79Kr hava characteriatlca of

daformad configurations. Uhila tha situation with regard to the even

parity lavala is not ao unambiguoua, they alao ahow chiractaristlca of

a anallar daformation with strong Corlolia coupling. Tha even-even nuclai

toith N "40-50 ahow lavela which are 'vibrational1 in nature at low exci-

tation energy end become quasi-rotational aa the angular Momentum increasee?)

In thia. context it will be intaresting to see if the odd-odd nuclai in

this region ahow daforned nature. With thia view in mind, the level stru-

cture of 74Aa has been atudlad iri detail.

In-beam gamma-ray arid internal electron epectroscopy (using a six

gap 'orange* spectrometer) atudiaa following tha 74Ga(p,n)74Aa raactlona

ware aatfa for thia pvrpdaa. Lavala at 0 (2**), 172.8 (1**), 182.7 (3*),

201.7 (2"). 206.2 (1*), 258.9 (4+)» 266.9 (3*), 271.4 (4") and 277.S kaV
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(3*) and eaveral higher lying levels upto ^v SOU keV have been

established. An aarliar ambiquity ragarding tha Identification of an

laoaarie laval haa baan clarified and tha half-life of 26 neec has baan

aarlgnao to the" 258.9 kaV (4+) laval. Tha half-life of the 271,4 keV

haa baan meeeured to be 1.0 ± 0.1 neac.

It hea not been pcaaible on tha baaia of the above atudy to

identify l*vml» that could ba fitted into rotational bands. The raaaon

for thie Might be a etrong Coriolla coupling between aaveral banda.

A qualitative deecription of tha lavala can be given in tarns of

ailxed ahall nodal configuration.

* Tata Inetitute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400 005

1} Y.K. Agerwal, C.V.K. Babe, 5.«. Bharathi, S.K. Bhattacharjaa,
8. Lsl and Baldev Sahai, Pranana 3, 243 (1974)

S.fl. Bharathi, Y.K. Agarwal, B. Lai, C.V.K. Baba, n.n. 8atigeri
and N.C. Puttaswany, Pramana £, 25, (1975)

2) W.&. Uycofr and 3.C Oraper, Phya. Rev. C8, 796 (1973)

C.W.K. Baba, S.K. Bharathi and B. Lai, Pramana 2., 239 (1974)

3.H. Hamilton at al. Phya. Rev. Lett. .32., 239 (1974)

*• Proton Optical HB««jt Potential at eub-Coulowb Eneroiaa for

fljdiuw Weight Nuclei (5. Kaliaa, Y.P. Viyogi*, N.K. Ganguly*

and U.K. hahta)

The proton optical model potential at aub-Coulomb anarglaa ia

difficult to determine, unlike at higher enargiaa where it ia deter-

mined from elaatic acattaring data. At aub-Coulomb anergire, at forward

angjaa tha alaatla acattaring eroaa section will be pradoainently given
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by ths Rutherford scattering contribution and at backward angles

the compound elastic scattering contribution may be comparable to fcite

shape elastic scattering. The total reaction cross section ( 0£ ) data

csn houeuer be used at such energies for obtaining the optical model

parameters. Utilising the fact that at these energies and above (p,n)

threshold, Opn *$ 0V , wa have made use of the total (p,n) cross

sections on Sc, V, Cr, fin and Co measured below 5 MeV in the

Van de Graaff Lab., in deducing the optical parameters. Automatic search

technique has been used to fit the experimental points ( (Tpt, (£))•

The theoretical fits to (p»n) data are shown in Tig. 4.1. The para-

meters determined are as fellows*

Rft = * * LIT , 0^= CIS 4 «»- 1-M ,

Larger energy dependence for the real potential and significant de-

pendence of the imaginary potential on —^- term have been brought

out in this analysis.

• Staff of VCC Project

5. Isobaric Analogue Resonance (IAR) at E « 2.338 WeV In
51V(p.n>S1Cr Reaction (S. Kailas and M.K. Mehta)

Th« Tsobaric Analog Resonance (IAR) at Ep > 2.338 MeV in the

reaction V(p,n) Cr measured earlier has been shape analysed follow

ing - fiopeon - 3ohneon ' procedure. The IAR has been fitted with an

expression (rig. 5.1)
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where C * res'ftiance energy} A » asymmetry parameter) P • Full width

at half maximum; <Tj,M » non-reSo.iant background cross section obtained

from optical modal calculations* £*£ , the proton energy* With the
P

value of A • -24 keV obtained from the above analysis, Pp (proton

partial width) and W (spreading width) have been calculated using the

expressions given in rsf. 1. tn fig. 5.2 we have given a plot of >p

and U as a function of matching radius (ft0) used. The minimum value

of "p« 0.00S8 ineV has been used for further analysis to extract the
2)

apectroscopic factor (SF). Utilising the computer code SSEARCH ' we

have calculated the proton aingle particle width Pc and the neutron

spactroscppic factor (Sn) as a function of ftn» the neutron radius para-

meter (Fig. 5.3). In order to remove the parameter dependence of SF

we have defined $ quantity called "reduced normalisation" ( Ac )

following Clarkson at al. ' In fig. 5.3, A c is plottsd as s function

of-R . From the figure it is clear A t is lass sensitive to R .

1) C.H. Johnson, R.L.Karnoil and S.Remavataram, Nucl. Phya. 107. 21(1S66)

2) SSCMRCM-coqputer code by R.Van Bree, Rutgera State University, U.S.A*

3) U.3, Thompson, J.L.Ad^ms and D.Rabson, Phys.Rev. I73.975fI9^fl)

4) R.G. Clarkion, P.Von Brsntano and H.L.Harney, Wpcl.Phys. A161.49(1971)
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6* laobaric Analop Resonance In the Reaction Mn(p.n) Te at

Ep » 1.54 P!eV (S.KeiJas, Y.P.Uiyogi, P.Satyatnurthy, S.Saini,

M.K. Ganguly and P».K. ftehta)

A fine resolution measurement ( ** 1 keV) of the IAR in the

55Fln(p,n)55Fe reaction at E p • 1.S4 PleW has been carried out. A deta-

iled shape analysis of this IAR hat bean performed with the standard

Btiet-Wignst and Robaon procedures. The proton partial width Pp

( S .008 keU) and the spectroscopic factor SF ( £. .11} at Rn - 1.25)

have been extracted from the above analysis. The parameter dependence

of the SF has bean removed by defining a quantity called 'Reduced

normalisation', which is less sensitive to parameter variations.

7». thermonuclear Reaction Rates from (p.n) Reactlont

(S. Kailae and n.K. Rehta) .

Thermonuclear reaction rates for the temperaturfc) range have

oann extracted from the experimentally measured (p(n) cross sections

r»r *5Sc, 50Ti, 51W, 54Cr, 55Pln and 59Co nuclides below 5 Pel/ bombard-

ing energy. These reaction rates are important in the build up of

medium, end heavy nuclides is the stellar evolution process and nucleo-

synthesis. To enhance the usefulness of these reaction rates in astrc>~

phyaical calculations, they hava been fitted to an analytic function

of temperature, valid throughout the temperature range considered here.

0. -Resonance Propertlea for States In 3 3S at Extltetion Energies

Between 19.4 and 11.» fteM from 29Si ( .n)32S Reaction

(ti, Balakrishnan, S. Kailas and II.K. l^ehta)

With the recent availability of additional spin values for the

states in 3 3S, the data on 29Si(c(,n) S reaction measured aavliar have

bean analysed to extract resonance properties of these state*. The
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neutron and alpha raducad widtha have bean extracted far theee atataa.
X 33

A plot of f* of CN atataa as a function of Cx in S( shows so*s

svidencs for cluataring of lavala with aoma apin valuea.

9. Alpha scattering from even-even nuclei Cal^.a 1) Ca

(5. Saini, S.K. Gupta, S. Kailas, M. Balakriahnan, A. Lhatterjee*

Gulzar Singh; and fl.K. dehta)

The elastic acattering of alpha partlclaa givaa valuable information

about the leva!a in the compound nucleua at moderately high excitation

energy* When one studins scattering from «ven»even nuclai, the analyeis

of the data becomes aimpler becauae of zero channel apin. With thia

simplification in mind, the differential croaa section of of -scattering

by *°C« use measured, in S ka\l steps from E« = 4.4 to 5.65 l*leV at C.W.

anglaa 9 1 % 130°, 145" and 166°. The excitation function for thia

reaction ah-swa a number of over-lapping atructuiea (fig* 9.1-2). A multi-

level multichannel ianalysis of the data, la underway.

10. ?*ffa( «< .otl24ffq (S.S. Kerekattp, S.K. Gupta and M.K. Clehta)

Absolute differential cross-aectlons for thia reaction have been

calculated at. three angleaw Tha analysis of the excitation, function

has been done uaing a modified version of a multichannel, multilevel

R-matrix formalism to extract the properties of the levels in the

' 28
compound nucleua Si, in the excitation region 13.8 - 14.6 PleU. The
analysis has given information regarding excitation energy, 3 and

28raducsd widths of 9 levels in Si.
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1 1 , Effective Two Body Interaction from the Experimental Spectral

(S. Sairii and S.K. Gupta)

The knowledge of the effective nucleon-nucleon (N-N) Interaction

•nd the two borty matrix elements derived, from i t are of great importance

in the nuclaar atfcucture calculiitlons. Attempts have baen mads to

derive this residual effective interaction (REI) from the fraa N-N fores

whoa* potential model description is available . However, i f one ignore-:

ths configuration mixing in some ideal shell model description, than the

low lying multiplets of fcfve odd nuclei adjacent to the doubly closed

shel l , provide a simple way to the understanding of REI. I f two inter-

acting particles (or two holes or a particle and a hols) outside the inoi-t

core, more In the orbits }\ and J . of a self-consistent f i e ld , than the

energies E. of the experimental two-body spectra measured w. r . t . ER

(reference energy) give the matrix.elements of the REI. The reference

energy E_ is obtained in terms of the binding energies of single particle

and two. particle nuclei.

In order to remove the effect of different overlaps in different mul'ciplao,

the energies C a n normalized w . r . t . E(2) (the average two body energy
• J •

for the multiplet).

Oefining 0 _ as the rngle between orbits j^ and J,» the normalized

experimental energies ^V^io) of e « c n member of thB various multiplsta

are plotted against 6 . (fig. 11.1)

We have used hers a schematic Interaction consisting of a short-

rang* S -function force plus a long rangs component represented by a
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quadrupole-quadrupole force. - A best A f i t to tha experimental data

wee' carried out using-tha above mentioned echematic intaraction. Tha

Important faatura of thia method ia that tha. Rtl between nucleona

tiependa largely on tha angular overlap of their orbita and Uance on #._

thue the shape of the curve ia expected to reflect tha nature ef R£Ii

1) T.T.S. Kuo and B.E. Brown, Nuol. Phya. 8S, 40 (1906)

2) T. Hamada and 1.0. Oohnatons, Nucl. Phya. 34, 383 (1962)

3) J.P. Schifferi Annala of Phyaica 66, 798 (1971)

12. Oapendence of Pion-Nuclaua Total Croaa-ooction on tha Nuclear

Penalty and tha Plon-Nucleon Off-Shell Amplitude. (B.K. 3ain)

12 32

Total crosa-eectiona for pdaitiva plona on . C and 9 have been

calculated around tha1(3,3) raeonjnca in the high energy approximation,

following Ericaon and Hufner (1), tha effect of the nuclear *a#iua> on

tha piona ia deacribed by. aaadclating a refractive index, n(r) to the

nuclaua which ia givin by the diaparaion relation,

Kara K is the local wave nunber, ^ tha nuclear denelty and

•ff -Bhal l pion-nucleon acattaring amplituda in tha forward direction*

Tha energy dependence of tha on-ahell acattaring anplituda 1 * taken to

be of the Breit-Wigncr for*, for the off«ahail behaviour we have uaaa* a

ei'tpla form,

The nuclear deneity la daasrlbad by tha two paraweter Fared ahepe#

eficl the one parameter charp cut off fora,

> ?o ,
1 * 0 >
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Tha parameters for these Densities ara taken fro* the alaatic electron

scattering analysis f?). The results ara presented in tha figs. 12.1

and 12.2.

Fro* these resultt it la observed*

(l) the energy ahift in the maxima of the cross sections due to the

off-shell behaviour of the scattering amplitude dependa sensitively on

the for» of the nuclear density,

(ii) for the two-parameter density form (which is tha realistic descri-

ption) tha ahift due \.o the off-shell behaviour of the scattering ampli-

tude is negligible.. Tha absolute value of thecross-saction also doaa

n o t c h a n g e m u c h . ' •• ; ,-.' •• •• :••••• i . .•• .

(ill) Tha energy poeitiona of the maxime in the calculated croaa-aactions

ualng Fermi shape dansity occur around 155 WeUj experimentally alao tha

peak occur around the sane energy. These results, thereforet suggest

that, contrary to earlier conclusions (1,3), which Hire based on tha

aharp cut-off oensity form, the off-shell nature dT the scattering ampli-

tude does not play a significant role in accounting for tha pion-nucleue

total cross-sactlon data*

1) T.F..O. Erxceon and 0. Hufner, Phya. Lett. 33B 60J., (1970)

2) R. Hofatadtar and H.R. Collard, Nuclear Radii in Landolt Bornatain.so.

K.H.Wiiwiaga, Group 1, /ol. 2 (SpringWrVeriag, Berlin,) (1967)

3) n.n. Star'nhsii* and ff.R. Silbar, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 24, 249 (1974)

R.R. Silbar and M.M. Sternhsim, Phya. Rev. 6C, 764 (1972)
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13, Plon Slnold Charae-Exchangs on li (B.K. 3ain)

Recently meatured (1) angle Integrated cross-sections for single

charge-exchange reaction fur positive pione on Li indicate a broad

maximum around 1S0 MeV incident pion energy, ble have calculated the

same cross-section theoretically in the distorted wave Born approxi-

mation assuming the dominance of the (3,3) resonance in the basic

pion-nueleon scattering. Continuum pione are described by the local

uave number Kir), which, following Ericson and Hutner (2) is given by

the dispersion relation

where k is the asymptotic uave number, 4 - the nuclear density ana

is taken to be on-shell pion-nucleon scattering amplitude in the

forward Direction. The energy dependence of both Elastic and exchange

scattering amplitudes, is assumed to have the Breit-Wigner form, whers

ths parameters are fixed by the (3,3) resonance and the T! in. —*> IT p

reaction data at :480 MeU. The nuclear density is described by the two

parameter Fermi.Shape. The parameters for i t are taken from the

elastic electron scattering analysis (3 ) . The nuclear bound states

are described by the Cohen-Kurath intermediate coupling wave functions

(4 ) . The radial part of i t is approximated by the oscillator wave

function.

The experimental cros8-36C.tions refer to the transition to ths ground

and the f i rst excited states of Ba. Theoretically, the contribution

of the latter transition ie estimated from the knowledge of ths branching

ratio of the A decay of Be to the ground and f i rs t excited ststs
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pf L i . The results are r.homn in figs. 13.1 and 13.2.

MOi iw zoo
HON LAB. ENERGY (MaV)

P«p«mj»nc» of th« »n«i« int*or»U« craaa-aactlon on tha

oaclltatar lancth M U M t n . OoUdaahod ( » . . > » ) ,

eontl<iuou« ( — — ) am) «*ahad ( - - . ) curvaa corraapond

to •( • 1.4t, 1.66 and 2.13 tm. caapactlwaly '
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From these results i t Is observ9d«

(1) the calculated crosB-aections dapend aansitively on Mhm oscillatoc

lsngth parameter)

( i i ) the ahap* of the measured crose-aaction ia reproduced by using

2.13 fm, Thia value of ia larger than the value ( «.1.65 fm.)

normally used in the nuclear atructurs calculations.

1) Y. Shamai et a l . f Aba* of Cont. Papers, VI In t . Conf. on High

Energy and Nucl. S t ru . , Santa Te and Los Alamos, 1975, p. 99

2) T.E.O. Ericson and S.Hufnsr,' Phya. Le t t . 338, 601 (1970)

3) R.Hofatadtar and H.R. Collard, Nuclear Radii in Landolt-Bornstein,ed.

K.H. HalImage, Group 1 , Vol* 2 (Springer Varlag, Berl in, 1967)

4) S.Cohen and 0. Kurath, Nucl. Phya. 73, 1 (1965), ibid A101, 1 (1967)



14. Effact of Dautaron Distortion on the O(d.t) H Reaction

(A.K. Dain and N. Sarma)

It haa been damonatratad aarller that a dauteron shrinks ' whan
g

It la bound to an alpha cluatar to form tha LI ground atate. A simple

analyala2^ of 6U(d,tp)4He raaction qualltatlvaly provad that khan tha

6 • • •

deutaron and alpha dustera In LI approach aach othar tha dautaron cluatar

contracts. Being a loosely bound neutron-proton aya$em such changaa in

it structure are only to be expected*. In order to investigate the

deutaron cluatar atructure in Li a detailed analysis of Li(d,tp) Ha

reaction la required. Evaluation of the matrix element raquirea in the

impulse approximation an evaluation of tha D*(d,t)H raaction process,

where D* la tha deuteron cluster. The raaction 0(d,t)H was Investigated

earlier ' where it was assumed that the deuteron-wave functiona ware

Identical to the free deuteron. If the deutarona contract due to their

interaction high momentum components of the neutron momentum distribution

in aach dauteron increase. Consequently the angular diatribution is

expected to widen with dauteron contraction.

In this report we evaluate tha croea aactlon for the D(d,t)H raaction

using tha plane wave (PU) and diatorted wave Born approximation (0W8A).

Tha formalism la essentially similar to that of Van Oars et al K Tha

Matrix element for thla raaction la a combination of two Integrals*^

and §z ^ w i j ^ s ^ ^^ja"*""^)* !n thm PUBI1

^
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Ueing the Hulthe'n form for the asymptotic part of tha deuteron weve

functions and Irving Gunn form for the triton ueve function (<0(J.Z*>)

t0 eompliceted multidimenelonal inte-

grels* However with a z«ro range lntaraction V(13) •

PW,ZR.

With e«ro ranga PWBA ona does not gat a minimum In tha'angular

distribution (Fig. 14.1). tn ordar to improva upon thoaa calculationa

optical modml diatortiona war* introducad in both tha D-d and p-t channala.

Again uaing the zaro ranga intaractlon V(13) in tha normal DWBA ona gata

....(4)
In order to aimplify thia six dinanaional intagral mm hava avaluatad

it uaing tha high anargy approximation where the fact that tha function

r(li) « •xp(-V*./J2)<£t(*)/K
 f a l l > ° r f vmTY rapidly aa a function of/b

. haa bean uaad to neglect the change of diatortiona over- tha email ranga

of F{h>)» Thia approximation to calculate the DUBA oroae aection givee

an improvement over the PUBA roaulte rio. 14.2* In DUB* a minimum in

the angular oietribution ie obteined beyond SO* as compared to the experi-

ment el date which ahowe a minimum at 37*. It la to be obeervad however

that a normal rree deutaron wave function givee a minimum at a larger

angle and a* enticipated any contraction of the dauteron wave function
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«0

'»•• ««.> ItopwHtone* of Mi* angular diminution «n ths dautaron •!••

shirts the angular distribution towards higher angles. It is also to be

noticed that In the high energy approximation the inclusion or optical

•ud«l distortions makes a largn difference and th« rJisagreemunt with

«*pf«"l*cnt may be due to inaccuracies In the simplifications of OlifOA

expression. In conclusion one can stress the need For finite range exact

DWBA calculations sp as to obtain information about deut<?ron deformation

in the D^d^tjH reaction.

1) «.K. Jain and N. Sar*a( Phys. Lett, 330, 271 (1370)

2} 3.V. Groasiord, C. Coste, A. Gulchard, PI. Cueakou, />.K. 3ain,

3*fl.+lzzi, G.Bagieu and R.de Swiniarski, Phys.Rev.Lett..32,173 (1974)

S) W.T.H.Uon Oers and K.U.Srockmen, 3r., Nucl. Phys. ̂ 8_, 625, (1963)
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15. Calculation of N-d Elastic Scattering Cross-sections around

100 MeV (Kiran Kumar* and A.K. 3ain)

Analysis of cluster knock-out reactions, such as Li (p»pd) use

the free p~d scattering cross sections in ths impulse pproxlmation '.

However one expects that ths deuteron cluster in a nucleus would be
23)

distorted ' . It is therefore necessary to examine N-d scattering aa

a function of the deuteron size. Us have calculated tha N-d scattering

cross section in the Born approximation. The nucleon-nuclaon (N-N)

interaction is taken to be of the Yukawa form* Coulomb affect's are

neglected.

The matrix element for N-d scattering may be written aa a combl-

nation of three integrals I

-i-

With Hulthen form for the deuteron wave function, the evaluation

of I and I is straight forward; due to coupling of variables I2 is a

six dimensional integral. In our work the integral I, has bsen evaluated

by expanding the deuteron wave function and the N-N interaction aa sums

of Gaues.iansr Results have been calculated for incident energies,

E » 90 and 155 Mel/ and are shown in figs. 15.1. It ia obaerved that
o

except at small angles differential cross section increassa aa the size

of tha deuteron decreases. The calculated value of tha croas-saction
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for the raactlon 0Li(p,pd) Ha ia only about half the experimentally

maaaurad croaa aection. This ia inapita of the feet that realietlc

wave functione are used and the effecta of distortion and antleymmetrl-

2ation are taken into account* Our work shows that if the dautaron

radius ia reduced fro* the fraa 1.85 f» to 1.55 fa, the p-d croaa

section incraaaea bringing the calculated value in agreement with experi-

ment data.

The effect of the increess in croaa aectlon with a reduction of

deuteron eize qan ba understood phyaicelly. At high momentum trenafera

the N-d scattering occura mainly whan the nucleona compriaing the dautaron

are close to each other. Reduction in deutaron aize would therefore

increaee tha probability for email n-p separation and hence the N-d"

ccoaa-section should incraaae.

• Power Projacte Engineering Divieion, DAE

1) A.K. Jain, N. Sarma and B. Banerjee, Nucl. Phya. A142. 330 (1970)

2) A.K. 3ain and N. Sarma, Phya. Lett. .3JB, 271 (1970)

3) 3.Y. Grofaiord, C. Costa, A. Cuichard, PI. Guaakow, A.K. Dain

3.R. Plzzi, G. Bagieu and R. da Swiniareki, Phya. Rev. Lett. 3£, 173

(1974)

4) G.F. Chaw, Phya. ftav. 74, 809 (1948)
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16. Naqotivo Parity Statee in 47V and 49M (S. Salnl and M.R. Gunye*}

The aecumulatad data in pf shall suggests a collective behaviour

in nuclei around mass region A Si 50. Becauae of the inherent comple-

xit ies of the shell Model calculations in complete pf shall configuration

apace* these are ao far.reported ' only for calcium isotopes. Us are

concerned here with odd Vanadium iaotopee. The shell model calculations

for these nuclei reported until now ere performed in a pure T- ._ confi-

guration ' | which ar« not expected to account far electromagnetic trans-

ition probabilitiea* but fail even to explain experimental energy spectra.

The improved atrono-couplicig model (SCH) calculations ar§, recently

eerried out ' to explain both the electromagnetic transition probabilities
49 '

and energy spectra in V. It ia however, desirable to carry out micro-
ecoplc calculations using realistic NN interactions.

The intrinsic nuclear states are constructed ' in the frame work

of Hartree-Fo«!< (Hf) thoory. The statee of good angular momentum 3 and

good isoseln T sra obtained from intrinsic states by projection method. '

Since the prolate K - 3/2 end obi a tat K 1*5/2 HF band* mrm energetically

quit* close, these i s a considsrable bend mixing in the wavefunctiona.

The bantf •lxud «avafunctions obtained from aelf-coneietent HF etates are

employed to the calculetione. The modified Kuo-Brown matrix elements '

of the effective NN interaction are uaed end all the valance nucleone

outslds Ce core ere explicitly taken into account in the configuration

epace of pf shall.. The eingle particle energies ere taken from the

experimental energy spectrum of Ce end en oecilletor parameter t>" 2.0 t»

fi«a been used. The calculated «ml axperlaent«l * ' anac«y «pectre of
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*7V and **V ara diaplayad in rig.16.1. The agreement ia wary good

except for interchange of 3 • 3/2 and 3 • 7/2 atatae in 9V. It ahould

ba etreeaed hare that even the phenoaenological SCM calculations ' fall
r 49
ia explain the ground atete apln of V. The computed and expert-

4^ b(E2) valuee in 4 9V are ahown in Tabl* I.

The B(C2) values in 4 9V computed with effective chergea €^1•35

and 6 Q « 0.35 6 are displayed.
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11?. Gallium Implantad Silicon (A.G. Wagh, N. Sarma and P.K.Bhattacherye)

Electrical properties of low resistivity (1 to 10 ohm-cm.) silicon

single crystals have been studied after bombarding them with singly charged

gallium ions in the energy range of 100 to 200 kaV, to. doaas ranging from

10 to 10 ions per cm. under ultraclean vacuum conditions. On annealing

in a dry nitrogen atmosphere, the implanted layers exhibit surface resisti-

vities of a few kilohms per square. Minority carrier lifetime measure-

ments on small area Junctions formed in this manner lead to an estimate

of 10 par cm for the defect concentration below the Junction. Reverse

breakdown volte^ee of. around 100 volts, higher than thoee reported f6r

gallium implanted diodes earlier, have been obeerved in tftess Junctions.

Large aree eilicon solar cells without antireflection coatinga made by

tftie technique display an M0 convereioh efficiency of elx percent*

16. Ion I'mplanted Solar Cells (A.G. klsgh, N. Sarma, P.K. BhattacHarya

and M.3. Kansara)

The advantage of ion implantation in the fabrication of aolar

cells is that a very shallow Junction of excellent planar uniformity

can be made.to give a thin inactive window on the surface of ths wafer.

Radiation damage caused by the ion bombardment ia annealed out at low

temperatures. Consequently the number of deethnium trepe in thie

implanted region is considerably reduced and this lsada to e better

utilleatlon of the long wavelengths in the solar apectrum.

Low resietivity eilicon single crystal wefere of n-type were

chosen for the investigations. They were cut normal to the 111 axle
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and wara polished, cleaned and than implanted with gallium iona ouar

14 15 2
a diameter of *.S cm« The dofee varied between 10 to 10 Xona par cm

and the Ion energy waft changed between 75 and 300 keV such that they gave

an uniform concentration ©vet. tha implanted volume. Radiation damage

was annealed by heating the> Implanted aample to 650*C in an inert atmos-

phere of nitrogen* Contacts to the base ware made by electrolees nickel

plating} vacuum evaporation of aluminium at a substrate tempereture of

200°C followed by sintering at 500°C formed the front surface contact*

A four finger geometry wee selected fat the front contest*

Evaluation

To evaluate the spectral characteristics, the solar cell waa

illuminated with a 414 watt incandescent lemp or filament tenpereture

2854*K. Usingv • set of optical filters, various wavelength regions

in the visible and infra red region of the lamp spectrum ware selected

and the short circuit currents gsnsratsd by the cell were meaeured.

Knowing the spectrum, thf rstlo of the number of photons emitted per

second to the incident luminous flux for each filter has been calculated.

The short circuit current then determines the quantum efficiency,

expressed as the number of electron hole pairs collected by the shortsd

circuit per photon. The calculation includes the reflection of the

incident light, carrier generation efficiency and recombination effecte.

Since the spectral irredieoes curve for extrstsrrestlsl solar

spsctrum end the quantum efficiency !• known, tte sir mass xsro short

circuit density, (3 e ) . n o *•* computm*. using a light source generating

an equivalent short circuit current in the cell, the I-V characteristics
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for A W eunlight was computed. From thia the AMO convereion efficiency

and the curve filling factor, C f f defined ae the ratio of the maximum

derivable from the cell to the product of the open circuit voltage,

V and the ahort circuit current I were evaluated,
oc

3 and « (for open circuit) were then noted for varying light
ac oc

intensity. The plot, loS D g c va. Voc was extrapolated to determine the

reveres leakage current, 3 . The aeries resiatence of the call, *a waa

estimated from the alope of the forward brarfch of the I»V charaeteriatic.

performance

The spectral reaponae of a typical implanted eolar cell (fig. 18.1)

shows a peak at 0.73 micron. The more rapid fall on the lower wavelength

'03 OS 0.7 0.3 11
wavelength (jim)

f i t* is.t «M«tr«l teap«iiM mt a krpleal taAlantatf tolar «atl
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side is probably due to poor collection efficiency in the damaged

region. The value of (JBC)AM0 ia estimated to be 25 mA/c*
2 corresponding

to an integrated sensitivity of the energy converter of 171 aA/watt. The

maximum power delivered by an average cell (fig. .18.2.) undar AflO aimuleted

100 400 600

f i t . 11.J Cur*ent-«eltaea eharecteristle af a 4.1 a*" aalat aali

far «N0 aiMitaiatf lUiMlnaUon

illumination is 38 milliwotta and C equals 0*6. For an effective

cal l area of 4.5 cm this corresponds to an AflO convsrsion efficiency

of aix per centl I t is also estimated that J Is less than 1 nlcroasip/

cm and R is about. 3 ohms.
a
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Surface reflection accounts for a loss of 20 to 30 percent of

the incident .Light in the relevant wavelength region. An antireflection

coating of 900 AU of silicon monoxide evaporated on the front surface

increases the A CIO efficiency to seven per cent.

Improvement of the implantation profile tc provide more uniform

uopant concentrations' increased the bare cell efficiency to seven per

cent. Radiation resistance to 3.5 MeV electrons, a requirement rot space

applications ia being tested.

19. Backacatterinq and rh.nnalino Studies {ft n wngh. N. Sarma,

P.K. Bhattacharya and O.K. Sood)

Studies of the prepared and implanted surfacae have been carried

out using helium and proton ions. Rutherford scattering and channeling

techniques have been employed to investigate

i. impurities on silicon single crystal surfaces,

ii. oxide thicknesses and stochiometry of the S10_-Si layers, and

iii. lattice site location of gallium implanted in silicon.

Work is in progress to study oxidation end corrosion behaviour of

implanted zircalloy, copper and aluminium. A typical spectrum of 2 MeV

helions backacattered from a SiQ-Si sample is shown in Tig. 19*1.

The oxide thickness is determined to be 600°AU and a heavy mass impurity,

probably lead, is detected. Fig. 19.2 shows the backscattered spectrum

from a sample obtained from a local company. Large amounts of copper

impurity are detected. One method of purifying such wafers is the method of

implantation damage gettering and it is proposed to investigate this further*
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20. Beam Foil Spectroscopy (C.W.K. Beba, n.G. Betigeri, V.fl. Datar,

M.N. Olxit* and G. Kriahnanoorthy*)

Beam foil expsrimsnta hava been etarted using the 30 keV duoplaemafcron

ion oource, 400 ksV and 5.5 WeV Van da Graaff accaleratora. It ia fait,

that useful and significant work could ba dona In thia field with PN 400

and the 2 MV Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator under construction.

At .preeent a 0.25 m Czerny-Turner type inonochrofflator with photon counting

is being used. Preliminary work haa been done on beam gas, apectroacopy

(H+, N + beans on N, Ha end Ar gas at 200 kaV) ualng the 30 kaV ion aource.

experiments are planned to make lifetime measuremente using beam foil

technique at the Van de Graaff accelerators.

fiembere of Spactroscopy Oi via ion
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C. FlSSlQH PHYSICS

Energy Spectra of Long Pianos Alpha Particles from different

Fragment Charges in the fie

nadan Lai and S.5. Kapoor).

252
Fragment Charges in the fiaalon of Cf (S.K. Katarla, fl. Prakaah,

In the present work we have measured the kinatic energy distribu-

tions of long range alpha particlaa for various nuclear charge divisions

252

in the spontaneous fission of Cf. The nuclear charge of fission frag-

ments was determined by measuring the energiea of K«X raya by means or a

252 5

cooled Si(Li) detector system. A Cf source of strength 10 fissions

per sacond was sandwiched 'between two absorber foils to stop the fission

fragments. The kinetic energy of«C-partides was measured using a sur-

face barrier detector and was recorded alongwith the energy of the coin-

cident K-X ray, event by event, onto a magnetic tape.

We have analysed about ten thouaand such events in the region of

heavy fragment K-X rays. ' The data were first sorted out in the for* of

a probability two-dimensional matrix V(X^,£ ). Let y(Z,E) be the yield

of events with charge 2, and. «C-particle kinetic energy E . The quantity

y(Z,E ) is related to observed two-dimensional matrix Y(X.,E ) through the

matrix 8(Z,X,) which gives the .response of Si (Li) detectors system to the

K-X rays from a given nuclear charge.

Since the matrix 8(2,Xi) ia independent of E^, the above equation holds for

any linear function of yields. In particular we can choose the linear

function a. a w . Y <%») . ^ C X J ^ ) , V|<t) a j^ C»> K)
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can write VI ( X ) =-
A —

A,

1 ,) ) K )
the response matrix was calculated from tha knowr energies of K

lines and datector charactaristics. The background in tha K-X ray spactru*

was mainly dua to Compton aqattaring in the Si(li) detector media and

Mttly due to chance coincidences. The background .in tha K-ray spectrum

uaa subtracted assuming a linear dependence on channel number, the back-

ground subtracted in tha weighted X-ray apacirum SjXjJ £{X,) was equal to

the background subtracted In the spectrum 5(X4) multiplied by F, Ithe

average energy of<*-particles from ill charges). FlgUsho*. the results

obtained by the above least-squares procedure.on
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The observed mean^anergy of long r*ng« alpha partUlfti
different fragment charges*
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It Is seen that the average energy of the alpha particles depends

significantly on tha even-odd character of the charge division. The

average energy appears to be about 1.2 Plat/ larger for e-e charge division

as compared to the neighbouring o-o charge division. It J.s also seen that

£ (z) decreases as one moves away from the symmetric charge division.

It may be mentioned that thi3 work has shown, for the first tine, that

alpha energies are influenced by the oven-odd nature of the charge division.

2. Oependence on Compound Nucleus Excitation Energy of the Emission

Probability and Energy Spectrum of Long Range Alpha Particles in

Faat Neutron fiasjon of 35U (D.PI. Nedkarni, R.K. Choudhury, P.M.

Rama R^o and S.S. Kapoor)

There exists^meagre data on the dependence of emission probability

(P.) and energy spectra of LRA on the excitation energy of the fissioning

nucleus in fast neutron fiasion of heavy nuclei. The present work was

undertaken, with a view to measure these quantities in the excitation energy

region E**j1~3 MeU above the fission threshold wherein several other binary

fission parameters show structure which are believed to be associated with

TSN levels* In this work both P and energy spectra of LRA have been

235
measured in 0.75, 1.25, 1.5 and 1.75 fist/ neutron induced fiseion of U

reletive to that in thermal neutron fission. The experimental set up con-

2 235
slated of mn argon-filled ion chamber of which a 5 mo/cm U target

formed the cathode and a thin (<v 7 mg/cm ) Al foil formed the collector,

which was used to detect fiseion fragments and a semiconductor detector

(400u,thiek) w a 8 u8ed to detect LRA. For an online energy calibration a
241 239weightless enures of Am and Np waa coated on Al foil facing the LR

detector* flonoenergetic neutrons were generated with H(p,n) He rsactjm



using the 5.5 MeV Van de Graaff acueiacatcn~. The L.RA energy apectruia waa

recorded with a 4K analyser incoinctdancs with the fiaalon fragment*»

Each fast nautron run waa follcmd by a thermal neutron run* Considering

LRA above 10 MaU, the average I.RA energy (C }. the r«a deviation fro*

averfflge as mail as P par f Isaian ubserued .in thia work art aumaatiaad in

Taula Z. Aa a function of neutron anargy P aaena to ba nearly eeanatant

•xeapt for the caaa of 1.25 and 1 ,?S ftsV neuksone uhara a alight incraaaa

(*13£) waa obaarved. t_ia ai«ot within (j:ri*3rr,c ia oonatant wharaaa r*a

deviation «aa*a to increaee with nautsan snosey. Fig2«1al)a«» fcht anarjy

apactra of LRA for different incident nsut?c*rc ^otgiea Hh«ff« the continrioua

UOr

Fig.2*1 The energy apactra of long t^«s° iipha particlaa obaarvad in
fast nautron fiaaion and thermal neutron fiaaion or * 3 5U. The
eontinuoua curve in the bottow part la the laaet equara fit to
thernal fiaalon data and the sano curve, suitably noraolized,
haa bean euperiapoaed on the >"-"' r ;,-,-.a.
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curve is a gaussian fit to the thermal data (bottom curve] which has been

superimposed,, after normalising to the total fission events, on other LHA

spectra. The unexpected result is the presence of a low energy component

(IN> 10-12 PleV) in the LRA spectra in fast fission whose yield increases

with the neutron energy.

TABLE. I

Neutron
UN) in

tnergy
PleW

THERMAL
0.75

1.25

1.50

1.75
-

Average LRA
Energy (E )

15.43 +
15.46 +

15.26 +

15.56 +

15.24 ±

.05

.12

.13

.16

.11

3.47
3.69

3.86

3.64

3.92

1 *02
+ .05

+ .05

+ .06

+ .05

Prob. of LRA
Emission per
1000 Fissions

2.00
2.03

2,32

2.05

2.31

+ .03
± *06

+ .06

+ .08

+ .06

The 4.0w energy ( «/ 10-12 PIsV) component in the energy spectrum ia

probably due to the presence of tritons which are emitted in fission

with a low yield {n, 6Jt> of LRA yield) and have ahenergy spectrum

peaked at -̂  8.5 HaU. Further inuestigatlons uith a counter teleacope

are required to confirm this.

3. Angular Correlations of Fission Fragments and Long Range Alpha

Particles in U (n.f) using a Back-to-back Gridded lonizatjon

Chamber (R.K. Choudhury, D.CI. Nadkarni, S.S. Kapoor, P.M. Rama Rao

and S.R. Srinivas Murthy)

The extremely lou probability of LRA emission in fission has been a

serious handicap in studying this process in detail, especially the angui<ir
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cort'elation of fragments, and LRA, using semiconductors detectors which have

low detection solid angles. To overcame this limitation dua to low detec-

tion solid angles, in this work an attempt has been made to uaa • back-to-

back gridded iohization chamber, which haa a iTTsolid angle of detection,

ti Measure the angular correlation*! of fragments and LRA. The LRA were

detected with two semiconductor detectors uhich were mounted close to the

two collector plates. The pulses from the collectors, the grids and the LRA

detectors after suitable a/npllfiuafcian uaca recorded on a magnetic tape with

a 6-parameter data acquisition system . The angle Q' between the fragment

track and the electric field direction (same as LRA emission direction in

this eotup) waa obtained from the grid pulse height W » jrO^j* COS^/ f 1

where Q and fi* ars the total charge of ionization produced in gas and

mean fragment range, and, so can be obtained from a knowledge of fragment

energy (i.e., collector pulse). And C and d are the constants of ion

chamber. From an analysis of the grid pulse height distribution of

fragments of specified kinetic energy both in binary fission and in LRA

fission, the angular correlation of light fission fragments and LRA has

baan obtained and this whan averaged over all light fragment kinetic

energies ahowa a peak around^75°. The alight shift towarda lower anglee

may plausibly dua to the target thickness effect which preferentially

inhibite emission of fragments at angJaa nnar 90° fco the plena of the

target. In Fig3.1is shown the dependence of the average LRA energy t

an the angle between the light fragment end the LRA observed in this work,

tuners t corresponds to the average taken for iRA energies above 10 NeV.
9\
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90 90 100 110 120 .
ALPHA PARTICLE ANCLE,£L

fig.3.1 Variation of mean anargy of long range alpha particles with the
angle between tha alpha particle and tha light fission fragment.

It is seen that £ increases at forward angles which is consistent with
2

the results obtained earlier using semiconductor detectors. This demon-

strates that this method can be used with great advantage for studying

detailed angular correlations etc. in LRA fission.

1. Annual Report of NPu, 1974, p.

2. 0.1*1. Nadkarni, S..K. Kataria, a .3. Kapoor and P.N. Rama Rao, Nucl.
Phys, A196, 209 (1972)} Nucl. Phys. i Solid State Phys. (India),
14B. 4FTT972).

4. Studies of Prompt Gamma Ray Multiplicity Distributions in Spontaneous

Fission of 252Cf (U.S. flamamurthy, R.K. Choudhury, J.C. Mohan Krishna*)

Gamma ray multiplicity -distributions have been obtained by using the

gamma ray coincidence technique. 8y using this method tha total gamma ray

number distribution was seen earlier to have a Gaussian shape with the

at 10.3 and fUHN of 10.0 for the case of spontaneous fission of
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252 1

Cf. In the present experiment the aim was to obtain the width of

the gamma ray multiplicity distribution as a function of single fission

fragment kinstic energy.

The experiment consisted of a fission detector to measure the energy

of the fission fragments and two Nal(Tl) scintillation detectors for

detection of gamma rays. Coincidences were taken between the fission

fragment and gamma ray detectors. The fission fragment energy spectrum

was routed to different quarters of a multichannel analyser by means of

two double coincidence (irF and •% F) and ana triple coincidence (It F)

pulses. The coincidence rates for any value of the fission fragment

energy can be obtained by the following relationships!

where C _, C and C _ are the coincidence rates, n_ is the fission rate

for that energy, n is the average number of gamma rays per fission and

XL,,-fl^are the detection efficiencies of the tuoT-ray detectors. From the

above relations one gets

(n-1 )n

Hence <3T7* n -n 2 » (R-1 )n +ff.

The values of n for different single fragment unergies were obtained by

normalising the average number of gamma rays per fission to the known value

bf 10.3. The values of n andtf~as a function of single fragment kinetic

• nergy are plotted in Fig.4,1 It is 3een that<3~varies significantly with

single fragment kinetic onergy. From previous ttxperiments of Schmitt et *i,
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the v/alues of av/eraye total kinetic energy and mass ratio could ba obtai-

ned as a function of single fragment kinetic energy and are plotted in

the same figure. From the above results it is sean that the width of the

gamma ray multiplicity distribution depends sensitively on the total

kinetic energies of the fission fragment3. The distribution becomes wide:1

with decreasing total kinetic energy and vice v/eraa.

1.. R.K. Choudhury and V.S. Ramamurthy, Ann. Report of Nucl. Phys. Divan.
(1972).

2. H.U« Schmitt, 3.H. Nailer and F.3. Walter, Phys. Rev. 1,41., 1146 (1966).

•Training Oivlaion

5. On a New Method of Evaluating Shall Correction Energies of Nuclei

with only Bound Single Particle Levels (V.S. Ramanturthy, S.K. Kataria,

S.S. Kapoor)

A method has baen developed fpr the evaluation of shall correction

energies of nuclei from only a Halted number.of levels around the Fermi

level. Ae different from the existing methods where ana attempts to com-

pletely wipe out shell effects by a suitable smearing procedure, the present

method is based on an analysis of partially smeared shell affecta. Con-

sequently, the method uses only small values of the smearing width parameter.

The method is demonstrated with temperature smearing for a realistic eingle

particle level scheme with only bound tingle particle levels.

In the spirit of the Swiatecki-Strutinsky approach, the tingle particle

level denaity G(fe) corresponding to any shell model level schema can be

written ae the sum of an overall smooth part g(fc) and a fluctuating part

Ss(&). In general one can write the following series representations for

g(6) andSg(fc)
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"«Y\ol

where Vxc is the Fermi energy for tha smooth part and is the character!'

atic" frequency of oscillations ofSg(t). Closed expreeaiona f*or the

entropy and excitation energy aa a function of temperature for a level

scheme of the above form haye been obtained by Gilbert*

_ r L \ ---CM

for • narrow range of temperaturea, one can neglect the effect of the

temperature dependence of the che«icel potential on the ant-ropy and the

excitation energy. One can therefore write

One can therefore identify the quantityT -4 aa tha shell correction

energy A.« Cqa*(3) and (4) can also be rewritten as
\ ^ _

The conatant &» is related to the najor ahell spacing of tha level acheae.

teV"1 where fc«oW?.fe^ft neV. Therefore for taaparaturaa or tha

order of 0*5 to 1*0 fleV, one can write eqn*(S) aa
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For any given single particle level scheme, one can Pit an aquation of

the form (6) to the numerically calculated ("T" ~ E ) versus T and obtain

the shell correction energy A • tile present here one typical result* For

the case of neutrons in Pb, using the single particle level schema of

2
Bosterli et al (bound levels only), the results obtained ara

v"1
kgm -10.13 MeV, A1 « -10.48 MaU,U>» 2.79 (lev

For tha same nucleus, the valua of A aa obtained by Strutinsky smearing

procedure ia-10.04 fieV. The met hod is baing applied to'other level

schemes including those of deformed nuclei.

1 . A. Gi lbert , UCRL-18095 (1968),

2. H. Bolsterli, E.O. Fiset, J.R. Nix and J.U Norton, Phys. Raw. C5,
1050 (1972) and 3.fl. ;Nix (prlvata communication).

6. A SewlaiBPlrical Nuclear Laval Oansltv formula with Shall Effects

(U.S. Rananurthy, S.K, Kataria, S.S, Kapoor)

The traditional Bathe expression for nuclear level densities la baaad

on the independent particle model of tha nucleus with equiapaced single

particle energy level*. It is well known that in actual nuclei, tha nuclaon

levels exhibit appreciable fluctuations from tha equispacsd level scheme and

these fluctuations are the source of the shall effects in nuclear masses and

other observablas. Us propose a new aemiempirical nuclear level density for-

mula which takes into account the influence of nuclear shell atructure on

level densities and its excitation energy dependence. Tha formula has baan

tested against experimental level spacinga of nearly 120 nuclei and ia shown

to perform nearly as good as a detailed microscopic calculation starting from

a set of shell model levels, at the same tine retaining tha simplicity of

phenomenological formulae.
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In its simplest form, the nuclear density of states is given byw m

C e- where 5 is the thermodynamic entropy of the nucleus and the pre-

- exponential factor C is a slowly varying function of the excitation energy*

The spin dependent leual density is obtained from through the relation

where I is the angular momentum and <5~La the spin cut off factor. In

general, in addition to the entropy S, both C and (Tars shell and pairing

dependent* However since the predominant energy dependence of P cornea only

through the entropy S, we have restricted our analysis to the entropy S.

C and (Tare estimated in the conventional way, as given by for instance,

in rsf. (1), The offset of nuelsar pairing is also taken into eccount as

in ref. (1).

' •' 2
It hao been shown that for an arbitrary single particle level achsms

With shall fluctuations, clossd sxpreaeiona for the entropy and excitation

energy aa a function of the temperature can be written aa follows*

S s '5.' CUT* • *Z bUL^^- T-y+W«*..*4X* f wruTI ̂

It has. also been shown that for not too high teapsratures (T<1*5 HeV) it

is good approximation to retain only one tarsi in eech aeries. These con-

siderations form the basis of the present prescription for a complete

representation of the thermodynaaic entropy of a nucleus ma a function of

excitation energy.

a| is related to the liquid drop modal value of the level density para-

meter s_ as a « lj?& cA. The constant , which can be related to the major

B —1
shall spacing for spherical nuclei, ie written as «•»» —A. Met/ . The above

prescription was fitted to the experimental level epacings of nearly 120 nuclei
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in the least square sense to obtain the best values of the parameters c

and 80. The values of tha ground state shell correction energy for the

different nuclei were taken from the mass formula of Seegar and Howard.3

The best values of parameters were found to be c - 0.145 fle\T
1, 80 • 18

The root mean square deviation obtained for this set of parameters is about

0.8 botween the calculated and the experimental entropies for even-aven

nuclei and somewhat larger for odd-odd and odd-mass nuclsi. A deviation

of this order compares favourably with those obtained by detailed micro-

4
scopic calculations .

1. H. Baba,.Nucl. Phys. A159. 623 (1970).

2. U.a. Ramamurthy, S.K. Kataria and S.S. Kapoor, Nuclear & Solid State
Physics Symp.,-Calcutta (1975,) and preceding article, this report.

3. P.A. Seeyer and W.M. Howard, Nucl. Phys. A23B. 471 (1975).

? ? > '!**' B 9 h k a m i» 3-*> S^"tek and H.itf. Atchar, Nucl. Hhys
(1973).

7.. Interpretation of Fission Fragment Anisotropias in the Fission

pf 2 a Bu by Intermediate Energy He ions. (U.S.Kapoor and R.K.Choudhury)

Interpretation of tha fragment angular distributions in tha

fission of heavy nculei at intermediate bombarding energies is

complicated by the presence of fissions following direct inter-

actions (01). We have analysed the earlier- measured fragment
23a

angular distributions in the alpha induced fission or U, at

E ^ a 40 - 110 FleU1), and at E^ « 140 l\e\? \ taking into account

thn 01 fission contributions fron the interpolation of the results
2-3)

of Kiola et al . The present analysis differs fro* that of

Viola et al , as we have considered the expected differences in

the anisotropy of 01 fission and compound nucleus (CN) fissions

in tha analysis, which was carried out as follows!
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(1) From the measured anesotropy of CN fiaaion alone waa determined

aa follows* . , • % __ * z z

where suffix 1,2 refer to CM fieeion end 01 tiaeion respectively

and XfJt*j . is the retio of CN fission to Oi fission as •eeeured
""" ** y 1 90 ' 2—3)
at 90° from fregment-pfragment angular correlations

(ii) from CN anisotropy, the value of parameter p »<1 >/2K0 wes

and corrected1' to obtain first chance fiseion values.daterained, and corr %
( i i i ) The values of K̂  were than determined under the' following
two eseumptions, regarding 1 distributions* lej fraction of CN
nation is same for el* partial crose-section < 1 * ^ l ^
(b) only partial crps»-s«ction8 upto the point
reault in ^ formation, \<*'->C/N-(l~ii.)<ll>fi.} •

Fifla7.1(«) and7.1b) show plota of K^/E* ̂ veraoa eaddle
point excitation energy ^ » «"«•«» the above two aasumptione reepeeti-
ve ly . Ihe figures show the results for ualues ofo^ranging fro»
0 to «r, fc Due to the miealigntnent of the angular moment** direction

90^ W 130 KO t70
10

Fig. 7.1 A p iet of IcAeirvereus aeddle point excitation
energy,untfJr the eeeuaptions ! ( • ) and II(b)
deacrlbed in the text .
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in DI fission, i t i s honews- axpacted thafe «s<SL«t<(. It i t aaan in the
figure that for vaiuss of o^x<*»< | , ^"/CE*^*i« • constant only
under assumption (a), and rot assumption <b)« Ihia conclusion is
opposita to that reached by Viola at al ^Uasa an iapl.cit asaunption of
f/^s:. c<t was aads sines tha ooservad onAuofetopy «ae us ad fat thi
analysis of CN coMponant of fissions, if 01 fieeioft la to bo thought Of
ms tha process, in which tho fUssd syataa Xoado to prat|qullltarlua Mission
of one or nora nucieo||B bsrora fis«lon6 tho present analyaia iapliss that
at a giwan bombaroing enargy, pr«stiuill&r.iu(& emission prdbabllity la
lndsnpsndant of tha l-v«lus af tha ftissti

Rsfarsncasi
(1) ft*S.K«peot( N.Baba, S.O.Thoaipson, Phy6oftew. Ul» (1 •66)965
(2) «.C.Viol«» 3t», C.T,latha,

£i£, (1974) 2416
(3) V.E.Viala, Jr., n.fl.flinor»

Nucl.Phva. A174. (1971)321
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0. SOLID STATE PHYSICS

1. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS

Spin U/ave Dlimrilon in Ll_
U «

(v.C. Rakheohe,

K.R. Rao, and N.S. Satya Wurthy)

Spin wava dlaparsion for tha acoustic branch in tha farrite

L 10 i/ 82 87°4 h*s b**n •tudled at r o ° " teKparatura by nautron Inalaatic

scattaring tachnlqua. Tha naaauremanta m»xt aada on a cylindrical arystal

lhaight and diaaatar about 28 •»), with tha ^IIQ^axia vartical and about

tha Brlllouin zono cantred on tha (004) reciprocal lattica vactor an tha

ttipla axia nautron apactroaatar* Both conctant Q and canatarit t aathoda

tiara aaployad and nautron groups vora aeaeurad for tha wava vaeter "q of

•pin wavaa along tha ̂ 0 0 1 ^ diractibn. S O M naaturaaanta wara aada both

tilth and withaut a vortical nagnatlo Plaid on-cha aaapla to diatlngulah

apin wava scattering fro*, tha phonoh acattaring. Tha axparlaantal points

pit tha dispersion curvtt, upto 0.55 of the Brlllouin zdna boundary, are

tthown in Fig. 1.1. Tha continuoua curvo in tha flgura ia abtaina* by

•I Q2 U ** VI W mf mn flit to

Fig.1,1 CNpariaantal aetnta wi tli* acoustic apln-wawa <tls**rsla«i

i" L l0.13 r -2,i7°4 ""d t h * Uworatlcal f i t .

fitting tha axparlmntal pointa t,o, a theoretical axpraaaian — explained
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The cation distribution in Li_ ,-Fe. __0,. la
U • I J *• O r 4 *

•j-
3+ +

The A-eitea are occupied by Fe iona only. The Li ione go to the
3+ 2+

B-3ite8 and lead to an increase of Fe and dacreaee of Fe ions there
as compared to in Fe 0 . Spin wave dispersion relations hava been worked

out for Fe_O by several workers on the beeis of ths Heissnbsrg

modal* There are eix spin wave branches including the acoustic branch*

.(.e situation in LiQ -,•/•- B7°«
 is complicated by the simultsnsous

presence of Li+, Fs and Fs * ions on the 8-aitee. In the abaencs

of an appropriats theory* ws have interpreted the preeent meeauramenta

by using an average spin value of 2*1525 for ths B-site* and the theory

of Glaaaer at si for Fs.Q.* Ths effective exchange integral 3._ at

room tsmpsraturs* between the A and B eublatticas has bssn evaluated

by fitting tha theoretical rfiapereion ' curve to the experimental

pointe (with 3 . . » 0, 3__ • 0. "3*along / 0 0 1 ^ ) . The value of 3._ is
n& HB ^» ' HIS

found to be -29.0+p.?5'9K* An attempt to extract 3flfl and 3_B was not

aucceaaful. This indicates the need for measuring the ecouetlc branch

right upto the zone boundary and in the low q region end else the opticel

branches* I t also demonstrates that the acoustic branch is n?% a sensi-

tive function of 3 v and 3__. From a comparison of the present massurs~

ments with those reported for Fs304 and LtQSF*250A, i t is concluded

that the effect of introduction of L i + ions on the B-sites is to make the

dispersion harder. Also i t is concludsd that 3AB(F* - * • ) interaction

is stronger then 3A8(F«3+^Fs2+).
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* #aa c*yst*l was. kindly loaned by Dr. Fran* 3. Bruni, Raaaarch
natarltls Programme, Oak nidga National Laboratory, USA

1) fi.U Glaaser and F.J. flilford, Phys. Rev. 130, 1783 (1963)

2. Reduced A-alta Woaant in rtjO4 (V.C. Rakhach*. R. Chakravatthy
and N.S. Satya Hurthy)

fleaeurements of nagnatlc atructura amplltudee in 0 1 0 ^ *ona

af natural aagnetite1) were eoaplatad with 49 lndapandant raflactiana

upto alnB/>i • 0.83 lT • Tha concluaian drawn oarliaiT''that tha A-aita

woaant ia r* 3«7/*^- ia cloaaly berna out fro* tha analyaia of tha coaplata

data, ftagnatio Monent danaitlaa at A- and 3°»ita» wara intagratad aut

ualng aagnatic atruotura aaplitudaa, ovar circular araaa pf diffarant

radii in tha (110) aoaant danaity prpjaetion* with rafaranca to tha

•onant danalty at oxygan aitaa awaragad|over calla of upto 0*4 x 0*4 A

araa. Tha aoaants thua found ovar a radiua of 1.2 A «ra m* followai

A-aita (2 ateap in projaotlon) 3,6 fi$ /atoa

B-alto (2 atoaa in projaction) 3,8 fi$ /atoa

i-alta (4 atoaa in projaetion) 4*3SMa/atoa

Tha apharically avaragad feraj faetora for A and B-aita aoaanta within

a radiua of 1.2 A ahow that tha A*aita fora) factor agraaa cloaaly with

tha ra 3 + fraa ion for« factor wharaaa tha B-aita fora factor ia alightly

axpandad. Tha aoaant danaity aap in (110) plana ia ahown in Fig. 2.1.

Errora wara calculatad at all tha pointa in tha danalty «ap taking into

account tha arrora in YC"fV*» 1 * aagnatlc atructura aaplitwda, M •

nuclaar atructura aaplituda) valuaa (aoatly /** 3 to 7%), Significant
. • ' • • • i

M M n t danaity ia ebaarvad in ragiona away froa tha nation altaa mA



a/*Q

\ ^•:;^z~-'Z-~'

• A SITE
•a B SITE
O OXYGEN

F i g . 2 . 1 Hagnatie woment cfanalty p r o j e c t i o n in ( 1 1 0 ) p l a n s o f r » 3 0 4

( i n u n i t * of / * g / » ) . Tha aat la iatad acror on an avaraqa
j mo
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•round oxygen sitss, which gives an evidence for the delocalization of

•pin density in the crystal. The sspherieity of ths »o«ant density

could not be explained with moments on A end B-sites and the crystal

fisld Modification of the magnetic electron woua functione*

1) V.C. Rakhecha, R. Chekravarty, L. Wadhava Rao antt N.S. Satya Kurthy

BARC 843, Annual Report of the NuOlesr Physics Division (1974) B«66

3O Haonatic Bomant Distribution ^n Cu..RnAl (V.C. Rekhecha,

R* Chakravarthy and N.S* Saty4 Hurthy)

Cu.nnAl is an ordored Hsuslef alloy with L21 structure in which

the Magnetic ordering is farronegnetic « Polarised neutron aeaeure-

Ments wars «ads to determine the Magnetic aokent distribution in this alloy*

Such a dstsrMination ie of interest as this may help in underetanding the

nature and -origin of magnetic exchange intQcoctions in this alloy in par-

ticular and the Heuslar alloys in generals An earlier etudy of this alloy
2/

was rsported by Foreyth but detailed information ie not available.

f*9.3.t Ragnatic aoaant danaity projactlan in (001) plana «f

Patfact ato'ehloMtry and chaaleal ordarlng hrt baan aiauaad.
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Polarisatlon ratio* wara (Measured for 22 independent raflactiona

in /001V t <f'l10/> *n d ^ 1 1 2 / > "nea. Usirig nuclear atructura factor*

corresponding to parfect stolchioaotry and ordering* tha Magnatic atruct-

ura amplitudes ware derived froa an analysis of polariaation ratios.

All 16 reflections in ̂ 0 0 1 ^ zone upto ainA/N s 0*66 were used to con-

struct a spin density projection in (001) plane (Fig. 3.1); tha aoaent

t
So,

\

X
%
to

\

1v

f ig.3.2 Tha •phatleally auaragad fora factora for ihu hn- and Cu-
aitaa in Cu-fV>»l. Tha Hn2* ftaa Ion form factor la ahRW
for coaparriaort.

density on tha Mn-sitee is seen to ba nearly spherical axcapt for tha

owternoat ragiona. Tha locallaad a»Mnta at An- and Cu-sites have baan

integrated aut froa the zonal data. ' A sonant of 2.54/40t with an asti-

aatad error of about 4% la indicated on aaph Mn-aite. There ia alao aaan

a email aoaant on tha Cu-sltaa. Uaing tha locallaed •oaanta obtained

abova to fix tha forward scattering aagnatXc structure amplitude, tha

apharlcally averaged fora, factora for tha ttn-anai Cu-aitaa wara calculated4^

(Fig. 3.2).. Fora factor for tha fln-alta 4* aajih to be olightly expanded

ooapared to tha fin fraa ion fora factor* 44ff*har asasureaento in

and ^112^zonae' are being eontinuad with tha 1»oae of obtaining aore
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detailed description of moment distribution and ite symmetry.

1) Peter 3. Webster, Contemp. Phys. $£„ 571 (1969)

2) 3.9. Forayth, Act*, Cryst. Suppl. ,16, A126 (1963)

3) R.n. Moon, Int. 3. Magnetism ±, 219 U971)

4; P.3. Brown and C. Wilkinson, Acto trysfe. 1JL» 39e (1965)

4. Neutron Diffraction Study of CO-dopeo YbF»O- (S.K. Psranjpe

and K.J. Begum)

In continuation with last year's work on the singla crystal

apaciman of YbFeO, doped uith 9% cobalt, we have measured anothtr 10

nuclsar reflactions, mostly in tha [jioj tone to datsrmina tha z para-

•atar of the oxygen II ions. This orthoferrits has a basically anii-

ferrofflagnatic ordering of re momenta with a B*all amount of canting of

their spins. At room temperature the cert earth moments are not ordered.

Since the chemical and the magnetic unit calls haws same aia*neiona»

most of the reflections heve mixed nuclear and magnetic charactere.

Hence an accurate knowledge of ell the positional parametere la essential

to determine the magnetic contribution in a misted reflection. The final

co-ordinatea ee determined in the present experiment ere ee followat

•pec* group O ^ 6 - Ponm

F..Co.t<4b) OlO . Oi-1 ,£00 ,i-0i;

et (4c) i

Oxygen II et (8d) i ( a ^ ^ , ± -X A,
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Wheres

X • 0.9794 ± 0.0008 "\

y .« 0.0708 ± 0.007 1

X m 0.1168 £ 0.0023 "I

y m 0.4S05 + 0.0014 J

x » 0.6890 ± 0.0016

y • 0.3O7S i 0.0020

Z • 0.0601 1 0.0009

for Yb

for Oxygen I

for oxygen II,

36 raflactione having nagnstlo contrlbutiona hiv* baan aiaaaurad

in [100^ » G?io3 *nd (21(0 *on»a Upfco Sin9/V • 0.67 A"1. The

analyela of the data to calculate the fora factor of Fe ione in purely

octahedral eltee la in progress.
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n. MBUTROU IHEI.ASTIC SOAMEBBIBS ASP DYNAMICS OF C0KDEM5KD MEDIA

1. Phonon Dispersion Curves in Lead Selanida (P.R. Vijayaraghavan,

S.K. Sinha* and P.K. Iyengar)

Earlier measurements on the phonon dispersion curves in laad

selenide have bean extended to cover the longitudinal acoustic and

transverse optic branches along tha high symmetry directions [jOO^ »

QiOJ «nd[i1ij. Fig. 1,1 shows the results obtained. The continuous line

represents a model calculation least-square fit to the neutron diffra-

ction data. The model has 13 parameters and the values obtained are

given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1

(s ia the electronic charge and 1? the volume of the unit cell)

Parameter Value Unit

A 21.43 (i

6 -2.63 •

A 1 - 0 . 3 9 ••

B1 0.13 •

A" 2.79 "

8" -0.09 "

Z 1.31 (•)

B^ 0.10 (»)

d, -0*07 (•)

o ^ 0.14 (tf

A 0.83 (•)

y 4.54
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0.2 0-4 06 0.8 1.0 0-8 0.6 0-4 0 2 0 0.2 0A

REDUCED WAVEVECTOR COORDINATE § = a q / 2 ]T

Fig . 1 . 1 . Pho/ion diapiaJion curvun f^r lead salonlciu at room ta»paraturo.

Introduction of 14th parameter y3-.(21) did not signif icantly a l tar

the ovaral l agreement between experiment and model calculation.

Both constant 2. *n(i conetant C acafla were usad for tha obaar-

vation of phonona.

* Now at Argonne National Laboratory, Argcnne, I l l i n o i a , USA

1) P.R. Vijayaraghavan* S.K. Sinha and P.K. lyengar, BARC-768

Annual Raport of the Nuclear Physics Division (1974), p. 111.

2. Nautron Inalaatic Scattering from
1 - X l 2

 S04
(A.H. Venkateafc, C.L. Thaper, K.R. Rao, P.P. Chandra,

8.A. Oaeennacharya and P.K. Iyengar)

Preliminary measurements on mixed salts I(NH4)X K^^

for x • 0*16, 0.5 and 1.0 ware reported last year. ' These have now

been extended to x • 0*65 and x * 0.75, All the spectra, after back-

ground correction, are ahown in Fig. 2.1, mainly in the energy tranefer

region of the librational nodee of ammonium ions.
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?.1 InaUstlc inqohbrwit nautron sr.ftttvrlng »p«ctr». from th*

wined B«lt
f 0 t v * r l u u s v a l " B * o f »•

WB not* from th« «bov« figure that the librational spsctruM

for x « .16 and .5 «ra vary similar• though x • 0.16 sanpla la pata-

elactric wharaa* the othar if r»troal«cttic. ' All the aa»piaa with

x > 0.5 are ferroelectric at 115«K but their spectra are quite different

' ' -1
from each other. Perticulerlyi the intensity of the peak at 390 c«

gradually builds up as x increasas.

Thee* pbserwatione can be understood if one aseumee that WH4 •

wnen substituted in K2S04» first s*»rts preferentially occupying one



of the two available non-equivalent eites. lhia continue* till x ia

about 0*5 and hence one does not observe a great change in the spectra*

Subsequently aa x is Increased (x >, 0*5) the second site gets filled

progressively and givea riaa to the peaks et 390 cm" and 430 ca~ •

Thus, by studying the mixeo ealta wo are able to eeperete the

librational frequenciee of the two NH4 lone which cannot be identified

separately in pure INH ) S04 because of their close proximity, and eleo

show the preferential occupation of one of the sites ror low values of

x. It ia also poasibls to argue on the basis of bur data that ammonlun

ions on ons of the sites are Involved in ths fsrroelsctrio behaviour of

these salts.

1) A.H. Venkateah, C.L. Thaper and K.R. Rao, BARC-843

Annual Report of Nuclear Physics Division (1974} P. 76

2) A* Sawede. S. Ohya, Y. Ishlbashi and Y. Takagi

3. Phya. SoC Japan ,££, 1406 (1975)

3« Tswperature Dependence of the WeogJentatlonel Hotlon of

lone in tHH^SO^ and

(P.S. Goyal. P.P. Chendre, C.L* Thaper, K.R. Rao and

B.A. Daeannacharya)

Amioniue) sulphate undergoes ferroelectric- paralectric phase

transition at 223*K. An lsoaorphous salt f(NH4) lfiK 84"l 2S04, on

the other hand, does not bscoas ferroelectric down to 4*K ', These

salts havs orthorhoabic unit cells with four noleculee per unit call*

It is known that the two aaaoniua ions in (NH4).S04 are crystallogra-

phieally inequivalant. Neutron inelastic scattering aeaeureaente ' on

t"("H4\i6IC.84"l 2S°4 *h°" fchafc fch* N M 4 iont ln fchl* "tx"d *alt OCCUP>'
one of the two available'eitee. We have etudiad3^ the reorlentational
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motion of ammonium ions in these two salts between 227°K and 413*K

using tha technique of neutron quasielastic ecettering* Tha chare-

cterietic reorientation tine f «o obtained for tha two salts lira shown

as function of inverse of temperature in Fig, 3.1. It ia seen that

the characteristic reorientation times of the NH* ions is siailar in

(NH.VSO. and R N H . ) «,K - H -SO, ower the temperature range of our
4 2.4 . u. 4 •16 •8*J Z .4

maeurenenta. In view of the feet that in the nixed ealt there is

only one type of aromô iuo ion , these results suggest that In (NH^gSOj

either tha two NH* ions heve eioiler veluee for ?.or the window (3 p eec-

^ < 75 p «ec.) of our epectroneter allows only one type of enmoniuej

5000

W0-0-

804-

1.0

<NH, ),S0*

V .O-ttKCoWmd.

1*0 14 34 44 S4

•ooo/i («•»)

Fi«. 3.1 Chatactariatic raoriantatlon tine aa function of inwaraa

of taaparatura. SpUd'llna ia a juida to tha tya. Tha

alDpa of thia ltna giwea tha potanttat barrtar «.

ions te be Men in these .a.aurenents. To decide which of the two

alt.rnative. i . correct, on. he. to fxei-ln. the for. factor eeeocieted

with th« pur«ly ^«»tic co«pon.nt» The for- fector neeeurements «ede on
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the two samples definitely show that at room temperature tha ••cond Nttt

ion reorients with characteristic time •£ <^ 7 S p «ac., and la probably

in the range of pur measuremsnte.

1. A. Saweda, S. Ohya, Y. lahibeahl and Y. Takagi, 3. Phye. Soc. Japan

,28., 1408 (1975)

2. Sea the preceding paper in the preaant report

3. P.S. Goyal, P.P. Chandra* C.L. Thaper, K.R» Rao and B.A. Oaaannacharya

Nucl. Phye. and Solid State Phye, (India) ijgC, (1975)

4» Baorlantatlonal Motion of Ammonium lone In NH.I and (NH.)..SnBrf.

(B«.H* Oaaannacharya, P.S. Goyal* C.L* Thaper and G. Venketeramen*)

As a part of iha general prograame ' of etudying the'reorientational

motion of aaxnonium lone In emmoniu* aalta, wo have performed neutron queai-

elaatic acattering axperimenta with NH^I and (NH^)2SnBr6 at aeveral aanple

tanperatures.. Amaoniuai iodide undergoes first order phase transitione

at 232*K and 256»K. It haa a tetragonal unit cell below 232*K (Phase III)

and a NeCl type structure ebove 256"K (Phaae I)} in between (Phaee II).

it hae e CeCl type atructure. Neutron quaaielastic eeattering froa thie

aalt hat been etudled for nine eaaple tenperaturea in the range of 213*K

to 300-K. The MaaeuraiManta have been «ade for an average weve vector trans-

fer of 1*54 «** t using the reteting cryttal epectroeieter* Tha neaeured

spectra mt all the t««par*turfa» ehowed a peak centred at tha incident

neutral) energy. The a*ee under the peak and lie full width at half ejaxiau*

''M*m*Mm •' tMparaiuf• in FiQ« 4.1a and rig. 4.1b
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«. Araa of the peak • • function of tanpar'atura

b. f u l l w^ifth at ttair aiaxta.ua) of the paak aa function of

ta«paratur*>

Wunbara on tha axparlnantal potnta indlcata th» ordar in

which aiaaauraaianta have bean made. Thin llnea in tha figure

ahou tha bountlarlaa for tha thraa phaaaa of NH.t.

r«apoctlu»ly, Th» number* on the sxperimtntal points in these figures

indicate the order in which the measurements have been made. The dashed

Xine in Fig. 4.1b is the HUHPl of the instrumental resolution function.

It can be seen that both the wiOth arid the intensity show considerable

amount of hyeterlels. By correlating the intensity and width meaauee-

mente of Fig. 4.1, it is possible to show that points numbered 6 to 10

(upfco 270*K) are tha results of measurements in the CsCl phesa of NH.I.

Thus wa are able to double the range of the CsCl phase. Tha aeaaured

spectra in thia phaee show broadening of the eleetie peak. Thia ariaaa

becauee of tha reoriantationfl motion of NH* ions, in Phase I and III,

the broadening of the eleetic peak has not been observed as the reorlen-

tation rate ie too lerga ^n Phaee I and it is too low in Phaaa III. The
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characteristic reorientation time X could, trtsrsfors- be obtained only

in the CsCl phase of NH I. The data havs hnen analysad using a procedure

similar to that described in an eerliar wori .' ' The ualuea of f are found

to be about 6.0 ,+ 2.0 p sac. at all <hs I'jv. Lsmnarettires. This suggests

thr.t in the CsCl phase, the NH. ionc exnerAance a small potential barrier

to its reorientational motion.

The structure of (NH ) SnBrc is cueh that the twelve Br~ ions
4 2 6

are symmetrically distributed around MHj f.on . This spherical distri-

bution produces a cago which provides s a-Tiail pofcsntial barrier to the

reorientational motion of NH* iona. m t .lautioii quasielaetic scattering

experiments similar to those on NH^! h e w bsen carried out on (NH4)-SnBrfi.

The t values at 99°K, 117°K, 139°K, i63f?K «nd 206°K h*ve been derived

from the measured epectra to be Zt'.,.3 -: .;, n3 40,0 + 15.0, 14.5 JK 3.5,

7.S ,+ 1.5 and 6.0 +1.0 p sec. reapnci:iwe.ly0

• Now at Material Science Laboratory., Reacfcor Peoearch Centre,

Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu

1) P.S. Goyal, G. Venkataraman, B.A. Dasannachorye and C.L. Thaper

B.A.R.C. 694, Annual Report of the ftluclaar Physica Division (1972)

p.109

2) P.S. Goyal, P.P. Chandra, C.L. Thaper, KCR» Rao end B.A. Oasannacharya

Nucl. Phys. and Solid State Phya. (,Indie) 18C (1975)

5. Normalisation and Assessment of Neutron Diffraction Data from

Liquids (K.R. Rao and B.A. Dfcss.nr.acharya)

1 2)
A couple of normalisation cri.tsrj.-- have bean proposed * ' to

assess liquid structure data over the past decade. Us have mad* a

critical examination of these and sorno other criteria. Neutron diffra-



Fig. 6.1 Pressure - scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer.
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ction date from liquid krypton measured by Clayton and Heaton la used

to study these. It is shown that if the structure factor b(Q) » 1 +

satisfies ttie Krogh Hoe relation, namely

where Q is the uavevector transfer and f is the mean atomic number

density; S(Q) is properly normalised. Subjecting such data to the other

criteria would reveal, however, the quality of data in so far as systematic

•rrors and/or termination errors are concerned. If the data is measured

with reasonable accuracy to sufficiently large values of the wsvevector

transfer all these criteria would assess the quality of the data to almost

the same extent. This has been established by improving and extending

the liquid krypton data by procedures similar to that of Kaplow, Strong

and Averbach and subjspting this revised data to the various criterie.

It is concluded, thereby, that U ) one can study the neutron diffraction

data from liquids using any of the criteria to improve the quality of the

data and (iij for normalisation purposes the simple relation

0 a-rr»-X
published.

V =-_1_ (^y$od\ would suffice. A detailed account of this work has been0 a-rrX

1) A. Rahman, 3. Chen. Phya. 42, 3540 (1965)

2) R.O. Mountain, 3. Cham. Phya. 57, 4346 (1972)

3) K.H. Rao and 8.A. Oasannacherya, Pramana j5, 328 (1975)

6. .Dispersion of Hypsnsonic haves Propagating in Liquids

CS2, CfiH6 and

A.S. Psranjps)

CS . C H and C.H.CH, (K. Usha Deniz, P.S. Parvathanethan and
2 O 6 o 5 3

Brillouin scattering or light from tho liquids CC14, CSj, CfiH6

end C H CH has been studied with tr>t help of a pressure-scanning Tabj:
o 5 3 . '

Perot interferometer built by us (see fig. 6.1). These experiments
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uare dbne in order to observe the velocity dispersions of hypersonic wave i

propagating in these molecular liquids, which is caused by the thermal

relaxation occuring in these systems. The light source was a He-Ne

laser of wavelength ( X o
 a 6328 A). The measured finesse of the Fabry-

Perot interferometer used was about 30 and its free spectral range was

18*74 GHz. The liquid samples were filtered through millipore filters

of pore size = 0,45 R before use. Our experiments, wore done with the

8catterer8 at room temperatura ( 25°C).

The Brillouin frequency shift, 1?" , is equal to VQ/2 TV , where V

is the sound velocity and Q is the momentum transfer vector whose magnituua

is given by

Q - ~ ~ - Q - Sin 9/2 (1)

%

where n is the refractive index of the scattering medium and & is the

scattering angle. When no dispersion is present, V is equal to V ,

the sound velocity for frsquencies which are low enough for dispersion

not to be present (velocity of ultrasonic waves). If one assumes that

all the vibrations! or rotational degrees of freedom reach equilibrium

among themselves In a time short compared with a single relaxation

t than,

v,7- = c v _ c x c f i + w ^ t " ^ (2)

where C is the internal specific heat andft <= 2 7T "3j . The relaxation

time *£" is related to the relaxation ti«ie, X. bY

t - — 7 C3)
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Tha obaarvad valuaa of S)s ara plotted aa a function of Q in

fig. 6.2. Tha atraight linaa giva, "0c • QV / 2 T • Tha raaulta of
> o

Stagaaan at al. * ara plottad aa croaaaa in tha caaa of CC1- and thi

ara In fairly good agraaaant with our rasulta. Our raaulta ahow that for

larga valuaa of Q, "9j ia not proportional to Q (indicating tha praaanca

of diaparalon) for all tha liqulda axcapt toluana. In tha Caaa of

toluana, thia aaaaing lack of diaparaion can ba attributad to rathar

lnaccurata valua of V that wa hava uaad. Whila calculating X fot

toluana, wa hava takon V • 1.2 x 10 c«/aac.» a vajua glvan by our
. • o

raaulta at low fraquenciaa.
Tha value* of X ebtalnod fro* our raault uaing Eq. (2) and £q.(3)

givari in Tabla 6.1 for all llqulda axcapt toluana, for which C. waa

Vo > 0.938 x 10BOn/stc Vxi

I 9 0 1

WAVE VECTOR Q <K)sCm~1)

V0a1.3xK>8Cm/»tc o °

r ig* 6.2 Irtuautfi rratuancy ahtrta • • • runetton »f i
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not known. Theae values are compared with thoaa obtained frgm othar

experiments. Thore is considerable diacrapancy batwaan thaaa values

bacauaa our Brillouin ahift meaauramenta war* not accurate.

Tabla 6.1

Liquid

(eec.;

(aec.)

(sec.;

5

1

6

CC1

.2

.2

.5

4

X

X

X

10"11

io-10

10"11

cs

1.

2.

I
1.

2

4

1

B

X

X

X

ID"10

ID"'0

10 *

2

5

1

C6H

.6

.5

.6

6

X

X

X

10-11

io"i1

io"10

C6H5CH3

1.3 x 10~11

• •

1) K. Uaha 0aniz( P.5. Pervethanathan and A.S. Paranjpa

Procaedinga of tha bympoaium on Lasers, Kanpur, 1975

2) K.'r. Herzfeld and TwA. Litovfitz, Abeorption and Dispersion of

Ultraeonic Uevea (Academic Preaa, New York, 1959)

3) G.I.A. Stegeman, U.S. Gormall, V. tfoltarra and B.P, Stoichaff

J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 4£( 979 (1970)

4) - S. Cewartz, U.S. Gornall and B.P* Stoichaff, 3. Acoust. Soc*

Amer.. 4,2, 994 (1970)

5) H.C. Lucas. O.A. 3eckeon end H.T.A* Pentecoet. Opt. Commun., g,

2?9 (1970)

7.. Cryetallina wd Liquid Crvatalline phases of 4-n-Haxyloxybanzalidana

4«-n-Proovlfnlline (HBPA) (K. Usha Oeniz. U.R.K. Reo*. A.S.

Paranjpa end P.S. Parwethenethen)

Ue heve stu'iied the ptttw Uenaitlons in HBPA using a di f ferent ie l

scanning calorimeter. Tha structure'-. in eijeie of the cryetall ina and l iquid

crystal l ine phases have been inveetigetad by X-ray di f f ract ion. Raman
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ecattaring neaaurenente have also bean carried out to gain a better

underatanding of the nature of these phasaa.

Our DSC reaults1' have lod to the acha** or transltione given

belowi

ANNEALED AT 180 K

QUENCHED TO 180 ftr 26AK

Incbaplata annealing lead to the prooanca of both oryttaliine and P9

phaeee. The tanperature aa alao the heats or tranaitlone are given in

Table 7.1. The amall heeta of tranaforaation for.tranaltiona C—»• P.

(not given in Table 7.1) and Po—*SU lead one to believe that P<
* n • • . . • i

cryatalline phaae and that P is a liquid crystalline phaae.

P.

is a

SH Phasc(295K) P2 Phise (255K) Cry»taUin«(295K)

fl«.7.i K̂ r»)f diffnotion photognph* of HBP* «pot« In th« P.
ahaaa « • tfua to iijt

Tig* 7*1 ehowa the X-ray diffraction photographs of the crystall ine

(29SK), *> (255K) and pf the emeistic H(29SK) phaaae. The photographs of



P and S are very similar, shotting J strong outer ring and a strong
2 H

inner ring and several wnaker rings. ThLa confirms that P_ Is a .moctic

liquid crystalline phase, structurally vary similar to the Ŝ . phase.

From the X-ray data tha smectic layer thickness is found to b« 19.7 and

18.2 A In the S and P phases, n̂cl the corresponding tilt angle* of

H 2 a
the molacule (the angle between the preferred direction of ths molecule

and the smectic planer normal) are 36° and 42°, if one assumes the molecular

length to be 24.5 A1" ' The intormolscular distance, D, in the smectic

r

1I00 KXX)

FREQUENCY SHIFT (A CM~)

plfl.V.2 "•••it bpacUa of

plan., i. found to be 5.19 and 4.83 A in the SH and ?2 phase. r«.p.cti«eiy,

if on. ae.ume, a hexagonal arrangement
2) of the molecules in the .meetic

plan... Since collective rotational motion of the molecules la possible
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far D ̂  &.1^Jr', the P->:>H transition might be <kye to sneet of mole-

cular rotation. The hydrocarbon chains in tha P_ phase might be frozen

parallax to each other since the internolecular distance for such chains

is <"" 4.85 A ' . S o transition P2"~*"
SH m^9 n t elso be due to onset of

uiggly motion or of static disorder in the hydrocarbon chains, leading

to several different confirmations of these chains in the Su phasB.

H

The Raman spectra of HHPA in the SH(30Q Kj, P2(262 K) and crysta-

lline (278 K) phases are shown in Fig. 7.2. in the region 200 to 1000 cm

which provides information on the chain skeletal and C-H motiona, there

is a significant difference between the spectre obtained for the SH and

P phases. There is not much difference between the three spectra, in

the region 1100 to 1650 cm"" , which is related to C » M stretch in schiff's

bases snd which might also be arising from benzene ring vibrations. These

results esen to indicate that P-—*> 5U transition is connected with the

onset of motion or of static disorder in the hydrocarbon chains.

* Chemietry Division

1) K. Ush« Ueniz, U.R.K. Red and s.K. Sinha, Proceedings of the sixth

materials science symposium on 'Phase Transofmation snd Phsse

Equilibria', Bangalore (1975).

2) A de Vries, Liquid Crystals, Edited by S. Chandrashekhar (Pramans

Supplement, 1974} P. 93

8. Alignment of Hematic Liquid Crystal* HBBA by Thin Itetal rilwe

(K. Uehe Oeniz, T.K. Bhattecherya* and C rtanohar**)

It is well known that thin metal films, vacuum deposited on to

glass substrates can laad to either homogeneous or homeotropic alignment

of liquid crystal molecules in contact with them, depending on tha metal

deposited and the angle of deposition ' '. Elsewhere, we have stated

that a homeotropic orientation of the nematic liquid crystal, MBBA, was
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' obtained with Cr films. We haw* now found that thin film* of Al, Hi, Cu

In* Ag and Ti also lead to homeotropic orientation. A conoacoplc f iguta

of homeotropically oriented MBBA ( alignmant obtained uaing Ag filme) ia

shown in Fig. 8.1. Our results on Cr and Al do not egree qith banning11 a

results . The aligning properties of Ni, In, Ag and Ti films have been

studied for the flrat tine in theae experiments. This alignment we*

found to be independent of evaporation pressurs (10~ to 10* Tort)

deposition rate (2 to 20 A/aec), angle of deposition (0 to 66") and the

tubetrate temperature (Ts* 27 to 300°C) during deposition^ The alignment

time, t , for complete alignment wee dependent on the last three fee tore,

«nd it ranged from e few minutes to « few weeks* t. increased with

Increase in rate or angle of deposition. Increase in substrate temperR-

fcure.-T , upto about 60°C resulted In a decrees? of t4.»- whereas for T
e • " •

§0°C« t increaaed ccnsidsrsbly with increasing T•« Annealing the ooeted

eubstrates at 200*C «lso lead to large values of t̂ » Thin film deposits

ef Au, S10 and CdS at normal incidence did not give homeotropic alignmant

•f N8BA.

The dependence of t. on rate and angle of deposition eeems to

indicete thet the obssrwad alignmant ia related to the exldetien of the

•etalllc file) which can occur during deposition ' or by exposure to alt

after deposition4'. Thin vacuum dapoaltad metal film* are known to have

a diecontlnuoue ialand atruoture^. Oxidation of metal lalanda builde up

apace charge leyere in the* which aid thermionio emlaelon from ttiam due

to field effect* at room temperature* This reaulte in e nrt charge

build up in theee ielande, which in turn produces a net electric field,

randomly oriented in the plane of the eubetrate. Such a field would result

|n a homeotropic orientation of nematlca with negetlve dielectric ani-

eetropy <a.g.i HBBA) whereea it would not lead to any alignmant of nsmatica



Fig. 8.1 A conscopic figure of homeotropically orienlcd MBBA.
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with positiys dielectric an1sotropy (as observed by us with Kodak nemetlc

mixture 11900J. Annealing the substrates during or after deposition

tends to rsduca the charge inhomogeneity because of larger thermionic

emission with a consequent reduction in the aligning field. With time,

however, the charge inhomogeneity might increase to that present at

room temperature, thus producing alignment. These change* in alignment

have bean observed by us. Homeotropic alignment is. not observed with

Au films sinew chase flints do not form an oxide at room temperature

and the. increased fluid dua to the lower work function of the oxide

is absent in this case.. These phtmomenoloyical arguments can only be

verified by other studios with these films.

Ths result of the present study are uaeful for the fabrication

of field-affect electro-optic displays using liquid crystals.

» Laser Section

•* Chemistry Division

1) 3.L. banning,. Appl. Phys. Letters i±t 173 (1972;

2) K. Usha Oeniz, T.K. bhattacharya and C. Renohar, UARC 843

Annual Report of the Nueleer Physics uivision (19/4) p. t)5

S) A.R. Molter, 3. Appl. Phye. Jfc* 2377 (1965)

4) M. i-aberere end N.F. Plott, Rep. Prog. Phye. Jg , 163 l1948-'49>

S; C A . Naugsbsuer, Measurement technique for thin f i lms, Ed. by •.Schwartz

and N. -Schwartz, Johnson Hsprint Corpn., New York (1967), p. 1919

9. Reman Scattering Study of the ^ - t ransit ion in Cu(WH4)2

(M.L. Bsnssl, V.C. Sshni and A.P. Roy)

Specific heat measurements of (KH4)2CuCl4.2H20, (spec* group D ^

bimolecular unit c e l l ) , reported by Suga st aJ show* a ^-^.ype anomaly
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•t 200*K and thla haa baan attributad to orientationel order-disorder

procaaa of ammonium iona. We raport here praliminary light acattaring

studies to probe tha dynamical aspects relatad to the ordar-diaotdar

transition in this compound. Using a 600 mW Ar+ laser (4880 A) and •

Spax 1400 double monochromatar, polarised Raman apaetra wara racordad at

30O»K, 24Q*K and 100»K.

- • WWII «MTT V (on-)

r i0*9 . t foXttltmi Raman tpactra of (»H4)2CuCl4f2H?O at
300»K, 2«0«K and 100*K. Tha. t t .n . i t lon tianpatatura
la *~ JOO'K.

Comparison of tha apactra racordad at diffarant tamperaturaa shows

. 9*1), in ganaral, narrowing 6f lina profiles and incraaaa In rraqu-

sndas on cooling. Tha modss which appaar to be moat significantly affa*

cted as ths crystal is coolad through tha ordsr-diaordar transition

(transition Umperatura ^ 200°K) ara in tha region 150-200 cm" and around

70 es*^, It can ba argued that tha oriantatlonal disorder of ths NH4 ion

*Hl affsqt tha electronic polarizability and consequently the Raman

actiwity of the modee involving motion of the NH. lone. Tram a comparisor



Table 9,1

NATURE OF THE BAND

Cm

T • 240°K

-1 Polarization Sym.
Species

Cm
-1

100°K

Polarization

"5 T(NH ) translation
along Z axis

"9 (NH ) translation
' in XY plans

S)_(NH ) translation
' in XY plane

^ 2

£ (O-Cu-Cl(l) )

•0R (Cu 0 2

-&R (Cu 0 2 Cl

200

178

160

130
120

8.

SI (Cu-Cl (I) ) in phase

•0 (Cu-Cl(I) ) out of phase 115

$ (Cl(I)-Cu-Cl(II ) 116

93

98

92

70

)
Y'(ZZ)X«

Y'JX'X'JZ

Y'(X»Y»)Z

32g

202

193
166

168
157
146

133
124

115

115

94

102

94

74

66

59

Y»(X'Y')Z

Y'UY'JX*
Y'CX'Y'JZ
Y((ZZ)X«
()

Y'lZZjX1

Y'(ZYf)X»

Y'UZJX*
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with tha available Raman Scattering results of tha iaonorphoua KJCuCl.,2HJ0 '

the structures appearing in the apactrum of (NH.), CUC1..2H.0 in tha region

150-200 cm"1 can ba aacrlbad to tha lattice vibrationa of NHt. At 300*K,

a broad band ia observed in thia region in the Y* (ZY1) X' configuretion.

This polarization corresponds to tranaletory optie E nodee (eee Table 9^1)

involving motion of the NH. iona in the basal plane. Oieordar-induced

firet-drder Reman scattering can alao ba expected to contribute to the

observed intensity. As the temperature is lowered the lint narrows down

and sevsrsl structures develop. At 100*K, e dletinct peek eppaara at

186 en" with a ahouldor at 193 en" . It nay be relevant to aentlon here

that the TO node in NH Ul occurs at 183 en" • Group theory eleo predlcte

a translatory optic node of B._ character corraeponding to the vibretion

of the snnoniun ions siong the Z axis. This node is picked up in the Y'

(X*V*)Z configuretion and appeara at «<* 200 en" .

Tns node at 74 en" displsys snonalous ptlarization oslectlon rule

above and below the traneition temperature. At 300"K and 240»K, it eppeara

in ths crasssd configuration (ZY) but at 100»K it haa diagonal {II) polarl-

zatian. Further new nodee appear at 66 en" and o9 en" in tha Y' (ZY()X*

scattering geonetry at 100*K. In N>. Br, nodss with anonaloue polarizations

hsvs bean observed. This feature ie shown to bs related to the evolution

of the long-rsngs ordsr in the oroered tetragonal phaae. (NH4)2 CuCl4.ZH20

alee ha»'a rather broad specific heat anomaly which ie indicative of sinilsr

procsssss occurring in this crystal.

1) H. Suga,.it.. Soralf T» YanannKa and S. Seki

Bull* Chan. Soc. 3apan, J8., 100? (1965)

t) «.L. Banaal, V.C. Sahni and A.P. Roy

2nd. 3. Phya. (To be publiahad)
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10. Raman Scattaring Study of tha Internal tflbratlona of SOT" in UKSQ

Effect of Microscopic tlar.tric field. (T.R. Rao, M.L. Ban M l ,

V.C. Sahni and A.P. Roy)

Internal vibrationa of tetrahedral cluatara (AX.) In cryatale hava

bean studied by Raman acattarlng particularly with ragard to macroacoplc

alactrie fiald affacta,, Tha raaulta of Flathleu at. in LiCl

04.3H20) and linger
2 (SO*" in «eS04 . 4H20) ahow that while -O3 Intarnal mo dee

ahow vary pronouncad macroscopic fiald affacta othar modaa diaplay rather

week or feeble affact,, Ua hava nada polariaad Raman acattaring naaauraaaht.

on * aingie crystal at LiKS04 (apaca group Cfi t bimolacular prlmltiya call)

and found aiKilar faaturaa with raapact to 30^"*" intarnal vibrationa in

thie aalt. Our sraaulta ara aummariaad balow m» alao tha ganaral raaaona

underlying thia behaviour of intarnal modaa.

Raaauramanta wara mada on aingla cryatala (in tha for* of haxagonal

platas, grown from aolution of i-i.CO. and KHSO. in appropriate proportion)

whoaa facaa ware Identified by neutron diffraction experimented The apecfra

ware recorded u»ing a 500 aW Ar laaer 4B60A*) and a Spex 1400 double mono-

chronetor, with a band paaa of 2 caT , Both roos taapereture end liquid

nitrogen temperature data were recorded of which tha former la ehown in the

Fig. 10.1. The LO-TO aplittinge Infarrad from tha meaauramenta mi* aummariaad

in tha following table which clearly ehowa that <0. mod* dlaplaya moat

intanaa affweta.

Symmetry

TOtcm"1)

LOle*"1)

A

1008

A

622

629

E1

634

645

A

1119

1201

E1

1117

1198
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bymmetry vector calculation reveals that normal modes in tha

crystal ara vary similar to tha modes of Tree sulphate ion. And since

•0 . mode in free ion is polur, (while others are not) in the cryetal too,

this mode is expected to exhibit most marked effect, as it indeed dose*

However, our measurement also indicates that the cryetal anisotropy

in the present case is considerably smaller (as compared to that in tha

above two salta LiClO. 3H.0, BaSO. 4H.0) and as such directional dispersion

or modes will be weaker.

1) flatheu, 3.P. at. al. Pnys. Radium rj, 271 (1952)

2) Unger, B, Physiea Stat Sol 426, 107 (1972)

11. Dynamics of P t - k ^ ^ ^ l 2CuCJL4 2H2° o y >••••> Raman Scattering

(n.L. Banaal, V.C. Sahnl and A.P. Roy/

The dynamics of double chloridee CuCl2 2H20 2 £xCjQ (X • K, NH4)

has been studied by Raman experiments ' . The potaaalum aalt has alao

3)

been studied by NMR experimente . Based on theaa, assignment of certain

modes in the frequency range 50 ca - 400 CM haa baan dona. We have

undertaken a lassr Raman study of the mixed aystem to eeek tha poaaibillty

of Making mora definitive aeaignments of tha modes. We find that thie

atudy doaa help in mode identification, though perhaps not as Much aa one

might naively expect becauae substitution of K by NH4 doaa, introduce eoMa

(unexpectadly I) force constant changes too, which somswhet complicetee

the situation.



TaPla 11.1

Obaarvad Raaan fraquanciaa in tha K-aalt.and thai* x-variations* All frequencies
• • ara in ««T--

V §29 S S *19 V 829 829 *1 9 % V

132 132 148 224 245 24? 395 407 562 692

131 132 144 224 246 240 395 406 . . 687

129 129 140 224 246 248 39S 4Q6 . . 682

128 126 137 223 245 247 395 405 . . 680 ,

US 124 133 223 244 247 395 404 . . 6 8 2 '

0.

0.

0.

0*

0.

0

19

39

4H

sa

53

56

57

58

60

70

74

79

80

02

92

-82

92

93

93

107

106

106

104

103

106

107

109

111

115

134

132

129

126

124

* Extraaaly waak «oda.
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Mixad cryatala war* grown, froa aolutloni thair coapoaltlon was

aaeartainad by chaalcal and x-ray fluoraacanca aathod and cryatal facaa

wara idantlfiad by x-ray and nautron dlfTraction axparlaanta* Syaaatry

analyaia ahowa that (excluding tha aaaonlua toraional oacilationa and thoaa

or «ata» aelaeulaa) thera ara 3 A 4 A + 38. • 48.. • 6E Rawan activa axternal
•B >9 *9 9

aodaa • Polariaad «a*an acattaring data wara raeordad for thaao ualng

4 600 aU ar* laaar (4880 A*> and a Spax 1400 doubls aenochroaator.

Tha axpartaantally obaarvad fraquaney variation ( n i function of x.)

of thaaa ia ahown in Tabl* 11*1.

Tha obaarvad variation haa baan uaad to aaka a ayatamatie aaalgnaant '

of tha aodaa tharfby raaoving aoaa daacrapanciaa in tha pravloua aaaignaanta*

1; nathiau, 3.P. and Coutura - (lathiau, L., 3. Chan. Phya. j£« 573 (1953)

2) Adaaa, U.fl. and Na«ton0 O.C., Ooor. of Chaa. »oe» A, 3507 (1971)

3) Vankataranan, C. and Sahni, V.L., Haw. Hod. Phya. j&, 409 (1970)

4) Banaal, n.L., aahnl, V*C. and Roy, ».P. (to ba publiahad) Ind. Jour, of

phya.
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12. Wola af Gafwatrisal Raeolutlon in Cowpton Profile Studlaa

(P. Chaddah and V.C. Sahni)

Conpton scattering experiments to meesure momentum danaitiaa of

electrons in molecules and aolids using *y -raya and a solid atata datactpr

have baan in vogua for sometime '. Howevar, use of low anargy y-raya for

such axparimehta has baan atrongly dapraciatad duo to their poor panatration

capability,*wary high enargy ^ -ray aourcea hava bpan recommended '. WB hava

ahown that thsee contintlpna naad raWlalon» for thay do not propWrly rackon

tha role of gaowatrleal raaolution tar« and Ita dapahdanca on -jf -riy anargy*

#a hiwa ahown that (i) for tha aama ratio of (contpton profile wl'dtn7af>activa

^eiolutlon) tha laaa atringant colllmation haadad for tha lowar anargy

can aubatantially off«a«t tha effeote of poorer penetration,

(ii) if -the energy dependence of geonetrical raaolution tarn la taken into

account, rvikamachi and Hoaoye'e findinga are found to be incorrect,

{111) how, for e given actuation, an optimum selection of acattering 'angle

^ "?r<* CQllimatioln^d should be utada. Aa illuatratlona of ths above conal-

darationa a comparison of two typical seurcea, i.e. 241. (59.54 keW>

am» 123*Ts (159.0 keV) haa been kado
3'

t) W.A. flssd at. al. Ph»>. Wav. 810. 1907 (1974)

2) T. rukanachl and S. Hoaoya, Phya. Stat. Sol. (a)\i5j. 629 (1973)

3) P. Chaddah and tf»C. Sahni, Phyo. Stct* Sol* (•) ii, 677 (1975)

> 3 . PPM Calculation of the Coupton Profile of Bervlllua. (P. Chaddah

and V.C. Sahni)

Tha valence electro* nonentuw danaity for barylliuej hae been

'••Iculatad by the OtW aethod* Using the aelf-coneietent potentlei of Leuoki

•nd Cutler (Phya. Rev. 1.33*. B19), e 23-OPU calculation wae made with,
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•ffactively, about 4800 k-polnt» In the Brillouin ion*, for the cora

wave Function tha 15 analytical wave function for neutral.beryllium (of

Roothen at al. "aw. Nod. Phya, ,32, 186) was used. Tha computed Compton

Prof11* does not exhibit tha large momentum bail seen in tha experiment .

Wo have, therefore, explored If correlation affacta can resolve tha

discrepancy. Two 11-OPW calculations, dona with and without the axchange

and correlation tar* In tha potential, giva practically identical

profiles, implying that thle method of incorporating corraletions li

uneetiefactory. This indicataa the nacsaaity of incorporating correlation

offset* directly. The aiMpleat achama following thie Una ia to do a

1-OPW calculation whore tha effect of correlations la included by ueing

the occupation numbara for * homogeneous interacting electron gaa. The

. resulting Profile though'in batter, agreement with experiment than tha

2)
•xiating paeudopotential calculation ; is still quite uneetiefactory in

the high-momentum region. This stresses the necessity for a formalism

incorporating both electron-ion end electron-electron correlation tarma.

1) R. Lurrat at. al. Phya. Keu. 83, 243 (1971)

3) 3.B. Shand 3t., Phya. Lett. J10A 478 (1969)

14. Hedlatlon Ollsterlno in 3V> bS (k.R. Kao, b. Gangadharan*,

R. Krishnan**, R.V. Nandedk«r* and G. Venkateraman4)

Charged particle Irradiation or metals snd alloys is known to

yield iaportent informetion concerning •welling, void nucleation, blister

formation, chunk emlaeion etc* and aroaion of materials in • radiation

environment. We hews recently taken up the study of auetenltic stainless

•teel AISI type 316L (316 SS) to inveetlgate helium precipitation and
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bliatering in this material. 316 SS is used as a cladding material fur

fast reactor fuel and hence ws believe that this study would yield infor-

mation on swelling under faat neutron bombardment,

100-150 JU n thick 3 mm dia specimens, mechanically polished and

annealed at 1000°C For 3 hours were irradiated at room temperature by

4 HeV o(.-particles using the 5.5 Mel/ tfan-de-Craeff accelerator at BARC.

The vacuum was of the ordtr of 10~ - 10 torr. The specimens were

irradiated to uarious dotages to yield 200 atomic ppm and 1000 atomic ppm

of He+ concentration in the irradiated zona. The samples were annealed

at 600° and BOO°C in vacuum.

A few of the annealed and unannealed-as-irradiated specimens

have been examined using scanning electron ir.lcroscope (SEN). It is

observed that in the case of samples annmsled ct 800°C, large scale

blistering and exfoliation hae occured. Further studies on othnr specimens

using SCM and transmission electron microscope are undar progress.

* Analytical Chemistry Division, BARC

•• Metallurgy Division, BARC

+ Material Science Laboratory, RRC, Kalpakkam

15. A new approach to Induced representation theory of finite groups

(I.V.V. Raghavccharyulu)

The theory of induced reps, of groups is of basic importance in

quantum theory and in the study of the rep, theory of groups. Thn pio-

neering work of Itackey which is highly algebraic in content has been

2) 3)

considerably simplified by Colaman ' and Bradley ' by using tha basic

theorems from the rep. theory of groups. A* the rap. theory of groups

itsal? San ba studied alagently In terms of induced rap. theory, it is
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lapertant to'have tha baeic theoreae of induced rep» theory aatabllahed

independently of tha cap* theory of gcoupa. It la atiown belaw

that tha baaic theorena on inducad rape, aaaantially depend oh a naat book*

keeping of tha factora of group ela*enta whan written in tarma of euiteble

eiibgroup alaaenta and eoaat repreeentetlve elemento. Herein wo eatablleh

theea raaulta in tha caaa of finlta gtoupa only.

Titat wa dafina tha inducad cap. of gcoupa in tern* of tha alamartte
- h

af a aUbgcoup H of G« Thay ara capraaohtad aa Hy. than thaaa rapa. ate

ganacallaad to H A^hara rfi H*» H* ia a ho*o»otphia» to tha group H^

H6ut without uaing sny raaulta fcon the cepraaahtatioh theory of finite

groupa ua eetablioh tha following thoorqfna.
Thadran 1. Tranaitivity of Induction! :

Let H bo s subgroup of K and K.a Subgroup of G. Than

A* -55 :
1 • i tf •• >

where $ • K "~* "u *• • hononorphisM

ThaorfM 2. Hackay'a Saaic Thaorant

Let f t H — ^ H r a n d ^ » G — > G T ba hoaoMorphia«a. Than

where^ etanda for tha inner direct product of groupa.

Thaoron 3. Distribution law of nonoMial rriraasntationa

where ® atanda for tha direct product of groupa and * for tha product

of hoao»orphie*a. In tha above approach the frequency theorea and tha

frobenlue reciprocity thaoraa ara obtained aa direct coneaquencea of tha
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abova thraa thaoraaa. Furthatt nowhari iln tha daduction of tha abova

raauita oo wa uaa tha raaulta ttom tha mpraaantatlon thaory of rinlta

groups. Tha advantsga of thia nathod la that onca tha induead rapraaan-

tations rt5^ and R..J axiat thaaa raault* ara also axtandabla to arbitrary

groups such aa locally coapaot group* ate;.

1) G.W. flackay, Ann. Hath. SS,, 101 (1952)

2) A.3. Colo*«n. Report No. 102 Quantum Chamlatry Group, Uppaals

Univaraity, Uppaala* Swadan

3) C.3. Bradlay, 3, Rath. Phya. 2, 114S, (1966)

iftV On tha Para^atrlc Wodal of Loloaa Bonding of Elaatic Half Soacaa
(A.B* Banghar, Gurajada S. Hurty* and I.V.V. Aaghatlacharyulu)

In thla papar a unlflad approach to tha pooaibla bondings batwaan

two alaatic half spacas la atudiad. In tha study of the dynamical baha-

yiour of two alaaticj^alf apacaa In contact with a*ch othar alohg a pi an a

intarfaca( it is usually aaauRad aithar that tha lntnrfata ia ona of tha

Waldar contact ' or in! smooth contact* Tha possibility of Introducing

unlflad boundary condikiona using a paranata.r jp in auch a way that tha

Halting caaaa of tha waldad contact ( Jp_••<>) and looaa contact ( V •• )

can ba racovarad aa liaitlng casaa Waa conaidarad by Nurty*' and a poasibla

phyaical intarpratation for tha p«ra*star V* waa augjaatad,

Tha feoaatrj^ of tha problaa la ahown in fiq. 16.1. Tha boundarlaa

of tha wlaeowa layar ara glvan by 2 * 0 and I - H.

•OtlB f

* * *r* ty/
t t t

sotio t
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known .„„

la giw«n by

T

Now, to datarmin* tha condition for tha axlataoca of tha in tar-

facial wavse in the viacou* layar wa apply tha following boundary conditiona

cagatdlng the cusUinuity diaplacamant fialda ( U>tur) «rrd tha atraaa fielda

( P ? " ' . f . A ~ * r ^ )" which giva aight homoganaoua

linear aquation* batwaan tha awplitudaa f A|,A2>A3,A4) B ( f ; 6 , C J

which uhan eliminatad fro* tha aquations of Motion giva tha eacular

aquation of tha fora

= ° 12)

Now, tha following thraa Uniting caaaa of tha aacular aquation ara con-

aidaradt

Caaa (I) Caaa II Caaa III
Waldad Intarfaca Smooth Intarfaca Looaaly Bondad

Intarfaca

0
rinita

8

0
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Tha three Uniting esses of H-»0, >̂ -+ 0 such that (l) H/^-* 0, (11) H/^-* *>

and (111) N/M •» conetant ara identifiad uith the waldad contact or solid

half apacaa studied by Stonslay, and tha smooth and loossly bondad interface

or tha half spaces studied by flurty.

1) R. Stoneley? Elaofcic wav/ao at tha Intarfaca of Separation of Two Solida

JJ, 106 Proc Roy« Soc. (London)(1924)

2) G.S. Hurthy ,7, 181, Non-Doetructiue Testing, (NOT), Intarnatlonal Nawa

(1974)

G.S. flurthy 58, 1094, 3. AoouBt. Soc. AM. (1975)

G.S* Plurthy JD,, Phyeica of Eerth and Planotury Intariora (1974)

3) W.n. Ewins, U.S. 3atdotaky and F. Preaa. Claatlc Wawas In Layarad

nadi*» flc Crow Hill 3ooU Co. Inc. Now Yotk (1957)

L.n. Brekhovloki, Waves in Layarad Nadla Acad. Praaa. New York (1971)

4) I.S. Sokolnikaff, Wathawatlcal Thaory of flaatlcity, flc. Grand Hill

Book Co. IOCJ Wow York (1956)

17. Tha Stark Laiddara (K.V. Shagwat and f?, Subrananian)

Tha quaation of existence of sfcork-loddare of aquiapacad anargy

lausla fat an elactron An the pcaoenca or a periodic potential and •

uniform electric field vae inveatlQeted. For (hie purpose a linear

periodic army of a finite nuiiber of S -function petentlala Mae aeeumed

for tha poriodic "jatGnuial^ Thia ona-dlmenalonal problea can be exactly

formulatad and tho i-eoultihg Secular equation for energies solved nume-

rically. Tot numaricai calculation e chain containing 60 atone vae

considered, hftien bo&h the periodic potential and the electric field are

strong u quaoi-lacidex «ao obtained. However, there aeeas an anoaaly
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•t the centra of tha spectrum. For weak periodic potential no ladder-

like behaviour is obtained. Thua it ia aaim that a atark ladder can

exist under certain conditions. These conditions as wall aa tha anoaaly

In tha central region at* now undar further investigations.

A Green function approach to tha same problem la also balng

triad with a view to arriving at sono general concluaione on this contro-

versial question. Though we raatrlct ourselves to a one-dlfmnsionel

chain, tha atonic potentials considered cover a wider claaa.
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III. Mossoflucn SPECTHOSCOPY

1. Back-Scattgr fiossbauer SpectrooCopy (K.R.P.PI. Rao, N.K. Jaggl

and P.K. Iyengar)

Study of bulk materials containing Iron, in m nondestructive

• •• ' • • • • »

manner without the requirement of a sample preparation, is of gr^at

relevance end importance in various fielda particularly In steel industry (

geology and archeology etc. The nondestructive nature of the study of

the bulk material does not lead to any perturbation of the original

physical and chemical properties of the materiel under atudy and leeda

to a true picture of its various properties. In recent years back-scatter

MossOauer apectroacopy haa attracted the attention of various workers

belonging to different disciplines of sclent* because of its inherent

capability to monitor bulk material, particularly containing iron, at

e
various depths ranging from about 50 A to 1 mil in a nondestructive

• • * •

manner. Probing of depths of the order of a few hundred Angatrons will

lead to s precise knowledge of thn surface properties of the bulk material

while probing of depths of the ordsr of a mil will lead to a precise

knowledge of the properties of the bulk material.

Us have developed a back-scatter flosabauer Spectrometer which can

probe a depth of about 0.5 mil and give information regarding the pro-

perties of the bulk material. The spectrometer is particularly usoful

for the investigation of metallurgical properties of stasis that are of

great importance in the industry.

The details of the principle of Plosabauer spectroscopy wars given

in earlier reports. In this report we present the results, obtained

with the help of the back-scatter geometry noesbauar spectroscopy, of a
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atudy or the quality or spectra recorded utilising 6.3 keif

X-raya and 14.4 keV | -rays which proba a depth or about 0.5 mil.

in the caae of backseattar measurements, both the aourca and ths

dotai;tor are placed on the »m»a side of the bulk sewple and dua to the

nearly iaotropic nature or ths aourca and the nuclear reaonanca scatter-

ing process, ahielding and geometry or the X-ray or V -ray counter are

of crucial daaign considerations, following Keisch , a Kr-CH^ (90-10JC)

filled 2tT..toroidal proportional counter with a large conical nylon window

hae baaf» fabricated in our laboratory. Characteristic energy apectra

taken with the counter are ahown in the Fig. 1.1. The nylon window hae

/ \

§«K
3

s \ !

Spectrum of lorotdal Count*'
Kr-CrM90-10TMtrtl*C
Ct)wil*r EJU>oc*d to Qn»cl Radiation
From :7Co

i TAX at M. i,kvV

a

0? '~$Z Q6 08 ' v"' '2 ' i'k 16 18 20 VoltS
V

300

Back-scatter Energy Spectrum of
The Toroidal Counter
Kr-CH (90-10V.)filled
Radiation of S7Co Scalterd From

63keV X-rays
Cart>on Steel

., L.. .J.._.L,. I l I . L L _1_ t _ . _ . . .

00 QA 08 12 16 20 VottS

r l i , .1.1 Lhar»i-ttri jt ic energy spactta recorded with t i

toroidal b«ck-ac;>ttrir countrr.
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been foiled to be not an ideal ona for the purpose as the detector showed

aigna of deterioration due to diffualon of geses through the window.

However, a thin coating of the nylon window surface with amyl acetate has

Improved the life of the counter by at leaet a factor of two. The aiergy

resolution of the counter has betrn found to be 18$ for 14.4 keV "jf-raya

which is comparable wit!* that of a conventional proportional counter*

57
The internal conversion coefficient for Co radioactive nucleua is

9; consequently the ecattared radiation is expected to contain a large

numbex- of 6.3 keV X-rays with a relatively large number of fluorescent

6.3 keV K-rays and pn the other hand a small number of 14.4 keV if-rays

with a relatively very small background noise of 14.4 keV ̂ -raye. Hence

the Moesbauer resonant scattering peaks are sxpected to be better experi-

mentally observed with 14.4 keV $ -raya rather than with 6.3 kaV X-rays.

j t Stamlfts Strrl
I 6 3krV X-mys
i 9.0%

LW.0.63

OQPPLER VELOCITY (mm/i)
-4.0 -2.0 0 20 40

OOPPLER VELOCITY (mmfs)

F;g.1.2 Typical Hossbauer back-scatter spectra recorded

with 14.4 keV f -rays and 6.3 keV conversion x-rays.
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Ihle expectation la born* out ae indicated by the apectr» of various

material* recorded *m1 aSown in fig. 1*2. flaxinum percentage ecattarlng

utTacta hava bean ohaarvaet with 14.4 kaV "J -r«ya and amall par ctntagc

erfacta with the 6.3 kaV x-r»ya whlla lntaraadlata valuaa have baar> ob«ar«

wad whan both 6.3 kaV X-raya and 14.4 kaV Y-raya are utillaad for ra-

cording the spactra l»ig. 1.2).

1« K.R.P.n« Rao, BARC 76B, Annual Maport of tha Nuclear Phyalca Uiviaion

(1973) p.24.

2. B. Keisch, Nucl. Inatr. Hath. ̂ 04, 237 (1972)
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l . TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTATION

1. Tandem Accelerator (H«G. Betigeri, T.P. David, C.U. Rayei.<ppan

and M.S. Ohatla)

With a number of components racaivcd from the workshop, the

aaaembly work of the tandam accelerator haa begun. Two column section

assemblies, aach involving 49 column plates have been assembled (Fig. 1.1),

An asaeaibly of a coluam plats involvea fitting of gradient bar, spark

gaps and hoopa (rig. 1.2)* Tha plataa ara than araldltad with 9-unglazad

ceramic insulators in position. In view of tha Jig dimensions and also

the areldita aattlng ti«a, initially, a sub-assembly or rive pliti>s only

la made, which is aubaaquantly put together to make a full column s*et ion

assembly. Fabrication of top and .bottom plate* which are to go with thp

ti%. 1.» ColtMn Mctlan plat* flttaa «lth

atadlant bars •»• W** «aas

f i t . 1.1 Caluan asetlan aaaaaalr
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column eecticna hawa baan complatad. However, additional drilling

and tapping ate* ara required to mount tha control motora and gears for

both tha gaa and foil stripping aaaambliaa and are being carried out at

tha workshop.

A proto typa raaiator asaembly (fig* 1.3) wea made assembling tha

resistor chain in a high danaity polyatarana box with spring loaded and

contacts. Ua roquira 100 auch boxaa and the necessary parts are now beinn

fabricated. An inverted typa 1.5 hp bait driva motor (fig. 1.4) hue been

fabricated by tha Electrical work* eection. Nylon belt, (based on our

aarlier taata being satisfactory) has been procured. A 0-10 KU D.C.

fit!. t.S aretatysa - resists* ssssMly '*•• u* as*ot, J.,l H», IMW

for btlt «»l«tn«

«rhich can deliver currant upto 8 »A has bean fabricated. The design

of charging screon and collector nountings, grounding screws ate. have

been completed .and ara under fabrication. The components of the acce-

lerating tube, namely tha ground glaaa, aactiona and pressed stainless

atesl electrodes buffed to mirror finish have bean received. Stainless

utaelbollowa for mounting tha accelerator tuba on to tha baaa plata of

the tank have baan received. As reported amrlimz, the work on tha ion
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source has been completed (fig. 1.S). The ion source Is now belny

used S8 a laboratory facility for experimental work on bpom-gaa spe-

ctroscopy.

fig. 1.8 Ou^plaMatron ion aeuroa •••••bl»

Most of tha material for the pressure vessel now under fabrication

in Central Workshops has been received and handed over. The detnils of

mounting on the base plate are now being worked out. The scheduled

delivery tine for no pressure vessel is July 1976. Vacuum systems fur

the accelerator have been, assembled and tested, and are satisfactorily

working. A new type of liquid Nitrogen cooling trap has bean de vtnnoil

and fabricated. The design provides for mounting of the traps in tlio

beam line in such a way that the six one inch stainless stenl tut>es ar>-

distributed around the beam axis and thus presenting a very effective

and large surface area for trapping.



Ion Sourcfi Fi

A 20° i'iP ••.uuioc nagnat has been designed to bund E -•= 1(J0

II = upto 10!) aniu singly charged particles. It is a aeci.or magnet (*It

a radius of 10 c^s. Thti flux density for ouch a magnet can be ea9ily

worked out from the relation-fi—t£p » mv. In units of u"iu—eV the

exprossion for 8 works out to

_ -
to 1

(metre-gauas)

1?

In the prostint r.-ise, D = 6.18 x 10 and y - r ^ = 0.567 ivet.er,

B =• 10.8 x 10' I-.OUSE -- II}.S kg, Tho ion-optica for th is marjnet has

been worked out (Fig,, 1.6). The sap ar at ion distance of ioos of
m + fs m qfter •J:iF 'tinn n distance L. i »

o ' O

where x! is thi* siopu at tho exit*

Uith initial confJitions y,0= O and

X •= o » the yalua of tha slope is

XL -

I n terms of B, 1*1 mid V,

where 1 is tho l rn l ( tn of the trajectory inside the magnet

0.194 m. Typically,
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For * « 180, C - 100 keV, xj - 0.170 x -Lsi

1 orv\«

For A « 10, E • 30 keV, xj - 0.173 x -£fiL-
1 em o

Therefore the separation distance x works out to

The optimum value for L . (>L2) depends on the distance L. between

object and the magne^ boundary and for thia case,

- L " - L

L* i* the distance between the magnet boundary and image.

L * 0.5 in, L2 - 1.04 m

Typically, for h « 180, E « 100 keV/A*« 40, E « 30 keV

3

At one aeter dietance and Tor 5 mm separation,

a*v The field variation far 1 mass separation worke cut ta A s & 1

a t0*' x 10.6 x tQ3 • 140 gauss. This indicates thet if us haws o
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maqn-tl power supply of 0.1% s tab i l i ty , i t should be sufficient for

the present purpose.

For a yap of d <• 26 mm, one can work out the ampere-turns for the

magnet from the relation

JL - to * £

10-8 « 10*

Uith I s 5A, N « 4480. Tour coils, aach of 1120 turns wound from

1HSUG enamelled copper wire need be provided. It is proposed to connect

two coils in parallel and two in serit.3. ttfectively this means a regu-

lated power supply of 75 volts and 10 amperes with O.V,i stability.

The fabrication of the C-shaped magnet is nearing completion.

The po^e piec -s anci the yoke are machined out of Tata A grade low

carbon steel. Tour coils, each of 1222 turns are wound from 18 SUG

•nemelied coppur wire on brass formes provided with water cooling

co|ls on either ride. A stabilized power supply for the magnet rated

10 amperes at 100 volts has been fabricated. The support structure

for the magnet also has been fabricated and allc.is easy handling during

alignment. An ion-beam chamber is being fabricated pr^aently,

2* *• ICT Ion Implantation facility (fl.S. Bhatia, P.K. Bhattacharya,

A.G. Uagh, M.3. Kansara and N. Sarma)

The choice of trie high voltage power supply for the facility was

governed by the voltage, and the current considerations or cost and sizo
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l imi ts cr s tab i l i ty and r ipplu, ap.irt from considerations or c.ct

and sijru emu uoiyhl. fl cumparatius study showed thnt direct r t .c t i -

f ication of hitjh voltage AC requires expensive high voltage common en t.s

such fia tr-_r.i,roir;;Grs rect i f iers and capacitors. The cascade <jar.bT.itv r

has a Isrge ripple and needs elaborate stabi l is ing circui ts. Charcja

transfer r,achxn«.t> 3uch as the Wan de Craaff cannot or>liver largo currpnts

without a rreat deal of dovRloptrent effort* The threo phbSP Inssuljfjny

Core Tr;in?formor (1CT) is the most fjconorcical deuice for .-jroJucing hi'j1!

voJtaocs upto 5uO l<eV, The various parair.jtf5rs of tha ICT uaro optinl r-,pd

using i, computGi- pco^tenife to minimise the size and cost of the pownr supply.

Trtfi ICT consists of three primary sections ( f i g . 2.1) connected In

dpJ-j-> trnf i i j i i rat ion to a three phase supply; on each of tfio primary

section:, f.?.'i ^<'(.i>ndary s«Rtion3 are stacked vert ical ly* Thp unit is

30D mir, in cUa-Ticter antf 330 mm in height. Input to the pvJ merles is tVirouoh

a tr.i:-~ ;J!.;SS 4̂50 volt variacj the circuit, diagram of the supp]y i-> ni.r.wn

In f i t , . ?.2. The primsry coi l are of 900 turns each ana the spccnd.iri us

of SCQG turns er.ch providing 3300 volts AC. Eoch sneoncisry output <_c»--c.

to a fti.ll Wai/a v&ltage doubler with 0.02 mt'd SKU DC capocitois. T.'so con-

seqfi nt voltaijG output is 6*6kV DC snii ejch of the voltages art con^fCtod

in scrips tharaby rjivinr: a voltage output per section of approximately

20 KU. The current rating is lircitec1 by the ruct i f iers which in thio cttso

is 14 ntilliamps. The iron cgrs of each secondary winding is insulated to

20 kV from the eqre û iciue and belou i t with a 5 mil ls thickness of Pylnr.

The: villsCjS is Diiasitrp.fi by 8 bleeder cfiain of resistors. Three ph :a«t

pousr r.f uptc 3.6 i'.VA for various pfu^r Sijipliee for the ior source 1:.

pruviJpc' by the same core assenibly nt the hitjh voltajo tcrfi.in-il by a Kft
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loan XCOMr
eo*l

WUM touuran

*vum sum*T mo

T i g . 2.1 ICT uaaambly drawing C l a c t r l c . l w lHn B dlagrai* «f ICT

f i « . 2.3 ICT-plitn
F i g . 2.4 ton aourc* end fncuaalng aoaanbly
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of t!'i'-o cull^. The plan-view -if ICT Is shown In fir). 2.3. For opt 1-
2

mi^iny the calculations, a flux density of Hub/i* and a voltage rating

of O.i> volts/turn was used. The voltage in each secondary coil was kept

3300 V and the maximum current to 10 nA. Option of placing the accele-

rator tube outside the ICT led to a great reduction of its size uhich

Mas advantageous for open air operation. The percentage ripple for the

beam currents drawn by the ion accelerator ranges between 0.005 to

O.OItf.

if. Ion In.|rct.ru

As an ion injector a hollow cathode electron bombardment (EB) ion

soiiic? ystem was chosen. Its ion extraction-cum-focussing assembly

(figT 2.4) focu6ses the required heavy ion beams produced from solids,

liquids or gas charges with energy of 2-5 KV into a constant field

acceltr.itor tube, through a analysing magnet. The ion source design

bias dictated by availability of materials, compactness, and easy servi-

ceability. A silica tube with a sintered pyrophellte flange end tantalum

anode (5-10 nil thick with a 20 mil orifice) on its two ends worked as

an arc chamber for the plasma. lonisation of the charge admitted

axially from the pyrophelite end was done by a helical tungsten filament

7mm 0 and 15mm lony. A helical tantalum ring of 20mm 0 made or 30 mil

wire is used to hold tha anode.

The •xtraclor-cu ••; oeussing assembly combines a Pierce extraction

geometry with a strung focusing Einzel lens giving greater control over

ion bean divergence. The front el&ctrode (oi extractor) accelerates

ion beams upto S keV and has a 14mm diaphragm (0), and is separated (S)
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3. Heavy Ion Source for \JEC. Calcutta (S.S. Kerekatta, T.P. David,

\l.\l. Tambwakar and U.A. Hattanoadi)

A heavy ion source of the Penning Ionization Gauge (PIG) type

is being constructed in the division for use in the Variable Energy

Cyclotron at Calcutta. The source will produce heavy ions in hinder

charge states which will enable us to accelerate these ions to higher

energies. Most of the parts of the ion source have been rubricated

using copper, stainless steel anu tantalum. The insulating support has

been made of pyrophyllite. The testing Facilities such as the power

supplies, the chamber etc. are also being assembled.

4. Measurement of the Apparent Non-linearity of Analyzing, Magnate

(S.K. Gupta, M.S. Bhatia and S.S. Kerekatte)

A method has been described to measure the apparent non-Linearity

occuring In the momentum analysing magnet due to the saturation of some

parts of the magnetic circuit. In this method the magnetic field integral

along the trajectory of the ion-beam in the analyzing magnet is numerically

computed. The computation uses accurately measured values of the magnetic

field at discrete intervals along the trajectory, using Simpson's rule.

Using the field integral, the correction factor has been obtained as a

function of the magnetic field for the magnetic analyser of the Van da

Graaff Accelerator at Trombay. The correction factor obtnirgd in this

manner is in good agreement with the one obtained by using nuclear

reactions. The computed field integral i5> also related to the ratio of

the current in the magnetic circuit to the field in the centre of the

analysing magnet using an empirical expression. The empirical expression

can also describe ths variations in the field integral for the same
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setting of the central magnetic field but different operating points

on the B-H curve of the magnet. It should be possible to improws the

precision of the energy measurements using magnets by applying the

results of the present work.

5. ffaqnetlc field Stabilised Power Supply for the Six-Gap Orange

-ray Spectrometer (v.K. Agarwal*, S.fl. Bharathi*, C.V.K. Bab«,

P.3. Bhalerao, n*G> Patwardhan and Pl.Y. Vaze)

The magnetic field of the eix gap -ray spectrometer is varied

by varying the current of the constant current supply. The stabilisa-

tion of the current supply it achieved by comparing the voltage developed

across a standard resistance by the current passing through it with a

standard reference voltage* Currant is varied by varying the refarenca

voltage. Disadvantage of this current atabiliaation method ia that

the calibration of the instrument is in terms of current instead of

field. The result being for the same current setting at different

instances, different field results due to the hysteresis effects.

To overcome this difficulty the magnet current supply is stabilised

with respect to the field. This is achieved by using a Hall device

which comprises of a Hall effect element, a constant current supplyt

a low noise, low drift O.C. amplifier, a comparator, and associated

power supplies. The field stabilisation is obtained by comparing the

Hall voltage which is proportional to the magnetic field applied to it

for a given control current after amplifying it by a low noise low

drift O.C. amplifier with the standard reference voltage.

The Hall device used has a sensitivity of 16 V/Gauss for 200 mA

control current. The long tern and short term stability and temperature
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••ttlng of the central magnetic field but different operating points

on the B-H curve of the m.jgnet. It should be passible to improve the

precision of the energy measurements using magn9t9 by applying the

result* cf the present work.

5. flagnetlc Field Stabilised Power Supply for the Six-bap Orange

-rav Spectrometer (y.K. Agarwal*, S.M. Bharathi», C.V.K. Baba,

P.3. Bhaler.o, n'G« Patwardhan and n.Y. Uaze)

The-magnetic field of the six gap -ray spectrometat ts varied

by varying the current of the constant current supply. The stabilisa-

tion of the current supply is achieved by comparing the voltage developed

across a standard resistance by the current passing through It with e

standard reference voltage. Current is varied by varying the reference

voltege. Disadvantage of this current stabilisation method Is that

the calibration of th« instrument is in terms of cuirent Instead of

field. The result being for the seme current setting at different

instances, different field results due to the hysteresis effects.

To overcome this difficulty the magnet current supply is stabilised

with respect to the field. This is achieved by using a Hall dovice

which comprises of e Hall affect element, a conatant current supply,

a low noise, low drift O.C. amplifier, a comparator, and associated

pewar supplies. The field stabilisation is obtained by cumpairing the

Hall voltage which is proportional to the magnetic field applied to it

for a given control currant after amplifying it by a low noise low

drift O.C. amplifier with tha standard reference- ualtage.

Tha Hall devlca used has a sensitivity of 16 V/Gauss for 200 »»

control current. The long term and ahort tern stability and temperature
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eeneitivity of the Hall device, the D.C. amplifier were separately

testeo for their performance. The D.C. amplifier used was e tempera-

ture oompbnsated integrated circuit operational amplifier of 727 manu-

factured by Faitchild. The offset voltage being of the order of 1 milli-

volt and drift of less than 0.6 V/°C. The field stability of ± 0.01JS

was obtained.

• Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400 005

6. Development of Fast Electronics} (Y.K. flgarwal*, P.3. Shalerao,

PI.G. Patuiardhan and 1*1.Y. t/aze).

The following electronic instruments were constructed and tested

for their performance. Fast integrated circuits and linear integrated

circuits are used in developing the instruments to be used in the high

time resolution spectroscopy.

1) TIMING FILTER AMPLIFIER

The commercially available active filter amplifiers used in the

high resolution (energy) solid state detectors are not useful in deriving

the timing signal for high time resolution spectroscopy, as their pulae

shaping time constants are designed to give optimum energy resolution.

The TIFilNG FILTER AMPLIFIER is designed as a shaping amplifier for

optimising signal to noise ratio in timing measurement. The salient

features of this amplifier are a very wide band frequency response

(fast rise time) and variable R.C. time shaping. The rise time of the

order of 5 nsec uas obtained. Differentiating and integrating time

constants variable from 5 nsec to 200 nsec ana gain of 150 has been

provided in the amolifier.
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j) CONSTANT FRACTION TEÎ GCft DISCRIMINATOR

The CFT Discriminator is a high resolution time derivation unit

which provides maximum accuracy For time analysis over a wide dynamic

range of input signals. Ttve fas-i Inptrt signal from the (tatactor is

delayed by feu nsecs (depending upon the type of detector) inverted

and a fraction of this pulsa is auciad to the input pulse resulting in

a zero crossing signal. Tho timing signal- is ueriued freav the zero

crossing instant of this signal. As the discriminating level is-

comparatively uerylou (typically just above noise laval) the jitter

In the timing pulse is very small and as the signal is derived from

the zero cross over* The Munich design (M.R. fiaier and P. Sperr,

Nucl. Inst. Methods 87, (1970) 13) has been followed. The unit has the

provision of changing the delays for different detectors and adjustable

walk control to minimise the walk*'

3) TIME TO AMPLITUDE CQHIUERTCR

the T.A.C. provides an analog pulsa output proportional to tha

time Interval between a start and a related stop input signal. This

T.A.C. is of the START-STOP type employing the delayed start arrangement

(1.3. Taylor and T.H. Becker, Nucl, Inet. Methods £2 (1972) 387).

This method samples the valid coincidanca time evsnta before time to

amplitude conversions are initiated. The start pulaa is delayed by a

fixed amount such that it occurs within a "time window" pulse, generated

from the stop signal. The overlap coincidanca of tha puttee produce tha

valid start event which triggers the tamp generator, and the conversien

is stopped at tha trailing edge of the "time window" pulaa. Tha atart

channel is thus made capable of accepting high counting rate and hence

reduce tha daadtima of tha circuit.
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•y using these feat electronics the following results uersf obtained.

1) With 12 an x 25 m dia. NE111 Plastic Scintillator mounted on

' 60
8575 RCA Photomultipliar tubes and Co source a time resolution of

200 P.Sac. (ru/HM) and the slope* of~the-oedar of 60 pss«9 wan obtained

for Cnergy t » 200 keV + 20JC window.

ii) With Nal (Tl) and NE111 Plaatic Mounted on the 8575 Phototube

and sana energy window aa ebowg, Tha resolution of about 1 nsec. (fWHH)

and alope paec. wsra obtained^,

ill) NC213 liquid scintillefcor has characteristic different fast and

alow components for nautrona and gamma radiation. This preparty of this

acintillator is uaad to sapatat* tha neutron and gamma groups* By using

the fast electronics mentioned above, a n- discriminator set up was sat

up to separate neutron and gamma groups using the pulse shape discrimi-

nator technique and is being o^ad in our experiments.

* Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400 005

7. Uan de Graaff Operations and Maintenance (V.A. Hattengadig S.N. flisrav

0.5. Bisht, S.G. Shukla, P.R.S. Rao, G.V. Shatt, S.0. Mandke,

R.P. Kulkarni, fl.E. Ooctoff ">W. Patkar and N. Fernandez)

Tha 5.5 MeU Van da Grasff Accelerator at Trombay has completed

14 yeera of operation. The machine waa run this year ror 2363 Sirs,,, of

which 1381 hra. were utilised fcr research experiments and the rstc account

for the time used up for re-alignment of the analysing magnet, ion source

testing, machine conditioning stc. The new accelerator tube* installed

in 1969, haa completed 28,632 hrs. of trouble free service; the pre-analyaer

installed on the terminal last year haa largely helped in extending the
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tube life due to reduced electron loading, which hae aleo mede it

possible to raise the maximum energy to 5.8 MeV without causing any

high voltage breakdowns in the tube.

However, a considerable amount of time wee lost in trouble shooting

on the vacuum systems, which were, therefore, completely overheuled and

serviced to locate the trouble spots and imprpve the general high vacuum

conditions of the system. Each pumping station was dismantled completely,

cleaned thoroughly and reassembled with fresh cherge of dintilled mercury

in the diffusion pump. The leaky components on the beam line were either

replaced or serviced. The control slit housings on the five port chember

have been redesigned and ere being fabriceted in tho workshops. Ths five

port chamber itself was cleened thoroughly chemically and degeesed to

improve ultimate vacuum in this section to 3 x 10~ torr. The entrance

and exit elite on the analysing magnet ere also being redeaigned for

smoother control and prolonged service.

. The realignment of the anelyaing magnet, ae well as the ewitching

magnet, was carried out in e very systematic manner with the result the

ion beam path is now more reproducible end frequent realignmente are no

longer necessary.

The problem of low proton yield for the Ion source is being investl-

gated syatemetically. The effect of the canal materiel and size, recon-

ditioning processes and gas pressure on the proton yield have been studied.

As the purity of the gee is also en important factor, a gas. filling system

has been built for charging the gas bottles used in the terminal through

molecular aieves snd liquid nitrogen cooled trsps.
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A small taat benc|i has bean aat up for testing and pre-condi-

tioning tha ion aourca prior to its mounting on tha terminal. All the

electronic-power oupplies requirsd for thia aat up hava bean built in

tha aaction.

A new high power, high efficiency oacillator circuit has. baan

developed uaing Indigenous components and it givea a powar output of

about 100 watte .with 90Jf efficiency. A email instrument was constru-

cted in tha laboratory for meaauring the actual r.f. powar output from

the oscillator tank.

The thermo-mechenical leak has bean redesigned for more reliable

oporetion and easier eervicing| with thie improvement hopefully leee

frequent replacements will-be required. The switching magnet power

supplyi which wae housed underneath the magnet haa been ahifted to en

independent reck making it more easily acceaeible for servicing.

A new atand-by supply ie aleo being constructed. An inventory was

taken of all tha stores material and the accelerator spares, which wee

then rearranged in a store eystematic way to facilitate faster location

whan needed.

M. Isotope Separator (V.A. Hattangadi, F.fl. Shathene, K.L. Petal

and i. Shallom)

The mein analyaing magnet of the DUMAS maas aeparetor ia almost

ready for installation! all the main componsnts have been machined end

MMabled in the workehope for trial meaeurements of the gap and other

clearancee in tha yoke* The final BUT face finishing of the pole faces

•nd further finer machining required on aoae of the yoke members are

in prograee. A cement concrete platform haa been conatruBtsd at tha
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•lti or the mass separator for Mounting the electromagnet. Tha coll

assemblies are under manufacture and tha magnet power supply,' being built

Tor ua by Technical Physics Division, is almost completed. The wiring

of the final circuits for temperature protection of the coils has bean

completed.

All the vacuum systems were once again checked for microlsaks using

a helium mass spectrometer detector and the few leaks detected were duly

mended. The main fore vacuum line has been installed in position end

tested. The mechanical remote control system for the ion-extraction

has been installed in the ion source lino and checked Tar smooth operation.

A mechanical control system has aleo been designed for adjusting the

position and orientation of the collector pockets and it is at present

being fabricated In the workshops.

The development of the hollow cathode ion source, in collaboration

with P.K. Shattacharya, has bean continued. Arc currents of upto 2At

giving extracted ion beam current of 140 A, have been achieved. The

extracted ion baam density of 60 mA/cm compares favourably with similar

densities possible with a duoplasmatron source. Various anode configu-

rations have been tried and best results have been obtained with a ring

anode and a 'floating' emission plete. An electronic telemetering end

control system is being developed for remote measurement and control

of various ion source parameters in the high voltage.terminal of the

Uan de Graaff accelerator fro* the control desk. Some of the basic

circuits required, for the system ere undergoing bench ttests. :
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9. Neutron Radiography (Y.O. Dande, N.C. Jain, fi.S. Udyawar, C.V.. Shenoy,

S.R. Chinchanikar end A.P. Bagool)

The neutron radiography facility at Apsara waa used for the

followingt

4) Six 11.25 cm dia Marker Shells of the Indian Nauy wora radiographed

vertically in the nose cone section, for presence of water. No water

was detected, but the radiographs showed air pockets in phosphorus.

11) The Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre has a unique problem of inspecting

continuity and hamogbnuity of PETN charge in a Pyrotechnique device called

Flexible Linear Shaped Cord (FLSC). The cord is somewhat tringular in

cross-section, with compacted PCTN charge in a lead sheath. The lead

sheath precludes uas of X oc Gamma radiography for the intended inspection.

A few cords were neutron-radiographed at the Apsara Facility, to a

maximum length of 30 cm. The Dy transfer radiographs gave a clear image

of the explosive. No discontinuities were found in any of the cords

inspected.

iii) A programme of investigating the use of neutron radiographic technique

for the inspection of R-5 fuel aasambliee has been undertaken in collabora-

tion with the Experimental Reactor Physics Section. Feasibility studies

are being carried out on unirradiatad fual cluster at Apaara Facility*

The clutter is a boundla of seven 12 mm die. Urenlum fuel pins, symmetri-

cally arranged In a SO ma dla. OjO jacket. This Jacket la surrounded by

a * mm thick H2O annulus. The cluster was radiographed bare, with 0^0

jacket and with D O and H.O together. Results obtained indicate that

adequate definition can be obtained with bare and 0.0 filled cluster, using
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Oy/Structurl* 0-7 Fil* combination. But the additional 4 mm H-0 layar

seems to cause considerable unsharpnsas, prasumably dua to multiple

scattering of neutrons.

10. Nuclear Detectors (V.O. Denda, N.C. Oein, R.5. Udyauar, G.V. Shenoy

3,R. Chlnchanikar-and A,P. Bagopl)

ii) 6f and Ha-3 detectora

A total of 77 ar and HeO nautron detectors ware supplied to various

usara during the year a Thaae include 25 araa monitor countara to tha U.E.C.

Project, Calcutta and 2 countera to tha Atomic Energy Commission( Republic

of Iraq, A large volume (25 cm 0.0 x 20 en 1.D. x 30 cm long) BF, annJar

counter has also baen fabricated and aupplied to Redio-Chemistry' Division

for use in their plutqniu* assaying system.

Tha Oil and Natural Gas Commission has shown interest in BF, counters

suitable for oil-wall logging work. Specifications require e rugged

construction and stable operation upto 100°C. Initial teats with our

standard 98 counter has shown fairly good stability, with lass than S%

variation in count rate over tha temperature range of 27°C - 120«C,

Two counters are being fabricated as par the specifications of ONCC*

ii) Position Sensitive Detactora

Work on the development of a linear, position-sensitive neutron counter

is continuing. A 51 cm long, 2.5 cm diam. counter, uith a .0025 cm dia.

carbon coated quartz filament (resistance 8 k mm) has been fabricated.

Performance tests are being carried out at the Apsara Reactor.

The counter is moved horizontally across a 1 mm x SC mm vertical cadmium

slit in the beam. The pulses from the two ends aie amplified and 'so to

a puisa ratio circuit and then to a 400 channel analyser. Initial tests
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have shown a linearity of response between 10-40 cm from one end of

the counter, with a alope of 1 mm/channel and a position resolution of

28 mm FUHfl. Improvements in the linearity as well as resolution are

being carried out.

iii) Soft X-rav datectore

A total of 52 detectore for noaabauer epectroecopy heve been fabri-

cated and aupplied to varioua institutions in the country.

11. Thin Film Sclntillator Studies (N.N. Ajitanand, K.N. Iyangar and

S.R.5. Burthy)

A new method for the preparation or organic thin filaj scintlllatora

was developed in tha section which gave raaults markedly superior to those

of other reported methods. About 15 «g of Nfc 102 plastic acintillatora was

dissolved in ons c.c. of toluene. Half a o.c. of this solution was spread

over the carefully levelled fece of a RCA 6810 A photomultlpller mounted

inside a vacuum chamber. The chamber wea vary slowly evacuated whan the

toluene eveporatad leaving behind a vary uniform film 4 microns thlek.

The PM race was than collimatad and only the central portion of 2 cm dia-

meter waa exposed to tha teet source kept 3 cm away. To vary tha thickness

of the film the concentration of the ueintilletor solution waa correspond-

ingly varied. In thie manner films ranging in thickneee from 1 to 40

microns ware prepared and teated for response to fission fragments. The

pulse height distributions gave well separated peaks due to natural alphas,

light and heavy fission fragments.
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A 40 micron film in which fi-iS»ion fragments are completely stopped gave

heavy peak to vallby ration of U.5 and 1Uu fur 2b2 Cf spontaneous fission

2 3 5 • •

ana U neutron imjtictid fission rt.upecti.voly. The 4Cintillator response
9uas not affactwU ewun ttiouyh it had buun bxpoaed to more than 4 x 1 0 fission

fragments (FicjH.t . nur«ow«r thtt spuctra indicated that the acintlllator

response uas chiufly a function of the aquara of, thu fragmunt valacity. «n

experimant vas conttuct«d to obtain simultaneously ths acintillator spectra

23Sfor binary and liyht chargad particle accowpaniad fission of U thermal

neutrons. The distributions obtained showed up inttrusting diffurences
2

uhich are being int«rpreted in terwj uf the U response of the scintillator.
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"12. X-ray Fluoreacencu Analysla usino Sj(ll) detector X-rjy system

(nadan Lai artfl %•»;>. Kapuor)

The hiyh resolution Si(Li) datcctor X-ray ipectrornist er, with an

energy resolution of 25U eV for 5.9 kel/ fabricated in thy Sucttun,

bean smp-loyad for radioiaotope excited X-ray fluoresctnca analysis. TIK;

2
X-ray spectromater employs a 30 Ma x 3 aim size Si(Li) dotuctor and

cooled f*-T in a dipstick type cryostat geometry in which detectur is

faclny upward*. The radioisotopes ubed for excitation of X-rayj ut ele-

ments I -10 me, km -15 me or Pu -10 me. The radioiaotope source-

aemple-detector arrangement haa bean designed to provide transmission

type of geoaietry for the exciting source radiation with thin samples. In

thia geometry the back-scatter of the photon source radiation is minimised,

thereby improving fluorescent to background ratio.

The X-ray system is an in-house facility for providing rapid non-

destructive, semi-quantitatiwe analysis of materials. The setup is also

being used for quantitative analysis by the method of thin sample technique

uaing appropriate standards. A number of different types of samples, such

as alloys, powders, mineral rocka ate. ware analysed for semiquantitativa

analyais. ri(1?.1»howe the spectrum obtained for a typical powder sample

containing Hf, Zt and V. Wherever quantitative analysis was required,

samples and suitable standarda were prepared* by chemically mixing the

samples in cellulose powder and pelleting the mixture into a thin uniform
2

pellet weighing about 30.0 mg/cm and about 31.0 mm in diameter and the

2 2

sample content in the pellet varying from 0.1 mg/cm to about 15 mg/cm

depending upon the matrix of the sample. ri<12.2ihows counts va concentra-

tion of varloua eleaente for a typical caae of standard samples prtpared

in the form of thla pelleta. The quantitative concentration of various

«lament* Vac « number of unknown samples have thus bean determined uaing
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thln samples anu appropriate standards.

•The samples and appropriate standards mure prepared in Analytical division
ttf pMf!C with their halp.

13. Hi^h Resolution bi(Li) Detector X-ray Spectrometer (fladan Lai, S.K.

Kataria and 5 .b . Kapoor)

The proytan.ma of fabrication of hiyn resolution Si(Li) detector X-ray

$y,stkHi> van continued and tnesu uieru fabricated and set up in response to

tht. i quests recoived froin various divisions/aections of EWRC. Ihe energy

resolution achioued uith thuaa uystenis varied from 250 aU to 4O(J «V at

S.9 fc«V. further uock ia in progress tu achieuu stilj. better energy reoo-

Thfc» dutails of thd^e Sy3te,rio art summarised in the table.

Section/Division of
Details of the X-ray system sat up BARC for which the Remarks

system was made

1. A dipatick type cryostat with Radiochernia try Oiviaion
30 mm x 3 mm size Si ('Li) detector B.rt.R.C.
system giving an energy resolution
of 3QU eV for S.9 keUi

2. A gravity reed type crypstat with Air Honitoring Section The complete
30 mm2 x 3 mm size Si(LA) detector Division of Radiolo- radioisotope
system giving an energy'rasolutior qical Protection, 8ARC. source excited
of 300 eU for 5.9 keU. X-ray fluores-

cence analysis
system has been
setup using this.

3. A dipstick type cryostat with Health Physics Division
1CU tmi2 x 3 mm size Si(Li) b.A.K.t,
j«tec tot system giving an energy
resolution of 450 eV for 14.0 keU.

*t A dipstick type gf cryostat with tClL, Hyderabad, OAE. This system was
6Q mm2 x 3 mm size Si(Li) detector setup in the
system giving an energy resolution course of train-
of Hiii eU for 5.9 ktU. ing imparted to

E C U staff in
connection with
transfer of know-
how. Complete
radioisotope
source excited
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buctiun/Miviniun of
Details ut the X-ruy system sat up the RMHC; for which Remarks

the ŝ r-jtem uiasjnadtt

4. X—cay fluorosceru:
Jiialy^is system
baen set up usiny
t.hid.

b. A yravity f>ed type of cryostat Solid btati.- Hhysica
uith li(J mm* x 3 mm size j i ( L i ) Section, Nuclear
dutuctur, system ijiuing an Hnergy Physics Division
resolution of J40 eU for b.9 keW. 8.A.H.C.

6. A dipstick of cryostat uith For use in the The complete) radio-
3U Tim̂  x 3 mm sizt b i (L i ) detec- Section for X-ray isotopb source excitiirl
toe sy^ttiiii y iv in j an energy fluorescence X-ray fluorescence
resolution of 2SU el/ for 5.9 keV. analysis uork. analysis system has

been set up using th is .

7. A gravity fead type of cryO3tat Tor u^e in the
ui th 6U mm2 x 5 mm size Si(Li) Section for expaci-
detdctor system giving an energy ments in nuclear
resolution of 300 eU for 5.9 kuV. fiasion studies.

Tohrii at..iofi fac.:iiit.ita for sunn ol thfe abuue oystcmB hju^ linen providnrl

iy Ma unit, cunmm.d to meet their requirements expbd iteously. The drain

feed back preamplifier usud in these systerna uiaa fabricatud by the Electronics

Oiuision of B«RL.

14. Reflectivity fle««urBwnt« In WultioA?n»-G«OMtty (P.P. Chandra

and B.A. Oasannacharya)

In order to experimentally determine the gain in the ref lect ion w i t h

mul t ip lane geometry as compared to the single plena one, neasurentente

were undertaken on a Be eingle crystal w i th a Mosaic spread of 20'

The 8e crystal was aligned with Its c-axis horizontal and sat so that

the c-axls was parallel to the incident monochromatic bea*. Witt) this the

cryatel should be reflscting in ths multi-reflection (six-fold in this

case) geometry for proper wavelengths, though i t is only possible to
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e>aa«tur» Iwu lu.r I *untul reflections elriiw HIM «|iu>.t rometer plans la hoii-

twttal. To yet the addad affect of all the six reflect lone, trenealeeion

•aaauraounta war* performed (ae a function of neutrun uauelanyth) with tha

above want toned alignment, rig. 14.1 ahowa tha rsbwlte In the bavalangth

ranga of 1.45 A to 1.8 A. labla 14.1 glwaa tha curraaponding calculated

nuattara. Tha apactrun ahowa thtaa dlpa which can ba Identified aa dua

to tha aata or (OiTi), (0H3) and (01*4) raflactiona.

Tha dip corraapondlnQ to (OiTi) reflection

la 54Jt at co«parad to an expecied valua of

lb%, Thi» i* dua to tha following reaaonai

(aj Tha nonochromatlc baa* haa a aacond

order coaponant of X - (1.68/2) S. u

through m oerylllu« §

cry«t<tl <ta •* function or incident neutron °
e

•*«wwl«nflth uhan tna c- axl* o'f th» 2
is parallel to lha incident bee*. 5

Table 14.1

A (A)

« 10*1 Multiplicity • i | t • 1 CM| bean along c-dlrectlon

•.•flection 20C
.Max

(0111)

ioTf2)

<0113)

10114)

57.

131.

140.

8*

tf*

3»

2»

1.67S6

T,Q59tr

1.023

0.016

0.759

O.b95

0.999

0.992
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Thla Is the major contribution to the disci•pancy. (b) The monochro«tator

and tha Ba (0111) spacing ara not exactly notched, leading to a non ldaal

aituatlon for reflectivity measurements, (c) Differences can of coutaa

alao ariaa because the reflectivity formulae are valid only for ideally

imperfect crystals. Rough corractiona for tha effect* (•) and (b) fuqqeat

that raal dip may ba aa high aa 6S% or more. Similar measurement with

aingla plane geometry for (0111) raflaction gave a dip of only 16% for

A • 1.65 A. Tha other two reflectiona show vary large differences

compared to calculated values. Theee dlfTerencee afa believed to ba

due to tha reaaon {b) given above, due to the extreme mismatch of tha

monochromator and Ba Bragg angles.

Ua find, therefore, that (OiTi) reflection of Be in multiplane

geometry can ba uaed to eliminate second order component when the incident

beam haa a wavelength of 3.36 A.

1. P.P. Chandra and B.A. Oaaannacharya, BARC 843, Annual Report

of Nuclear Physics Division (1974) p. 143.

15. Laser Raman Spectrometer (n.L. Banael, T,R. Rao, v.C. Sahnl

and A.P. Roy)

The coarplrtr Ihnran -spectrometer, which compriaas of tha a ample

chamber, double monochromator and photomultipller detection aystem, haa

bean assembled. Uaing a 2-3 mw Ha-Cd laaar ( \ -4416 A), wa have re-

corded Raman epactta tax ssuecsl autuhtancee. Tha rsproducibility of the

Reman linee was found to be better than £ 0.S cm* when acanned in tha

same direction. Vary low stray light levels wars obtained by euit»Me

placement of light befflaa in the daubls monochromator. About 70 cm
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in
T
In

CCi4

500
11.11. li.l.l.lj-i 1- I-1-IJ I I I

400 3UO

- R A M A N SHIFT ( < m ' )

( lU . ib .1 . hituramint of depolarization ratio* for tha 218 eaT1

314 cw"1 and «S9 cm"1 line* In CC14. Exciting inure*>

Ha-Cd jtaoar, 3 mwt Octactort 1T1 fW-130 photoniiltlpllari

Scan apaadi 30 c^ ' /n ln j S l l t n 200^ —loou -200^

bayond tha •xciting Una, tha background laval baconaa fairly flat and

ta*alna uniform. Tig. 15,1 ahowa ths apactra of liquid CC1. racordad

tha acattarad lntanaity polarizad parallal and parparticular to tha

polarisation of tha incidant radiation. Tha maaaurad dapolarliatlon

ratloa for tha linaa at 218 c«"1, 314 c*T1 and 4S9 CM' 1 wara 0.78, 0.78

•ntf OaQS. Tha diacrepancy froa tha known valuaa (0.75, 0.75 and 0.004 rae-

pactlvaly) can ba attributad to tha laakaga through tha polarization

f11tar and tha dapandanca of grating afficlancy on polarization.

An iwportant charactariatic of a apactromatar ia ita raaolutlon.

With approxlaataly SO-60 M- antranca and axlt allt wldtha, tha waaaurad
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of thB He-Cd 4416A excitation Una Is 3 cm" at 22645 c»~ . For

battar resolution, i.e. to obtain narrower line profiles, it it necessary

to cut tlnwn the slit widths further. This howaver was not possible

with the slits that wera available with us. The multiplat structure of

the 459 cm" bend in carbontstrachloride provides a convenient test for

the resolving power of the instrument. This is shown in fig. 15.2

recorded with a spectral bandpass of 1.S cm . As the laser power was

rtr.ner low (~ 2 row), the tpactral bandpass could not be reduced any

ozo('
LI
in

_ J 1 I
*so cni'

ri , . l ! , . i Tho 4b9 cm"1 band In CC14 showing tha isotops structure .

The apactru* V I I obtainad using a 2 mU Ha-Cd laasr with

a acan apaad of 2.5 cm' / * l n . and apsctral bandpaaa of

1.5 cm" . A coolad ITT FW-130 photonult lpl iar waa uaad

in tha photon counting nods with a tiais canatant of 10 sacs.

further. It is worth noting that th. peak counting r.t. i. only 80 cp..

Thie givea an idea about thn sensitivity of the detection system.
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16. Crystal Growth of Cu2HnAl (B.H.L.N. Rurthyj

Crystal growth of the Heusler alloy Lu-^nrAl has Dean attaapted by

using Urldgnan technique in view of its use ss neutron monochromator cum

polariser.

In the first stage, polycrystaUina lrtgot of the alloy was prepared.

From neutron diffraction data It was contirmeo that the alloy is formed in

the desired phase and with no other phase impurities.

The second phase consisted of vacuum filtering of the alloy by

induction melting in a specially designed split graphite crucible shown

in Fig. 16.1a, to remove oxide impurities. The inside surfaces of the

graphite crucible parts were coated with alumina using a plasma torch to

prevent the reaction of the alloy with graphite. The construction at

the top is to keep the ingot of the alloy which is to be filtered. Ihe

CO

ROCKING CURVE

(1201 rdltctian CujMnAI

«- 2
GRAPHITE
CRUCIBLE

ALUMINA
LINING

FILTERED
ALLOV

20-

fi<j.16»1 (•) bchsnallc diayr** or thv apllt (juphitti crunLI.,

(o) nocking curvu ut 1220) caflactian fut thB Lu, Mil *l crystal.
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graphits halvee bound togather with a atainlese ateel wire was placed

in • ailica tuba which was evacuated and induction heated. As the ingot

melts, oxids free alloy tricklaa down tha conatruction into the specially

ahapsd crucible while the oxide impurities present in the allay stick to

the walla thus getting filtered. The filtered ingot cast in the desired

shape is placed in an alumina coateo split graphite crucible. Tha crucibla

with tha charge was in turn placad In a ailica tube which was filled with

argon gas and sealed to prevent tha poaaible evaporation of fln. Tha cru-

cible was placad in a Bridgman furnaca and the temperature waa raiaad to

1100*C. The charge was maintained at 1100°C for about 3 hrs. whara it is

in molten condition and then lowarad at a rate of 4 mm per hr.

Tha reaulting boula measures about 6 cms. in length and about 6 mm

in diameter in the upper half and 3 mm in diameter in tha lower half. Tha

crystal is brittle and magnetic at room temparatura. It waa confirmed from

neutron diffraction analysie this preceduro has yislded a good cryatal.

The crystal has a mosaic spread of about 1°30' which can ba omployed to

diffract a greater proportion of tha incidant neutrons. The recking curve

of (220) reflection for this cryatal is shown in Fig. 16.1b. Efforts are

underway to prepare a crystal of CujflnAl of larger siza.

The aacond alloy which waa taken up for cryatal growth Is Pd.MnGs.

Ths alloy waa vacuum filtered and ready for cryatal growth.

17. Preparation of Alloys and Compounds (M.R.L.N. Plurthy and P.K. Dayanidhl}

A aariea or rare earth alloys CaGa, CeFe, and CeSn. wars prepared.

Tor ell the alloys tha constituent elements ara taken in tha daairad pro-

portion and ware melted giving allowance for the vepour preaaura of ceriusw

Ths alloys ware prepared to standardise the procedure for sttsmptlng othsr
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rere earth alloys involving Dy, Er ate. A querternary alloy Ce, .Co, -

Fs_ -Cu. _ with high coercivity has been developed for the possible us*

as • permanent magnat.

Stolchiometrlc Compound \JO-t VO. has b«sn prepared for Compton scattering

studias. An intimats Mlxturs of V_0_ and freshly prsparsd V.O,(V-O, waa

reduced from V.O.) wars tsksn in equimolar proportions and hsstsd for 69 hrs

at 800*C in an svacuatsd silica tubs. The X-ray analysis hss shown that

only tha daslrsd phsss was formed and the prassnee of non-atoichiometrlc

compounds around VO. if at all exists is not sxpscted to be more than 2 to

i%. Tha formation of VO. was further confirmed by checking the phsss

transition by resistivity msssursmsnts.

Fsrromsgnstic compbund fln.Nt The prspsrstlon of the compound fln^N has

been tsksn up ss s psrt of ths programns of priparlng nitrides with Fe

and fln which crystslliss in psrvorklts typs of structurss. Prspsrstion

of Fs.N hss bssn reported earlier.

Nitrogen gas waa passsd ovsr mangansss powdsr kept in s silics

bost and hsstsd in the rang* 7SO»1000"C for scout 30 hrs* Additional

columns of copper filings and manganess nstal kspt to absorb oxygsn

prsssnt in ths nitrogsn gas was good enough and any flnO that is formed

is only on the surface which could bs removed mechsnlcally. Ths email

amount of Hn s non magnetic substance at room tsmpsrsturs was rsmovsd

by.wst magnetisstion. Efforts sre in progress to stsndsrdiss ths pro-

csdure for the prepsrstion of Rn.N while minimising ths formation of

fln N and Pin phssss.

Hridgmsn apparatus for crystal growths A doubls winding furnscs which

can be opsrstsd upto 1100*C continuously with s tewpersturs grsdisnt

In ths rsngs 30 to 40»C/cm wss built snd tsstsd. Ths motor, gssr and
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pulley arrangement for a alow movement of about 6 mm par hour for tha

charge haa been setup. Caia has baen taken to ensure that the sample

vibrations are kept at a minimum. Work la in progress to control ths

temperatures for both the hot zones of the furnace and to automatically

stop the crucible containing the charge when the growth of cryatal is

complete.

1. BARC-B43, Annual Report of the Nuclear Physics Division (1974) p.151,

18« Synthesis of the compound Nickel Vanadium ferrite (fl.R.L.N.

("lurthy and G. Chattopadhyay*)

Earlier attempts ' to prepare the sample were unsuccessful except

ths one by Blasse who has prepared esveral compositions by solid state

reaction of the constituent oxides at 1000°c under vacuum.

Our first attempts of preparing the ferrite NlVn cfe, e0. by this

method have only resulted in a partial formation of ferrita ahowing largely

the presence of metallic nickel. In view of the feet that the partial

pressure of oxygen is less for Ni then NiO it ie assumed that NiO one of

the starting materials is reducsd to metallic Ni. An attempt to hsat the

starting oxidss st about 1QOO°C in limited presence of oxygen to avoid

formation of Ni has reeulted in the formation of u2°4 ** *
laJor impurity.

The finel heat treatment wes to heet the starting oxides st 1060*C

in argon atmosphere which has resulted in a good ferrite compound with a

trace of metallic nickel. The Metal was however got rid off essily by

leaching the compound in 0.3 normal HC1.

Neutron diffraction studies havs been performed on this compound

NiU. ,fi. _0. and was established that the compound is wsll formsd.
0.5 1.5 4
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Howsvar, the same procsss to prepare N*v
1#n

F"i.o°4 and Nlu1#5
r«o.5O4

unsuccessful and efforts ara In prograaa to prepare theaa compositions

in various partial oxygen pressure*.

• Chemistry Division BARC

1 Rodgere at al., 3. Phys. Cham. SolIda .Jit 347, 1964

2 G. Blassa, Philips Raa. Report Supp. No. 3., 1964

19. Additional Perlpherale for 1024 Channel Anslvssr

(A.S. Oaahpanda)

Provialon has been made In 1024 Chennal Hungarian Analyaer to

plot the content of the memory by a plotter. Depending on the memory

sub-groups plotter can plot either 256 or 512 or 1024 channele in full

ecale.

If one wants to plot a Taw channela in between the memory sub-

groups, it is not possible as plotting alwaye starts from first channel

of the eelected memory sub-group. In order to echleve the plotting of

only e few channela in between sub-groups, the following changee have

been made. In plotting mode the lnternel scanner is blocked through a

switch manually snd this automatically selecte the channel number one in

the aelected memory subgroup. Then the desired chennal is selected by

advancing the address register manually. Once the desired channel is

aelected the ecanner la started egein eo that plotting commencae from that

particular channel. In thia way one can plot any number of channels in

full acale.

A five channel punched pepar tape output facility for 1024 channel

analyssr hss bssn rsdssigned end put into operetion. The present unit
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uses integrated circuit chips Tor timing purposes and transister circuits

for operating high spaed relay* inside tha punch taps.

20. A simple relay control system for the Polarised Nautron Spectrometer

(A.S. Deshpanda and P.R. Vijayaraghavan)

A relay control system has been designed and put into operation Tor

the Polarised Neutron Spectrometer (PNS). The control system uses a mecha-

nical prssettable monitor counter, capable of selecting counts varying

TroH 1 to 9999, to initiate control action by the closure of a normally

open contact. A bank of relays are activated, some in a ateady mod*

(salf holding) and some in a pulsed mode. Contacts from the self holding

typa relay ia used for count on-off purposes. Pulsed relays operate trie

printer controls. A tuelve poaition rotary switch is used in a progra-

mmable fashion to choose the sequence required for RF on-off unit. Tha

programme repeats after every 12th cycle.

Another set of 2 relays have also been connected so that scanning

can be dona as a function of one angle and with a facility to take readinga

in each angular setting twice with a provision to choose the state of the

RF unit (on or off) independently.

21. Haematic guide fields (B.S. Srinivasan)

Two magnetic guide field assemblies (heights 50 mmj broath»70 mm

and length* 150 mm) consisting of two 2 mm thick flat iron plataa with

ferrite magnet pieces fixed on each, have been found to provide a central

field of 120 gauss, field profile measurements havs bean don* for the two

asasmblias with a gap of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 cms. between them and with their

respective fields parallel and at 90* (by a relative turn of 90*) to each
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other. The latter configuration is proposed to be ueed for adiabaticelly

turning the nautron polarisation by 90* as required in aoas experinentel

aituatione. The field strength neaauramenta Made ualng the Hall Proba

ere shown in Fig. 21.1,

22. * D.C. Neutron Spin flipper (8.S. Srlnivasan)

* Radio rrequancy Flipper ia conventionally uaed to flip the poleri-

aatlon of a nautron baa* in a polarised neutron spectrometer. An alternative

flipper which uses O.C. currants for its operation described below ' hat

bean assembled.
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A D.C FLIPPER EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

POLARIZED
MONOCHROMATIC
NtUTHON BEAM

MAGNET COU.IMATOR./ STEEL PIATC

F I C- I.

fig.22.1 A D.C. Nautron Spin Flippar. A tabulation of currant*

and corraapondlng magnetic fielda achiavad !• alao givan*

(a)

' '""" j ' i tr

NEUTRON BEAM MAGNETIC GUIDE FELD

rig.22.2 Schamatic dlagraa of tha flagnatlc Gulda Fiald Collldator.

Parallal and 90* conflguratlona ara ahown in Fig. 22.7t

and H<j. 22.2b
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As in a RF flippar there ia a vartical guida fiald which in tha

peasant case is produced by four solenoids C1 to C4 (Tig. 22.1i) connactad

in series and screwed at tha corners of two flat, high permeability iron

plates of 14 mm thick and 124 mm bresth and 200 mm length. Tha vartical

guida field can be varied by passing different currants through the

solenoids.

The basic unit of tha O.C. flipper is a rectangular d.c. coil.

This produces a variable horizontal fiald which ia perpendicular to both

the vertical guide field and tha neutron beam direction. Ideally tha

field ia expected to be uniform insida the coil and zero outside. Tha

field inside the coil is a resultant of vertical and horizontal fielda

and is in general at an angle 0 to t h e vartical. Tha neutron polari-

sation processes about the resultant field inaide the coil. By adjusting

the horizontal and vertical fields to be equal and of appropriata magnitude

the neutron polarisation can ba made to dip by exactly 90* (polarisation

changes from vortical to horizontal) in traveralng from one race of the

coil to the other. A second coil kept face to faca with the first coil,

but with currant in the reverse direction can produce another 90s dip of

the polarisation vector thus producing a 180' reversal of the initial

polarisation.

Fig. 22.2 shows the arrangement of two horizontal field coils

kept side by side and also tha vertical fiald solenoids. Magnetic fiald

values were measured with different current in the coila. Highest field

values obtained with maximum permissible currents in the coils are

indicated in the Fig. 22.2.

1) RI.-73-Q34 Rutherford Laboratory Report
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23. Low Temperature Facllitleal (V. Chopra, G. Dharmadurai,

T. Srinivasan and N.S. Satya Murthy)

A Dilution Refrigerator, has been assembled. The schematic diagrams

of the machine and the associated high vacuum pumping lines are show* in

Fig. 23.1 and 23.2 respectively. The capacity of the dewar is 15 litres

and one Fill of £he liquid is expected to last for about 24 hrs. when the

helium is being circulated. The components of the machine which are at

temperatures less than 2°K are isolated from the 4*K both by a high vacuum

line and the 'still* (at 0.7°K). The 'heat exchanger* and the 'mixing

chamber' are further shielded by a gold plated shield maintained at 1°K.

With the present design of coaxial heat exchangers we hope to achieve

temperatures as low as 50 mk. Ths helium pumped from the still is recir-

culated. The details are shown in the Tig. 23.1. The helium dewar is

•quipped with safety valve to aafeguard against accidental pressure build

up in the vacuum space.

A auperconducting soleroid has been wound from Nb-25jC Zr wire.

The power supply and the sweep units for the magnet are being looked into

and the coil will be testsd in vary near future for its stability stc.

One set of liquid helium dswards has been fabricated from glass.

Ths capacity of each of the dewar is about one litre. For the sake of con-

venience a portable trolly, fitted with leak tight O'-ring couplings to

facilitate the recovery of evaporated helium gas and pumping off liquid

helium to obtain temperatures below 4CK, has been designed.

An all metal liquid helium cryostat of 4 litres capacity with de-

mountable tail has been designed. It ie designed for the measurements of

thermal and electrical transport properties, facility is provided for

holding superconducting magnet also. Critical temperature of niobium

produced in BARC has been measured, the result agrees well with the expected
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critical temperature of niobium. Further axparimsnta to evaluate th'a ',

niobium alloys for use in Byperconducting magnata ara in progress.

One liquid nitrogen cryostat for the measurement of tha thermal con-

ductivity of insulators has baan fabricated, the oeaign ia baaad on tha

eingle guard-ring method of measuring thermal conductivity. The thermal

conductivity data of insulating materiala is rather easantial for good

design of cryogenic vessels which make uee tha materials aa insulating

layers.

24. White Baaro Neutron Diffraction (A.H. Venkataeh* and K.R. Rao;

btudiaii relating to white beam diffraction ware continued. Ge(i11)

plane was examined aa a suitable analysing plana for overcoming affects of

aoubla Bragg reflection. We have indeed found that this plana would aarva

well as a good analysing plana. Expressions for intensity and resolution

of the technique are obtained and fair agreement ia obtainad between calcu-

lated and experimental intensitiaa and widthe of varioua powder raflactlona.

Ue intend to us* this technique to study polycryatallina Material subjected

to high pressure.

A piston-cylinder high pressure cell for neutron diffraction ia de-

signed and fabricated in the division. The basic design iocorponataa :a Tl-

It alloy casatte for holding the powder specimen under preaaura. Since tha

allay has negligible coherent scattering cross section, o*e nand not provide
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•ntrence and exit •. •ndowa for the nautron beass. Tha Material ia «lao atrong

enough to withstand high pressure. Prellninory taeta of tha high pressure

' " U are under wey*

• On loan fros) MIC» Kalpakkum

• Iha ?i»2r alloy Ingot was prepared by the utmofe rUals Oivielon

1 A.M. Venketeeh and K.H. Raot BARr fl43 Annual Hapo.t of Nuclear Physics
Olvietan (1974) p.MO.
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TEACHING ANL TRAINING ACTIVITIES

A* in the previous years, the members of the Oivision

have participated in the Teaching Programme of tha fl.A.R.C. ••

Training School* In additiin, Vacation Training for tha National

Scianca Talant Search Scholars and a rsfrashsr couraa for tha

Post Graduate Science Teachers fro» various uniuaraltias Mara

alao organised. About 13 NSTS echolara and 16 post graduate

teachers participated. Theae programmes conaistad of i

a) lectures on general end specialised topics

b) individual projecte under tha guidance of tha aenbers

of tha Division.

c) Demonstration experiments

d) Visits to various laboratories in BARC and Tint

e) quiz sessions



•Oataila of lacturea and Couraaa Dallverad by tha Oiwlaional

SUff Hawbera

Lecturer

Or. S.C.

Shri n.L. |enaal
Shri S.K. Mranjpa
Or. A.P. Rfy

Or. V.C. Sahnl
Or. ft. Subrananian
Shri P. Ch«ddah

P. Chaddah ~
S.K. Paranjpe

Or. R.Subeaaianian

Or* V.K. Chopra

Or. A.K. ̂ aln 1

Shri S.K. Paranjpa )

Shri R.K. Choudhury

Or. K.R. (tao

Sat. A.K. Paranjpa i
Shri P.S. Goyal )

Shri K.V. Shagawat

Or. B.A. Caawaran )
Or. S.K. Gupta I
Shri S.S. SaJ^ni J

Shri ft. Prakaah

Shri S. Kailaa

Or. S.K. Kataria

Or. V.S.. Raaaaurthy

Shri M.N. Ajitanandl
Shri ftadan LaJL J

Tcpie

Hoaabauer Spactroacopy
i

Advanced Solid Stata Phyalca

Appliad Qyantu* Hachanica

1 Quantua flachanica

Ralativlty

Low TtfMparatura Physics

Clachanics

Statistical Traatmant of Cxpariaantal Data

Radiation Oaaaga

Hatarial Scianca

ClaaaieaJL Mechanic a

Advanced Muclaar Phyalea

riaalon and o£-dacay

Coaputar PrograaMa

Nuaarical flathoda

Nuclaar Phyalea

Nuclaar Phyalca

Rewarfca

To tha Train*** of the
BARC Training School
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- do -
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Or. B.A. Daaannacharya

Dr. A.P. Roy

Ganaral Introduction to Solid Stata
Physio

Electron States in Solid*

Refresher Courts for the Poat
Graduate Taachara

- do -

Dr. It. Subraaanian )
Shri K.V. Bhagawat 1
Shri 1>. Chaddah )

Or. fl.A. Eajwaran

Shri V.O. Danda

Or. A.K. Dain

Ut. 8.K. 3ain

Dr. S.K. Kataria

Or. O.n. ttadkarnl

Or. V.S. Ramamurthy

Shri V.C. Rakhacha

. Dr. V.K. Chopra

Or. O.n. Nadkarnl

Or. N.S. Satya Flurthy

Or. V.C. Sahni

Quantum Mechanic*

Ganaral Introduction to Nuclear Phyaica

Neutron Radiography

Nuclear Reactions

Nuclear Accelerators

Nuclear Radiation Detectors

Nuclear Fission and Fusion Dynamics

Counting Statistics

nechaniam of Magnetism in Solids

Suparconductlng Magnets

Fission and Fusion

Solid Stata by Nuclea Radiation

Pha»a Traneitione

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

«• do ~

Vaccetion Training Course for
the National Science Telent Search

Scholars

- do -

- do -

VJ1

Dr. 6.A. Oasannacharya

Or. n.K. Rants

"Neutron Scattering from Condensed
natter*

"Recant Oavelopnants in the Field of
experiaental Nuclear Phyaica"

A courae of lecturea delivered
at the PanJab University,
Chandigarh.

A couraa of lectures delivered
•t the Gujarat University,
Ahasdsbad



LECTURES HCLD UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUPI PUR ING 1975

Speaker

Or. P.P. Diuakaran, TirR

Prof, Joseph Carny
Lawrence Radiation Lab
Berkeley, USA

Shrl S. Kallaa

Or. S. Gangadharen
Analytical Chamiatry Own

Ori L.P. Pobereahskli
Inat. of High Temperature
Roecow

Shrl S.C. Shargava

Or. S.K. BukhuH«uhyay,TirR

Or. G. Ferny, Services daa
Pilaa, Saclay, franco

Prof. Ralnar U. Haaaa
University of ROnchen
Germany

Or. n.R. Daa, TIFR

Or. O.K. Sood

Or* O.K. Sood

Shrl D.R. Chakrabarty

Or. S.K. Slnha, Argonna
National Laba., U.S.A.

Or. P.K. Bhattacharya

Or. 8.A. Oaaannacharya

Or. S. Guha» Oklahoma
Stata Univ., U.S.A.

Ur. S.N. Chlntalapudl
VCC Project

26.1

20.2

25.2

4.3.

.75

.75

.75

75

Title of Lecture Bate

ThQ ty Particlea .

Exotic Nuclei

(p,n) Reactions and Nuclear Structure

Analytical Toola from Nuclear Phyeipa

Some Problema of Plasma Phyaice Cohne- 6.3.75
ctad with MHO Technology

nflaabauar Studies of nixed racritaa 18.3.75

Non-relatluiatlc Nuclaon-Nuclaon 25*3.75
Interaction

Neutron Radiography and Gamma Scanning 26.3.75
Facilities at Saclay

Nuclear Friction 8.4.75

On Information Tranafer in Living Syatema 22.4.75

Recent Advances in the Role of Ion 1.7.75
Implantation in Metallurgy, Trlbology
Corrosion and Samiccnductora

Formation of 'Exotic* Alloya in Copper and 2.7.75
Aluminium by Ion Implantation

Radlativa Traneitiona In Nuclear Reactions 15.7.75

Soft Modes, Cherge Oanaity Uavee and 16.8.75
High Temperature Superconductivity

Mechanism and Efficiency of Ion Generation
in Electron Impect-Vapcrlzatlon Source*

Short Uavalangth'Phonona'in Claaaical
Liqulda

19.8.75

26.W.V5

A Physical Landacepe of Oehn-Teller Effect 9.9.75

Heav/ ion <tt Medium Energy Cyc|otrona 9.9.75
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Dr. N. Ssrms

Or. A.S. Dlvatia
Wit Projact

Or. ahankar Plukherji
B.H.U. Varanaai

Or. Sikaa
Kings College, U.K.

ur. tilkaa Sinhs
Kings Collsgs, -U.K.

Prof. Rama, TIFR

Ur. R. Krlahnan, C.N.R.*.
Bellsvus, Francs

Or. T.S. VanKataraman
S.I.C.S. Collaga, Bonbay

bhri T.R. Rao

Studisa on four Body Daeay with an AVF 16.9.75
Cyclotron

Raport on the Cyclotron Confsrsncs hald 17.9.75
at Zurich, Ssptamosr 1975

stripping to Continuum Statea of Nuclsus 30.9.75

Ion-Ion Interaction Potantial 12.11.7b

Nuclsar Structura with flonsntua 14.11.7b
Dspsndsnt Oalta Intaractions

Our Water Ksaourcas 25.11.75

Bubbls Domain Materials and Physical 1.12.75
Characteristics

Critical Propertiss or Ths Binary Fluid 2.12.75
Systam-lsobutyric Acid - Water

Polar Phonons in Crystals 9.12*75
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PUBLICATIONS

I . PAPERS PUBLISHED DURING 1975

1 . 2 9 Si ( t f ,n)32S reaction from 2.15 to 5.25 HeV bombarding energy

A. Balakrishnan, FI.K. Flehta, A.S. Oivatia and S. Kailae
Phye. Rav. C11 (1975)54.

2. Spectroscopy of U uith (p,n) reaction,
S.K. Gupta, S. Saini, L.V. Namjoshi and O.K. flahta
Pramana 5 (1975) 37

3* Total (p»n) reaction croaa-aactions on T i , Cr and Co

S. Kailaa, S.K. Gupta, M.K. flehta, S.S. Kerekatte, L.V. Namjoahi,
N.K. Ganguly, S. Chintalapudi, Phye. Rev. C12 (1975) 1789

4. Rotational Banda in ?9Kr, S.l*l. Bharathi, Y.K. Agrawal, 6. Lai
C.V.K. Baba, Pl.G. Batigeri and N.G. Puttaowamy, Praniana 4 (1975) 25

5. Production of Intense Heavy Ion Beams, I"I.G. Betigarl, ff.S. Bhatia
and T.P. David, Nucl. Instrumentation and Methoda 126 (1975) 29

6. Gallium Implanted Silicon, A.G.Wagh, N. Sarma and P.K. Bhattacharya
Physica Status bol id i i , 32 (1975) 63

7. Ion Implantation - A New Technology, N. Sarma, Nuclear India 13 (1975) 1

8. Radiation Damage in Copper Singla Crystals, U.K. Sood and 6. Oaarnalay
3. Vac. Sci. technology 12 (197SJ 463

252
9. Determination of Fragment Isotopic Vields in the nation of Cf

accompanied by light charged particlea
N.N. AJitenand, R.K. Chaudhury and S.S. Kapoor
Nuclear Physics. M 246 505 (1975)

10. Statistical Properties of Excited Fissioning Nuclal

S.S. Kapoor and V.5>. Ramsfflurthy, Pramana Ji, 124 (197S)

11. Intermediate mass fragments emitted in the KDaction Ag+ N at 100,

160 and 250 PIBV bombarding energy, L.G. floretto, S.K. Kataria* R.C.
3arad; R. Schutt and S.G. Thompson, Nucl. Phys. M2SS. 472 (1975)

12. On the Choice of ]f-ray sources, P. Chaddah and V.C, Sahni
Phys. Stat. Sol. U ) jJ2, 677 (1975)

13. noasbauer Spectroscopy Study of Short-Range Magnetic Ordering in

to-Ga(l'ab ) Intermetallic Compounds, K.R.P.n. Rao and P.K. lyenga*
Phya. Stat. Sol. (a) 30., 397 (1975)
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11. PAPERS PRESENTED AT CONFERENCES

1. Proton Knock-out Reactions, A probe for the Cluster Sizes in Nuclei

B.K. Jain and ft.K. Jain, Proc. of the Second International Conf. on

Clustering Phenomena in Nuclei, Maryland, 1975, p. 301

2. I 7T • NN) Reaction for Nuclear Structure Studies, B.K. 3ain

VI I Int . Conf. on Feu Body Problems in Nuclear and Particle Physics

Delhi, 1975

3. Dependence of Pion-Nucleus Total Cross-Section on the Nuclear Density

and the Pion-Nucleon Off-shell amplitude, B.K. Jain

VII In t . Conf. on Few Body Problems in Nuclear and Parti la Phya.,

Delhi (1975)

7
4. Pion Single Charge Exchange on Li, 8.K. Jain

VII Int. Conf, on Few Body Problem in Nuclear and Particla Physic*

Delhi (1975)

5. Pion Absorption on Atomic Nuclei, B.K. Jain, Western Canadian

Nucl. Conf. (1975)

6. Ion Implanted Surface Alloys in Copper and Aluminium

D.K. Sood and G. Dearnalay, Pi-oc. of Int. Conf. on Application or

Ion Beams to Materials, Warwick (1975)

7. Room Temperature Oxidation of Bismuth Implanted Aluminium

Single Crystals, O.K. Sood, European Conf. on Ion Implantation

and Ion-Beam Analysis Techniques in Corrosion, Manchester, 1975

B. Effect of Ueuteron Distortion on the D(d,t) Heaction, A.K. Jain and

N. Sarma, VII Int.Conf. on I-eu Body Problems in Nuc. and Part. Phys.

m Delhi(1975) S5 55
9. Study of the Iaobaric Analog Resonances in the Reaction fln(p,n) Fa

at E - 1.54 MeV, S. Kailas, Y.P. Viyogi, P. Satyamurthy, S. Saini
P

N.K. Ganguly and fl.K. denta

10* Proton Optical Model Potential tt Sub-CoulBmb Energies for Medium

Weight Nuclei, S. Kalian, n.K. Mehta, Y.P. Viyogi and N.K. Ganguly

11.* Clastic Scattering of Alpha Particles from *°Ca from E^ - 4.40 fleV

to 5.65 fleV, S. Saini, S. Kailas, M. Balakrishnan, A, Chattsrjea,

Culzar Singh, S.K. Gupta and ft.K. ftehta

• 28
12. Rsaonarca Spectroacopy of Si in the 14 MeV Excitation Region

S.S. KerekattB, S.K. Gupta and n.K. Plant a
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13,* Resonance Parameter* for States in S at Excitation tnargiaa batwaan

10.4 and 11.4 Plev, l*l. Balakrishnan, S. Kailaa and PI.K. Itehta

14. Effective Two Body Interaction from the Experimental bpectra

S. Seini and S.K. Gupta

a 4Y 49
1b. Negative Parity States in V and V, S. Saini and M.R. bunye

1b. Recent Observations on Giant Resonances tn Nuclei, Pi.A. tswaran

1*' The Electric .<adrupole Strength uistrioutian in Self-con jugate 2s-1d

shell Nuclei, O.R. thakrabarty and P. A. Eswaran

18. Ion Implanted baler Cells, A.G. Wegh, N. Ssrma, P.K. Bhattacnarya

Bfiu D.J. Kansara

19. Heavy Ion free Injector for the 1CT J.on-implantor, P.K. Bhattacharya,

S. liaonkar, A.G. Wegh, tf.A. Hattangadi and N. Sarma

20. Evaluation of Finite Range Effects in Distorted luawe Laiculetion* of

Stripping and Knock-Out Reactions, A.K. Jain and N. Sarma

21. Ion Implanted burface Alloys in Nickel, U.K. Sond and G. Uearnalay

22. Radiation uumage and Surface Alloys produced by Ion-Implantation

U.K. s>ood

2i. Calculation of N-d Elastic bcattering Croas-aectiona around 100 fietf

Kiran Kumar and A.K. Jain

24, tnergy bpectra ot Long Range Alpha Particles for Different I-ragment
252

Charges in the fission of Cr. i.K. Kataria, n. Prakash, fiadan Lai

and S.S. Kapoor

25, Studios of Yields and Energy Spectra of Alpha Particles Accompanying
235

Fission in the Fission of U by neutrons with energy ranging from

thermal to 1.75 CleU

D.n. Nadkarni, R.K. Choudhury, P.M. Rama Rao and S.S. Kapoor

• 235

26, Fragment-IRA Angular Correlations in Thermal Neutron Fission of U

using a Gridded Ionization Chamber

R.K. Choudhury, O.It. Nadkarni, S.S. Kapoor, P.N, Rama Rao and

S.R. Srinivaea Durthy,



77. Studies « / Prompt Gamma Ray Multiplicity Distribution in
252

S p o n t a n e o u s FJs..'••••>• -if C f , l / . S . Ramamurthy , R . K . Choudhury

and 3 . C . flohan i •. i <»\m

28. Current Interest In Heavy Ion Fission and Nuclear fiaaion Studies

S.S. Kapoor (Invited Talk)

29. On a new method of Evaluating Shall Correction energies of nuclei

with only bound single particle levels, V.S. Ramamurthy,

S.K. Kataria and S.S. Kapoor

30. On the Development of a 250-eV Resolution Si(Li) Detector X-ray

system for analytical Applications - Hadan Lai and S.K. Kataria

31.* Drain Feedback Preamplifier for Lou Energy X-ray spectrometry work

P.L. Bhetia, S.G. Gobbur, U.A. Pethe and S.K. Kataria

32. On a new semi empirical nuclear level density formula with shell

effects. U.S. Remamurthy, S.K. Kataria and S.S. Kapoar

IAEA Consultants Heating on the use of nuclear theory in Neutron

Nuclear Data Evaluation, ICIA Trieste, 1975

33,* Development of thin film scintillators for measurement on fission

fragments and heavy ions. N.N. AJitanand and K.N. Iyengar

34.* Spin Wave, in L i ^ ^ F . ^ ^

If.C. Rakhecha, K.R. Rao and N.S. Satya Murthy

Polarised Neutron Study of Cu MnAl

W.G. Rakhecha, R. Chakravarthy and N.S. Satya Murthy

Reduced' A-rslte Moment in Fe.O.

V.C. Rakhecha, R. Chekraverthy and N.S. Satya Murthy

Phonona in Lead Selanida

P.R. Vijayaraghavan, S.K. Sinha and P.K. lyengar

Raylaigh and Brillouin Scattering C

(Invited Talk), B.A. Daaannacharya

38, Raylaigh and Brillouin Scattering Observations in Neutron Scattering

39. Temperature Dependence of the raorientatJonal Motion of Ammonium

Aon. in (NH4)2S04 end p N H ^ ^ K ^ J 2*% ^
P.S, Goyal, P.P. Chandra, C.L. Thapar, K.R. Rao end B.A. Dasannacharya

40. Reorlontational Motion of Ammonium Ions in NH4I and (NH.)_SnBr6

B.S. Coy«l, B.A. Daaannacharya, C.L. Thapar and G. Venkatareman
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41. Tempereture Dependence of Diffusion Constente in Liquid Cryatal

EABAC, B.A. Oaeennecherye, A.S. Leedbetter, R. Richardson,

A. Keidemann and U. Howalls

** 42. Observation trf Quantum Rotetion of CH_ group in solid 4 - methyl

pyridane, 8. Alofeld, A. Kollmer and B.A. Oaeennacharya

43* Brillouin Scattering Study of tha Propagation of Hypereonic Waves

in Cerbontetrechlorida, Carbondiaulphide, Benzene and Toluene

K. Usha Oeniz, P.S. Pervethenathan and A.S. Paranjpe

44. Calorlmetric X-ray and Raaan Scattering Inveetigetions of the

Crystalline end Liquid-Crystalline Phaaee of HBPA

K. Uaha Denis, U.R.K. Rao, A.S. Paranjpo and P.S. Parvathanethen

45. Low Temperature Phase Transitions in p-n-hexyloxybenzilidene

p* - n - propyleniline (HBPD)

K. Uaha Deniz, U.R.K. Rao and S.K. Sinha

Sixth Materials Science Symposium on Pheee Traneformation and Phase

Equilibria, Bangalore (1975)

46. Fabry-Perot Spectrometer for brillouin and Raylsigh Scattering

K. Uehe Oeniz, P.S. Parvathanathan and A.S. Paranjpa

47.* Effects of Thin Hetel Films of the Alignment Propertiee of HBBA

K. Ueha Deniz, T.K. Bhattacherye and C. Clanohar

48. Oynemics of \K. WINH.) I _ CuC1..2H,0 by Leeer Neman Scattering
* t 1— X 4 ' X J Z 4 Z "

n.L. Banaal, V.C. Sahni and A.P. Roy

4 9 . * Study of Internal nodes or SOJJ2 in LIKSO^

T.R. Reo, n.L. bansal, V.C. Sehni and A.P. Roy

aO. Raman scattering Study of the \ - t r a n a i t i o n tu(NM4)2Ci..2H.O

n.L. Banaal, V.C. Sahni and A.P. Roy

5 1 . Laser Raman Spectrometer

n.L. Uanaal, T.R. Rao, V.C. Sahni and A.P. Roy

52. QPW Calculation of the Compton Prof i le of Beryllium.

P. Chaddah and V.C. Sahni

S3.* 4Ula of C«emetrilcel Reeolution in Compton Prof i le Studlss

• * . CharieWi^nd V.C. Sehni



54. Geometrical Foundations of fiany Body Systems

R. Reftanna and I.V.V, Raghavacharyulu
"Ths General Many Body Problem", (Proc. Conf. held In
.Ahmedabad 1973), fda. R. Pratap and J.C. Parlkh (Hindusthan
Publishing Co. Delhi,1975)

55.* The Stark leddsrs

K.V. Bhagwat and R. Subremanian

56.* A Simple Whit* BaaM Nautron Diffraction Technlqua

A.H. Uankatash and K.R. Rao
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